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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation studies the responses of employees in non-ecclesiastical 

employment to discover what they face in living out the Christian faith on the job so that 

pastors, with the findings, may equip them with a biblical and relevant theology of work. 

The responses were collected from sixty employees, who attend three churches 

(urban, suburban, and rural). Each completed a forty-one-question survey that asked for 

answers concerning demographics, scheduling, job suitability, spiritual preparation for 

the workplace, opportunities for serving others, and potential difficulties in the employee 

role. The questionnaire included both quantitative (multiple-choice) questions and an 

invitation for optional qualitative comments. 

Quantitative findings were entered into an Excel spreadsheet to compile statistical 

data and to cross-reference responses to related questions. For the benefit of pastors and 

church leaders, the results were linked with recommendations on presenting a biblical 

theology of work to congregants. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM 

Ministry Need Researched 

This chapter will describe the need for and impetus behind my study of responses 

from employees in non-ecclesiastical jobs to discover what they face in practicing faith in 

the workplace. The findings from this research are intended to provide pastors and church 

leaders with insights that will assist them in equipping workplace-ready believers.  

The challenges of living out the Christian faith in the work world have multiplied 

and become more complex during the last century. When believers, surrounded by the 

relatively safe church culture on Sunday, enter the marketplace on Monday, they plunge 

into a cross-cultural experience. Many are spiritually unprepared for the journey. Recent 

decades have expanded vocabulary with such terms as downsizing, globalization, 

outsourcing, hostile takeover, financial meltdown, and bailout. Each of those additions, in 

turn, has contributed its own challenges to living the life of faith in the work-world 

environment.  

Technology has increased the on-job pace exponentially with its never-ending 

stream of email, ever-faster computers, cell phones, tweeting and twittering, electronic 

tablets, satellite and wireless access, and more. The changing mores of society have also 

infected workplaces with new levels of sexual harassment, workplace violence, bullying, 

and discrimination. Religious pluralism complicates matters of dress, holiday leave, and 

spiritual practices on the job. Unemployment levels that have neared 10 percent make it 

more and more nerve-wracking to find and keep a job. 
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Although in recent years many excellent books have appeared in the faith-at-work 

genre, a three-fold problem remains in what they offer the typical believer on the job. 

First, many of these books have been written for owners and entrepreneurs. For example, 

Questions of Business Life,1 Business as a Calling,2 Believers in Business,3 and Joy at 

Work4 all provide excellent and much-needed attention to biblical ways of operating a 

business. In a typical congregation, however, most from the work world are not owners 

and entrepreneurs but employees—the focus of this study.  

Second, while many of the books written for these job-holders contain sound 

biblical teaching, few of them are based on what the employees themselves have said 

about their work and its challenges. The research findings presented in this dissertation 

arose from the responses of believers to more than forty survey questions.  

Third, as the number of books has increased, fewer and fewer Christians are 

taking the time to read them. With many employees working in excess of forty hours per 

week, they find it increasingly difficult to read the abundant literature now available on 

the subject of faith in the workplace. Even if they had the time to read, few Christian 

employees know about the multiplication of resources in this area. These factors add to 

the urgency that pastors communicate a biblical theology of work in their preaching and 

teaching ministries and incorporate it into the DNA of their congregations.  

                                                 
1 Richard Higginson, Questions of Business Life: Exploring Business Life from a Christian 

Perspective (Carlisle, Cumbria: Spring Harvest Publishing Division and Authentic Media, 2002). 

2 Michael Novak, Business as a Calling: Work and the Examined Life (New York: The Free Press, 
1996). 

3 Laura L. Nash, Believers in Business: Resolving the Tensions between Christian Faith, Business 
Ethics, Competition and Our Definitions of Success (Nashville: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1994). 

4 Dennis Bakke, Joy at Work: A Revolutionary Approach to Fun on the Job (Seattle: PVG, 2006). 
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The employees in view in this dissertation are those in non-ecclesiastical jobs. A 

countless number of resources—books, magazines, websites, videos—provide insights 

for those who work in ecclesiastical roles. For instance, one of the readers of the 

Leadership Journal, published primarily for pastors, wrote: “I’ve been reading 

Leadership Journal over 20 years — my entire pastoral tenure, to be exact. It’s like a 

resident sage: wise, gracious, silent until called upon, and then ready to answer my 

deepest conundrums and sort out my hairiest predicaments.”5 Traditionally, non-

ecclesiastical jobs have not been considered to be “ministry,” so the “deepest 

conundrums” and the “hairiest predicaments” faced by Christian employees as they seek 

to serve Christ in their workplaces more often than not go unaddressed. 

Audience  

My readers are primarily church leaders, especially pastors. Armed with insights 

into what employees in their churches face in the workplace, they will be better prepared 

to contextualize a biblical theology of work that will speak to what those church members 

actually encounter. All too often pastors’ own lack of experience in the work world, 

coupled with the pressures of overseeing overfull church agendas, leave them with little 

understanding of what happens on the job starting Monday morning. “Occasional Paper 

No. 40,” issued by the Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization, illustrates this 

limited grasp of work-world issues from the experience of Alan Kerr, a well-known 

evangelical businessman in Australia: 

Not once in . . . ten years did [his] minister ask about his work or how he 
expressed his faith there. Some may say less than 10 percent of today’s pastors 

                                                 
5 Leadership Journal. Endorsements, http://www.christianitytoday.com/le/help/ 

aboutus/endorsements.html (accessed Dec. 28, 2011).  
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have any idea of the challenges today’s marketplace Christians face. They are 
often overwhelmed by the myriad tasks to be done in ministry to their 
congregation. Even if they have worked before being ordained, they often feel 
isolated from the rapidly changing working world. Little wonder if they don’t ask 
questions or show an interest. They may well feel intimidated.6 

Few pastors can or will follow the example of R. Paul Stevens, who left 

his pastoral responsibilities on a church staff to spend several years personally 

experiencing the pressures, dilemmas, opportunities, and questions that arise in 

the course of employment as a carpenter.7 In lieu of such firsthand involvement, 

the responses gleaned from the survey of Christian employees should provide 

pastors with a much-heightened awareness of how to relate a biblical theology of 

work to the real world of the contemporary workplace.  

Christian employees rarely receive any training or theological 

underpinning for what may be decades of service in the public or private 

employment sector. In sharp contrast, few pastors would even consider entering 

their lifetime of service without the intensive preparation they receive in seminary 

or Bible school. Even so, the grounding they do receive in church-oriented 

academia typically does not include all that it should equip them for. In a website 

explaining its purpose, the Mustard Seed Foundation (administered by the Bakke 

Graduate University in Seattle) describes the usual emphasis in preparing pastors 

for church leadership: 

Current pastor education is usually focused on teaching and modeling the 
Redemption Mandate, which includes such things as the theology of God, an 
understanding of the role of the church, a working knowledge of the Scriptures, 
                                                 
6 Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization, “Marketplace Ministry Occasional Paper No. 

40,” http://www.lausanne.org/docs/2004forum/LOP40_IG11.pdf (accessed Dec. 29, 2010), 13. 

7 R. Paul Stevens, Liberating the Laity, Equipping All the Saints for Ministry (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 1985), 19-20. 
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and insights into a pastor’s own spiritual formation. Woven into this program 
pastors are taught skills such as preaching, counseling, organizational and 
leadership development to help them build up the church they are called to serve. 
Fundamentally, future pastors are taught to know their own gifts and callings, and 
then they are taught the skills to be a good steward of their calling. . . . 

However, the Creation Mandate, which teaches that we work for God’s glory 
through our various callings both outside as well as inside normal church ministry 
programs, is not often discussed, taught or understood by our pastors and 
congregations. . . . The study of theology of work is not new, but it is infrequently 
taught in our seminaries and other pastoral training places. As a result, pastors 
rarely teach or discuss theology of work principles within the church.8 

This dearth of workplace equipping in the church arises not only from the 

seminary curricula but can also spring from the want of listening ears. From 1976 

through 1982, the Andover Newton Theological School conducted a Faculty/Laity 

Writing Project. The group, made up of roughly equal numbers of professors and “laity,” 

met regularly to address questions relating to the workplace. George Peck, a seminary 

professor and pastor, after listening to the concerns of Christians in non-ecclesiastical 

work, wrote: “I realized very quickly that, as an ordained person, I had never really 

learned to hear the laity.”9 Peck, like many pastors, had had little or no experience in the 

non-ecclesiastical work world. Temporary, part-time jobs did not expose him (or them) to 

the challenges created by laboring in the world of work over a long period. It should 

come as no surprise, then, if pastors do not know the questions they need to ask in order 

to listen well; thus the audience of pastors needs the perspectives this dissertation will 

provide.  

                                                 
8 Mustard Seed Foundation, “Theology of Work Grant Program,” http://www.bgu.edu/ 

theologyofworkgrant/ purpose.html (accessed Dec. 28, 2011). 

9 George Peck, The Laity in Ministry: The Whole People of God for the Whole World (Valley 
Forge, PA: Judson Press, 1984), 16. 
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Although Peck’s book appeared thirty years ago—and hundreds of others on the 

workplace since then—the situation in most churches seems not to have changed all that 

much. In her book, Kingdom Calling, published in 2011, Amy L. Sherman—after three 

years of research—reports that,  

Many . . . Christ-followers received almost no teaching from their churches on 
how to integrate their faith and their work. As a result, many of them wondered 
early in their Christian lives whether their commitment to Jesus meant that they 
should leave their “secular” profession to go into “full-time Christian ministry.”10 

Much of this ambivalence can be traced to an absence of instruction concerning 

God’s purposes in placing so many of his people in the everyday work world. “The 

average Christian professional sitting in the pew hears little about how her life with God 

relates to her life at work. . . .[H]er church offers little specific guidance about why her 

work matters, how God can and does use it, or how her vocational power can be 

stewarded to advance his Kingdom.”11 

The Background of the Project 

The roots of this dissertation run deeply into my own background and experience. 

I grew up on an irrigated truck farm, increasingly planted with asparagus. My farmer-

father, a committed Christ-follower and student of Scripture, had me memorizing key 

verses from the time I was three or four years old. By the time I was seven, I probably 

knew fifty or more passages by heart. Dad also taught me, from my earliest years, how to 

work. His own example demonstrated for me the need to integrate faith and farm work. 

In our hot climate, asparagus required daily cutting to prevent loss of salable produce. In 

                                                 
10 Amy L. Sherman, Kingdom Calling: Vocational Stewardship for the Common Good (Downers 

Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 2011), 91. 

11 Ibid., 100. 
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contrast to the neighboring asparagus growers, Dad refused to harvest the crop on 

Sundays—even if that meant losing money. 

While attending Wheaton College in Illinois, I faced the typical student’s 

question: What am I to do following graduation? Having grown up in a strongly 

evangelical home and church tradition, I “knew” the only occupations that really 

mattered were two: become a missionary or a pastor. The internal gravitation to “full-

time Christian service” pulled me powerfully, yet a faint whisper inside began a gentle 

but persistent counter-pressure. What about the 99 percent of believers who worked in so-

called “secular” occupations? If the Christian life could not be lived in its fullness “out 

there” in the work world, what did that say about its value and power? How could 

Christians expect unbelievers to discover its worth and strength unless they were made 

visible in their normal, non-church habitats? I actually sat down and wrote out an 

argument between myself and God (with God contending for my taking a non-

ecclesiastical job). In the end, God prevailed. Within three years following college 

graduation, I was working as an information officer for the State of Washington in 

Olympia, the state capital. 

Soon, with two small children, a full-time job, and far too many roles in our local 

church, I approached the pastor for help. “Look,” I explained, “I’m beginning to burn out. 

I’m teaching adult Sunday school, singing in the choir, serving on the building crew, and 

so on. What shall I do?” Looking me straight in the eye, he said, “Just get better 

organized and take on another church-related task.” He expressed no interest whatsoever 

in my work with the state, nor did he suggest it had any Kingdom-of-God potential. Any 
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significant service to God, it seemed, would take place within the church building or by 

participating in the organized programs of the church. 

One Sunday morning, this same pastor urged the congregation to return for the 

evening meeting to hear a particular person speak. “He has a wonderful testimony,” said 

the pastor, “even though he is just a layman.” Shortly after, on a Mother’s Day, the pastor 

invited all mothers to the platform who had raised sons or daughters now on the mission 

field or in the pastorate. Onto the lapel of each he pinned an orchid corsage. From my 

seat in the congregation, I found myself wondering why those mothers who had raised 

Christ-following school teachers, state employees, or retail clerks were getting left out of 

the orchid elite.  

These encounters with this pastor began to rub against my own knowledge of 

Scripture, creating something of a crisis in my understanding. Like the grain of sand in 

the proverbial oyster, the irritation began to produce a “pearl.” I searched the Bible to 

learn what God had revealed about everyday work in non-ecclesiastical roles. This led to 

the writing of my first book, Secular Work is Full-Time Service, while working as a state 

employee. It is still available under the new title, Serving Christ in the Workplace.12 Back 

then, I was unaware of any other books dealing with the subject of faith at work. 

Those early experiences proved to be life-shaping and conviction-forming. I 

continued working as a state employee (in three different departments) for the next 

eleven years. When my state service ended in 1977, I established my own consulting 

company teaching business writing seminars for companies and public agencies. This 

work continued for seventeen years. In the midst of those years, another pastor—in a 

                                                 
12 Larry Peabody, Serving Christ in the Workplace (Fort Washington, PA: Christian Literature 

Crusade, 1974). 
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different church—asked me to plant a church and serve as its part-time pastor. This 

request led into an eight-year period of working simultaneously in the seminar-leading 

business and in the pastoring role. Finally, with the church growing larger and my own 

growing older, the congregation put me on a full-time payroll. I remained in that role for 

another thirteen years.  

As a result of my life’s work, I have personally experienced life from a number of 

employment perspectives: as an employee (dealing with various kinds of bosses and 

coworkers)s; as an entrepreneur (dealing with customer demands, contracts, and non-

payers); as a bi-vocational church planter (dealing with organizational challenges and 

rented quarters); and as a salaried, full-time pastor (dealing with weekly sermon 

preparation, crumbling marriages, and intra-church conflicts). All of these roles, in 

various ways, have formed in me a passion to communicate the need for bridging the 

Sunday-Monday gap and thus have contributed to this current project. 

Today, faith at work has become a movement. Hundreds of books, unpublished 

papers, dissertations, blogs, and videos deal with this critical topic. Now that my horizons 

and contacts have expanded, I find that my early and extremely local experiences 

reflected in microcosm the situation in the church not only in the United States but 

around the world. 

For example, David W. Miller has published an extensive study of the faith-at-

work movement (FAW).13 In his chapter, “Response of the Church and the Theological 

Academy to FAW,” he notes that a business magazine, Across the Board, published a 

                                                 
13 David W. Miller, God at Work: The History and Promise of the Faith at Work Movement 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). 
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cover story in 2001 with the title, “How the Church Has Failed Business.”14 In his 

summary of the article, he describes the separation between the church and the world of 

work: 

It [the magazine article] substantiated the claim that there is a gaping chasm 
between what is heard on Sunday in one’s place of worship and what is 
experienced on Monday in one’s place of work. This Sunday-Monday gap 
between clergy and businesspersons, between ecclesiastical and business life, and 
between worship and work has been documented in individual narratives, 
anecdotal evidence, and empirical studies. The evidence is derived from the 
church’s actions (both form and substance) and also from the church’s inaction or 
silence. This pattern is apparent at all levels of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, from 
the local church to the various judicatory levels of the denomination, and includes 
ecumenical bodies. . . .Indeed, the higher up the church hierarchy one climbs, the 
less interest—let alone awareness—there is in speaking to the Sunday-Monday 
gap.15 

Not just in the United States but around the world this Sunday-Monday gap 

appears to be separating churches from the week of workdays. Near the end of 2011, I 

completed a survey of several who teach the theology of work in several cultures. Most 

of the respondents serve as professors in theological schools. One of the survey questions 

asked: “How would you describe the predominant attitude of the clergy toward non-

ecclesiastical work?” Among other responses, the question drew the following:  

1. In Asia it is generally looked down upon as not being as spiritual as ecclesiastical 
work. 

2. In Africa most Christian leaders think that only preaching and praying are God’s 
Work. 

3. In New Zealand most would recognize the importance of the workplace and give 
at least lip service to a sensible theology of work; however many still do not give 
a significant place to work issues within services, do not direct pastoral care to 

                                                 
14 Laura L. Nash, “How the Church has Failed Business,” Across the Board, July-August 2001, 

quoted in David W. Miller, God at Work: The History and Promise of the Faith at Work Movement 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 81. 

15 Ibid., 81. 
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workplace needs, and would tend to see ministry as work done within an 
ecclesiastical framework.  

4. In the United Kingdom, on the whole, they are not very interested. 

These responses corroborate David Miller’s conclusion that “the evidence 

strongly suggests that the church in general seems uninterested in, unaware of, or unsure 

of how to help the laity integrate their faith identities and teachings with their workplace 

occupations, problems, and possibilities.”16 

The Desired Outcome of this Project 

In this dissertation, I intend to offer pastors and other church leaders a means of 

“listening” to Christians who struggle to live out their faith in the workplace. The 

concerns expressed by believing employees make up a representative collection of 

pressing faith-at-work questions and challenges. Armed with this information, those with 

teaching responsibilities in the gathered church will be better prepared to respond to 

actual issues faced by members who serve primarily in the scattered church out in the 

work world.  

For example, if pastors were to learn that many Christians spend an hour or more 

per day commuting, in addition to an eight-hour shift, knowing this fact should make a 

difference in how they present the need for people to serve evenings and weekends on 

church-related projects. Perhaps, as a result of reading the survey results, pastors might 

become aware that many believers make little effort to identify, pray for, and encourage 

other Christians in their work circles. In response, pastors could devote a sermon series 

                                                 
16 Ibid., 81. 
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on the Christian’s responsibility to serve members of Christ’s body even if those other 

Christians do not attend the same meetings on weekends. 

One specific outcome will be to create a six-week study designed to equip and 

encourage believers in the workplace. A local pastor, aware of my work on this 

dissertation, has expressed a need for such a course in the theology of work suitable to be 

presented to adult study groups in his congregation. I intend to produce such a course, 

incorporating insights learned from responses to the dissertation survey.  

The Contribution of the Project to Transformational Leadership 

My dissertation will help pastors and church leaders transform how Christians 

understand their daily work and their own identities. It will suggest how readers can 

empower Christ-followers with a biblical theology of work that speaks to concerns they 

themselves identify. By understanding the difficulties of relating faith to the cultures of 

offices, shops, factories, and fields, church leaders can help equip believers to turn those 

obstacles into ministry opportunities. Preparing Christians with the vision of God’s 

purposes for them in the work world will change them in ways that will transform their 

workplaces—the relational hubs within our culture.  

The Bakke Graduate University has defined transformational leadership in eight 

statements. This dissertation directly contributes to at least five of these in the following 

ways. 

Prophetic Leadership. The research in this project aims to “give voice to those 

that have no voice.” As the writer of Proverbs urges, “Speak up for those who cannot 

speak for themselves” (Prov. 31:8). In today’s churches, pastors typically control the 

power of the microphone, while the working people who come Sunday after Sunday have 
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virtually no voice in those gatherings. Asking believers in the work world to articulate 

their concerns, dilemmas, opportunities, and questions, and making their responses 

available to pastors and church leaders will provide this kind of prophetic leadership. 

Contextual Leadership. Moving from the culture of the church world into that of 

the work world is to cross a yawning cultural divide. Many pastors have little or no 

experience in the contemporary workplace. By studying the survey results from this 

dissertation, they will be better able to equip believers in their church families to cross 

that cultural divide and represent Christ and his Kingdom in context-appropriate ways. 

Calling-Based Leadership. The results of this project should enlarge the ways 

pastors understand the gifts God has given to the body of Christ—gifts meant not only for 

the church gathered but also for the church scattered. As they become better informed 

about real workplace issues, pastors will also come to appreciate the invaluable 

Kingdom-of-God opportunities that present themselves to believers whose callings have 

placed them in the work world. 

Reflective Leadership. By carefully reflecting on the weekday work concerns 

expressed by believers, pastors will be equipped to help them think theologically about 

how both struggles and opportunities can be claimed for Kingdom-of-God purposes. 

Without such assistance, many believers will continue to see the bulk of their lives as 

having little or no spiritual significance.  

Shalom Leadership. Responses to the questions in the survey will reveal to 

pastors many of the work-world relationships that need reconciliation. For example, 

questions include, “Do you often feel spiritually lonely on the job?” “When conflicts 

erupt among those you work with, how well prepared are you to respond as a Christian 
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should?” “Have you experienced sexual harassment on the job?” Knowing what church 

members face in the marketplace will assist pastors in preparing disciples who can be 

agents for shalom where they spend most of their best waking hours. 

Stakeholders 

R. Paul Stevens. For decades, Stevens’ books have deepened my own 

understanding of the theology of work. The first Stevens book I read, Liberating the 

Laity, revealed how he left his clerical role and “took up . . . hammer and saw”17 to work 

as a carpenter. This example demonstrated to me his willingness to understand the work 

world from the inside out. Stevens has agreed to serve as my dissertation supervisor. 

Stuart Dugan. Dugan, a Presbyterian pastor, completed his DMin in Leadership 

and Spiritual Formation at George Fox Evangelical Seminary, Portland, Oregon, in 2011. 

His two-hundred-page dissertation, “Missional in the Marketplace,” “addresses the need 

for churches to assist believers in integrating their faith in the workplace.”18 Dugan will 

act as a sounding board while helping me stay in touch with the church leadership 

perspective.  

Christian Overman. Overman and I have team-taught TOW seminars for pastors 

and church leaders. Because he recently completed his DMin with the Bakke Graduate 

University, he understands what is involved in this dissertation journey. He provides 

access to one who is actively working in a local church to equip believing employees to 

live out their faith at work.  

                                                 
17 R. Paul Stevens, Liberating the Laity, 25. 

18 Stuart Dugan, “Missional in the Marketplace” (DMin dissertation, George Fox Evangelical 
Seminary, 2011), xi. 
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Leroy Hurt. Hurt serves as an Associate with Booz, Allen, and Hamilton. He and I 

are currently partnering in an effort to sponsor a county-wide event that provides 

believers in the work world the opportunity to voice their concerns to local pastors. His 

perspective from the world of the large corporation is helping to broaden my 

understanding of what concerns believers in the workplace. 

John Haberlin. Haberlin has agreed to serve as my second reader for this 

dissertation. He earned his DMin from Louisville Theological Seminary in 2002. His 

dissertation project included a training CD on the pre-natal development of new 

congregations. He served for thirty-nine years as a pastor in several congregations in 

Washington State and California. He has also been a participant and a fellow planner in 

the county-wide forum bringing together pastors and believers from the work world. 

In this chapter I have described how this study aims to discover the needs of 

employees in non-ecclesiastical jobs through a survey that enables them to articulate 

their own concerns and questions. Pastors primarily make up the intended audience 

for the results of this research. Their isolation from the work world of the twenty-

first century creates a need for them to listen carefully to what the people in their 

congregations say about the situations in which they spend their best waking hours. I 

have also recounted how my own background led me to this study and prepared me 

for it. My years of experience as an employee, a self-employed business owner, a 

church planter, and a pastor allow me to understand the Sunday-Monday gap from all 

these perspectives. I have discussed two hoped-for outcomes. First, I expect the 

results of this research to assist pastors in tailoring their messages and the teaching 

of the church in ways that respond to the actual conditions believers face in the 
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workplace. Second, I will use the findings in preparing a six-week study guide on the 

theology of work for use by churches. As discussed above, this study touches 

directly on at least five areas of transformational leadership identified by the Bakke 

Graduate University. In addition, I have identified the stakeholders associated with 

this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

The broad category into which the subject of this dissertation fits has been called 

by such various names as “Marketplace Ministry”1 and the “Faith at Work Movement.”2 

The first Christian writers to address issues facing believers in the workplace appear in 

the New Testament. Both Paul and Peter, writing to Christ-following slaves, demonstrate 

an informed awareness of challenges and temptations in the work world. Martin Luther 

wrote about faith at work, as did John Calvin. Within the past several decades, as noted in 

The Annotated Marketplace Bibliography, written resources for Christians on the job 

have multiplied as never before. Pete Hammond found himself “intrigued by the 

increased interest in the workplace ministry of everyday believers.”3 This acceleration of 

interest has blossomed into what David W. Miller calls a “movement,” because it 

involves a network of individuals who share a common point of view that counters what 

they see as unacceptable. As he puts it, there is “a plethora of anecdotal evidence that 

suggests ‘something is happening.’”4 

The number of books on faith in the workplace now far exceeds the thirteen-

hundred volumes in Pete Hammond’s library as the new millennium began. This chapter 

touches briefly on just a few such books and describes how each of them contributes in 

                                                 
1 Pete Hammond, R. Paul Stevens & Todd Svanoe, The Marketplace Annotated Bibliography: A 

Christian Guide to Books on Work, Business & Vocation (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2002). 

2 Miller, God at Work. 

3 Hammond, Stevens & Svanoe, 15. 

4 Miller, God at Work, 21. 
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some way to the themes and issues that lie behind this dissertation survey. In chapter 4, 

several of these subjects will be explored from the biblical and theological perspective. 

Seeing Work as Sacred. 

Three of the dissertation survey questions probe how Christians perceive the 

faith-work connection. One asks, “Do you sometimes think you could serve God more 

effectively in a church-related job?” A second asks: “Do you believe you are doing the 

work God made you to do?” A third asks: “Do you see your work itself—the tasks you 

do—as contributing to the carrying out of God’s purposes? To some degree, each of these 

questions relates to an underlying issue, the tradition-based distinction between “sacred” 

and “secular” work. 

In The New Reformation, Greg Ogden notes that even though the Reformation 

provided, in theory, the basis for eliminating the sacred/secular division, most people still 

think in these terms. He succinctly describes how the distinction affects worldview: “The 

secular is associated with the temporal, is connected to the realm of the public, social 

order, and is therefore profane. The sacred, in contrast, is concerned with the eternal, is 

connected to the realm of personal family values, and is therefore spiritual.”5 Ogden also 

accurately indicates the effect this false distinction creates within believers: “Many 

Christians live a schizophrenic existence. We have divided our life experience into two 

nonbiblical categories. We have two separate realms; the sacred, the church, and the 

secular, the world.”6 

                                                 
5 Ogden, Greg. The New Reformation: Returning the Ministry to the People of God (Grand Rapids, 

MI: Zondervan Pub. House, 1990), 190. 

6 Ibid., 200. 
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Like this dissertation, Ogden’s book was written for pastors and church leaders. 

Although The New Reformation includes approximately three pages on the workplace, it 

does not explore in any depth the issues believers face there. In fact, Ogden states plainly 

that his book does not attempt to present an in-depth theology of work or to address the 

difficulties believers face on the job.7 The survey that forms the heart of this dissertation 

asks Christians to articulate their challenges for the benefit of pastors and church leaders. 

Os Guinness traces the origins of the sacred/secular division in The Call and 

argues that it has taken two forms: the Catholic and the Protestant distortions. He cites 

Eusebius, bishop of Caesarea, as instrumental in initiating the Catholic distortion. 

Eusebius taught that Christ provided two ways of life for believers—the “perfect” life 

and the “permitted” life. God calls church professionals, the spiritual members, to live the 

first. Everyone else, in ordinary occupations, are “permitted” to live the second way. 

Guinness writes, “Sadly, this ‘two-tier’ or ‘double-life’ view of calling flagrantly 

perverted biblical teaching by narrowing the sphere of calling and excluding most 

Christians from its scope.”8 

Guinness says the Protestant distortion does the opposite by elevating the secular 

above the sacred. While the writings of Martin Luther and John Calvin seem almost to 

make calling and work synonymous, this tendency became explicit in the Puritan era. As 

a result, “The original demand that each Christian should have a calling was boiled down 

to the demand that each citizen should have a job.”9 While the Protestant distortion may 

                                                 
7 Ibid., 208. 

8 Os Guinness, The Call: Finding and Fulfilling the Central Purpose of Your Life (Nashville: 
Work Publishing, 1998), 33. 

9 Ibid., 40. 
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be true in the wider American culture, in my own experience, having grown up as an 

evangelical, I did not experience it inside the church. Rather, within my subculture, the 

bias was almost always in favor of the Catholic distortion; thus, because my audience is 

primarily pastors, this dissertation will aim for correction in that direction. 

Restoring Priesthood to All Believers  

Closely related to the sacred/secular division is the gulf between clergy and laity. 

This distinction plays havoc with personal identity and self-worth. It shapes my view of 

who I am when I go to work. Although not expressly addressed in any one survey 

question, it is implied in several. 

Some writers have left the clergy/laity language unchallenged, even though they 

call for a restoration of the priesthood of all believers. For example, editors George Peck 

and John S. Hoffman, in The Laity in Ministry, preserve the term in the title of their book 

and in the name of the project on which it was based: “The Andover Newton Laity 

Project,” but one of the book’s contributors, in a chapter entitled, “Commissioning 

Ministries of the Laity,” suspects that “we will not have been entirely fruitful until we 

have commissioned every member in our congregation.”10 

Equipping Laypeople for Transformational Workplace Ministry also maintains the 

“laity” language (in its title and throughout). In line with the purpose of this dissertation, 

the author states that, “Pastors should be reminded that ministry belongs to laypeople.”11 

But the research reported in this book included only three questions designed to identify 

the difficulties employees encounter in practicing faith in the workplace. A “Pastor 
                                                 
10 Peck, The Laity in Ministry, 79. 

11 Caroloretta Tucker, Equipping Laypeople for Transformational Workplace Ministry (Maitland, 
FL: Xulon Press, 2010), 19. 
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Survey”12 contains nine questions for pastors—almost all of which focus on what 

happens in the gathered church. My study, concentrating on the scattered church, 

includes forty-one questions, all directed to believers engaged in non-ecclesiastical work 

in the scattered church.  

In The Other Six Days, R. Paul Stevens calls for actually practicing what Martin 

Luther “so passionately wanted reinstated,”13 the priesthood of all believers. He rightly 

sees this priesthood functioning in both the gathered and scattered modes of the church. 

He does note that, “By and large denominations deriving from the so-called radical 

Reformation have succumbed to the clergy-lay distinction in one form or another.”14 In 

Britain, the identical book by Stevens is marketed under the title, The Abolition of the 

Laity. He favors purging the very term from the Christian vocabulary. “Laity, in the 

popular sense,” he writes, “no longer exists in Christ;” therefore, “‘Only a layperson’ is a 

phrase that must never be found on our lips. It is irreverent and demeaning.”15 Unless 

used by quoted sources or inside quotation marks to indicate its popular misuse, the 

words lay, laity, and layperson are not used in this dissertation to describe believers in 

non-ecclesiastical work. 

Working for the King 

One of the debilitating ideas current among Christians today is that working for 

the Lord means doing tasks that relate directly to the gathered church. This notion is a far 

                                                 
12 Ibid., 91.  

13 R. Paul Stevens, The Other Six Days: Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Biblical Perspective 
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999), 175. 

14 Ibid., 179. 

15 Ibid., 64. 
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cry from what Paul wrote to working people in first-century Colossae: “Whatever you do, 

work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for men, since you know that 

you will receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are 

serving” (Col. 3:23-24). In other words, in doing their everyday work, Christians are to 

serve the King. 

In evangelical circles, the sense of serving King Jesus in so-called “secular” work 

has been lost in large part because of a lack of teaching on the Kingdom of God. In 

Kingdom Calling, Amy L. Sherman calls this the “too-narrow gospel.” She writes: 

The most common presentation of the gospel in contemporary American 
evangelicalism centers on the death and resurrection of Jesus. This gospel begins 
with humankind’s most fundamental and desperate reality: we are sinners 
separated from God. It then offers the very good news that God, and his mercy, is 
willing to forgive us . . . . But this gospel isn’t complete . . . . For Jesus came 
preaching not just this gospel of personal justification but the gospel of the 
Kingdom.16 

R. Paul Stevens would agree. In The Other Six Days, he notes how church 

ministry has virtually blacked out Kingdom ministry.17 And in Doing God’s Business, he 

quotes Renè Padilla to the effect that, “All human work that embodies Kingdom values 

and serves Kingdom goals can rightly be termed as Kingdom ministry.”18 One of the 

questions in the dissertation survey seeks to determine how much believers in the 

workplace are conscious of this dimension on the job. The question asks, “When you go 

to work on a typical day, how often do you see it as doing the work of the Lord?” The 

choices are: most days, sometimes, rarely, and never. 

                                                 
16 Sherman, Kingdom Calling, 65, 67. 

17 Stevens, The Other Six Days, 47. 

18 René C. Padilla, “The Mission of the Church in Light of the Kingdom of God,” Transformation 
1, no. 2 (April-June 1984): 16-20, quoted in R. Paul Stevens, Doing God’s Business: Meaning and 
Motivation for the Marketplace (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2006), 86. 
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Serving as Sent Ones 

Nora Watson, an editor, was one of the working people Studs Terkel interviewed 

in his book, Working. She told him: “I think most of us are looking for a calling, not a 

job. Most of us . . . have jobs that are too small for our spirit.”19 She spoke for many of 

the 120-plus people who told Terkel how they experienced the work world. A farm 

worker complained, “the growers don’t recognize us as persons.”20 An airline 

reservationist: “With the airline I had no free will. I was just part of that stupid 

computer.”21 A spot welder said: “When a man becomes a foreman, he has to forget 

about even being human, as far as feelings are concerned.”22 Sadly, Nora Watson, 

daughter of a pastor, confided, “I don’t think I have a calling—at this moment—except to 

be me.”23 

One of the survey questions for this dissertation asks, “When you entered your 

line of work, to what degree did the matter of God’s “calling” influence your thinking?” 

Choices included: a lot, to some degree, and not at all. The question is an important one 

for pastors and church leaders to ask of those in their congregations, because—to 

paraphrase Nora Watson—a mere job is not enough for the human spirit or for the Christ-

follower. 

                                                 
19 Studs Terkel, Working: People Talk about What They Do All Day and How They Feel about 

What They Do (New York: The New Press: 1972), xxiv. 

20 Ibid., 13. 

21 Ibid., 50. 

22 Ibid., 161. 

23 Ibid., 524. 
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In The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work, Darrell Cosden, a theologian who served 

as a missionary in Russia, indicates that Christians are increasingly “‘spiritually’ 

frustrated in and by their work.”24 He raises the question why the way believers see their 

work isn’t working. In diagnosing the problem, he observes that Christians have been led 

to believe that calling is just for a few believers. This “special calling” is just for those 

whom God has chosen to send into the kinds of work that involve ministry and spiritual 

things. “It is hard to imagine how we might conclude differently,” he writes. “We almost 

always hear about this kind of ‘calling’ when ‘ministers’ and those training for full-time 

ministry tell their stories and talk about their work.”25 

Cosden illustrates the problem from his missionary experience in Russia. By the 

end of 1991, long- and short-term missionaries poured into the country. They usually 

wanted to speak to local gatherings of believers. As he listened to them, Cosden began to 

detect a pattern:  

. . . again and again, we heard the same people offer similar words of “testimony” 
about how they came to Russia: “I’m not sure why God called me here. I have no 
specific training for this context or knowledge of your church, culture, or 
language. But isn’t it amazing that God would call an ordinary person like me, 
release me from the daily grind of my meaningless (but well-paying) job back 
home, provide me with plenty of money, and send me here to be a missionary to 
spread the gospel?” . . . .Week after week we heard this same message, including, 
in some form or another, the degradation of “meaningless” ordinary work.26 

The repetition of this theme took its toll. Russian believers began to believe the 

gospel could offer them a way out of their everyday work. Maybe one of these foreign 

                                                 
24 Darrell Cosden, The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson Publishers, 

Inc, 2006), 14. 

25 Ibid., 18. 

26 Ibid., 127. 
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missionaries, who seemed so financially independent, could devise a way for them to 

leave the drudgery or a job and engage in far more exciting gospel work.  

In hindsight, Cosden concludes: “To them we were modeling what it meant to be 

‘spiritual’ and a real missionary. But was this really what it means to do God’s work? . . . 

To this day, many of these folk are still waiting and wondering if eventually God might 

call them to leave their work and become missionaries.”27 Unfortunately, this pipe dream 

happens not only in Russia but in the United States and around the world when Christians 

inherit an unbiblical understanding of calling. 

Richard Higginson presents a more biblical theology of calling in Questions of 

Business Life. He indicates that the call of God is really fourfold. The primary calling is 

the call to belong to Jesus Christ. This call is a “summons to discipleship.” Next, 

Higginson lists God’s call to holiness. As believers, God calls people to be set apart for 

his purposes. In Scripture, this idea is usually stated not in individualistic but in corporate 

terms. Third, people are called to allow God to be God. “When used in this way, the 

language of calling often has the effect of assuring that God will bring his work in human 

beings and the world to completion—but never in a way that lets Christians off the 

hook.” Finally, God also calls us to “do.” Only a few New Testament references speak of 

calling in this sense. For example, Paul was “called” to be an apostle in Romans 1:1 and 

1 Corinthians 1, and he and Barnabas were “called” in Acts 13:2, but the clear biblical 

examples of calling to ordinary work are in the Old Testament—Bezalel and Cyrus (even 

though an unbeliever).28 

                                                 
27 Ibid., 128-29. 

28 Higginson, 302-3. 
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Os Guinness describes God’s callings as twofold: “Our primary calling as 

followers of Christ is by him, to him, and for him.” He also says “Our Secondary calling, 

considering who God is as sovereign, is that everyone, everywhere, and in everything 

should think, speak, live, and act entirely for him”29 He adds, “there is not a single 

instance in the New Testament of God’s special call to anyone into a paid occupation or 

into the role of a religious professional.”30 

Ethical Dilemmas at Work 

Two of the survey questions for this dissertation relate to ethical challenges 

experienced in the workplace. One asks whether respondents’ employers sometimes ask 

them to act in ways they find morally or ethically wrong. If they answer yes, they are 

invited to specify one or two of the choices. The next question asks how well prepared 

they believe themselves to be to deal with such pressures. 

Integrity at Work examines issues through the eyes of working believers. Authors 

Normal L. Geisler and Randy Douglass cite a survey of 300 Christians that studied the 

ethical challenges they faced on their jobs.31 The book lists all six survey questions, 

following each with the percentages of respondents who answered in various ways. The 

authors address a concern similar to that of this dissertation: the sending of believing 

employees into the work world without equipping them for what they will face on the 

job. “Every week we enter the tumultuous ethical sea called the workplace without any 

                                                 
29 Guinness, The Call, 31. 

30 Ibid., 50. 

31 Geisler, Norman L. and Randy Douglass, Integrity at Work: Finding Your Ethical Compass in a 
Post-Enron World (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2007), 17. 
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preparation for what we might face, in stormy conditions, and with no means to battle the 

current that pulls us away from the shore.”32 

Integrity at Work offers several tools that, if used, would help in preparing 

believers in the marketplace for the ethical challenges they face on the job. One of the 

most useful contributions of this book is the “The Ethics Compass,”33 a sequence of steps 

for clarifying ethical choices. Several chapters demonstrate how to use The Ethics 

Compass in specific cases. The book’s appendix lists business principles from the biblical 

book of Proverbs arranged alphabetically under topics ranging from “Advice” to 

“Wisdom.”34 

The book, however, does not accomplish the aims of my proposed dissertation. 

This book was written not to pastors and church leaders but to employers and employees 

in second person. For example, “When making a proper ethical decision, make sure you 

have all of the facts.”35 In addition, this book addresses just one of many areas for which 

believers in the workplace need to be theologically prepared. Christ-followers in that 

setting also struggle with centuries-old religious traditions that leave many wishing they 

could quit their “meaningless” jobs and engage in church-related work. They deal with 

employers’ unreasonable time demands. Harsh bosses raise issues of how believers 

should respond. Mandatory courses in “sensitivity training” and other subjects can saddle 

employees with unbiblical expectations. Uncertainty about what is legal and illegal in 

maintaining a testimony can also trouble believers on the job.  

                                                 
32 Ibid., 22. 

33 Ibid., 48-64. 

34 Ibid., 173-184. 

35 Ibid., 51. 
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Integrity at Work references a survey based on a “Workplace Questionnaire”36 but 

provides no details about it. Who conducted the survey? When was it taken? Was it done 

via in-person interviews, telephone, mail, or email? How were respondents chosen? How 

old were they? What was the gender balance?  

By contrast, this dissertation is addressed not to those in the work world but to 

church leaders who want to serve them. The dissertation will link the employee responses 

to insights from a biblical theology of work. For example, if a significant number of 

respondents do not see the many reasons God sends his people into the work world, the 

chapter on the theology of work will explain biblically why people work. Further, the 

dissertation will suggest ministry tools pastors and church leaders can use to 

communicate theology of work truths consistently and persistently to their church 

families.  

Fulfillment in Work 

While instructing first-century workers in Ephesus, Paul urged them to “serve 

wholeheartedly” (Eph. 6:7); those in Colossae he pressed to work “with all your heart” 

(Col. 3:23), yet far too many in today’s work world—including believers—go to work to 

put in their time but not their hearts. As Miroslav Volf has noted, “Today we can observe 

a general crisis of work. It frequently surfaces in the negative attitude of workers toward 

their work. Many people are deeply dissatisfied with the kind of work they are doing.”37 

Darrell Cosden, speaking specifically of Christians, observes that, “Many Christians, 

either because they want to grow spiritually or because they feel they already have, feel 
                                                 
36 Ibid., 20. 

37 Miroslav Volf, Work in the Spirit: Toward a Theology of Work (Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock 
Publishers, 1991), 35.  
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pressure at times of career change to switch to some form of specifically Christian work. 

Given a choice, they would rather invest their lives in something more ‘spiritual.’”38 

A survey question probes this “wholehearted” factor in respondents by asking, 

“How do you usually do your work? Choices include: enthusiastically, halfheartedly, and 

begrudgingly. Related to this idea, another question inquires: “Do you believe you are 

doing the work God made you to do? 

In Finding a Job You Can Love, Ralph T. Mattson and Arthur F. Miller, Jr. cite 

results from a 1976 survey to the effect that, “three or four out of every five people are in 

the wrong jobs (according to a study released by the Marketing and Research Corp. of 

Princeton, NJ, in 1976).”39 The authors contend that the reason there is such poor on-the-

job performance today lies not in a lack of giftedness but in misplacement of workers 

(i.e., square pegs in round holes). “How,” they ask, would Christian education be viewed 

if it actually provided young people with an understanding of their specific gifts and 

equipped them accordingly?” 

As a major step in that direction, this book by Mattson and Miller presents a 

“System for Identifying Motivated Abilities” (SIMA). This plan is an organized way for 

individuals to take a personal inventory of what motivates them in the areas of outcomes, 

abilities, subject matter, circumstances, relating to others, and achievements. At the time 

the book was written, the authors had tested the system for more than ten years.40 

Throughout, the book and the SIMA system aim to help people discover how God has 

                                                 
38 Cosden, The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work, 22. 

39 Ralph T. Mattson and Arthur F. Miller, Jr., Finding a Job You Can Love (Phillipsburg, NJ: P & 
R Publishing, 1982), 42. 

40 Ibid., 9. 
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“wired” them so that they may better understand the kinds of work for which they were 

created. 

As helpful as I believe the SIMA inventory to be, it differs from the survey in this 

dissertation in two ways. First, SIMA assesses a person’s motivations by exploring his or 

her “track record,” whereas the survey for this dissertation covers a much broader 

spectrum of job-related issues. Second, the SIMA questions were created for individuals 

preparing for or now in the workplace. By contrast, the research questions for this 

dissertation seek to reveal information for pastors and church leaders who wish to equip 

believers to represent Christ and his Kingdom in the work world. 

Giftedness and Work 

Miroslav Volf, in Work in the Spirit, argues for basing a theology of work on 

giftedness rather than on the concept of vocation. He believes Martin Luther’s teachings 

on work as vocation falls short in several areas. For example, Luther apparently thought 

that any work that does not break a commandment of God can be considered as a 

vocation. Such an understanding, however, does not take into account the widespread 

alienation so prevalent in many industrial workplaces. Further, Luther taught that 

vocation could not be changed, meaning that if one were a baker, God would have one 

continue in that role for life. In addition to being deficient as an interpretation of 1 

Corinthians 7:17, this idea does not fit today’s employment context in which people may 

have three or four occupations over the course of a lifetime. 

Volf proposes “that a theology of charisms supplies a stable foundation on which 

we can erect a theology of work that is both faithful to the divine revelation and relevant 
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to the modern world of work.”41 Wisely, Volf uses the term for gifts generically rather 

than in the limited meaning so often assigned to them in theological discussions of 

spiritual gifts. For this reason, the full range of a person’s gifts can be used in the work 

world as well as in the gathered church. Understanding gifts as the basis for a workplace 

theology sets believers free to respond to the changes they encounter in today’s work 

environment, the move from one occupation to another in keeping with their gifts. 

Volf’s definition of work is far too cumbersome to be helpful in the setting of a 

local church:  

Work is honest, purposeful, and methodologically specified social activity whose 
primary goal is the creation of products or states of affairs that can satisfy the 
needs of working individuals or their co-creatures, or (if primarily an end in itself) 
activity that is necessary in order for acting individuals to satisfy their needs apart 
from the need for the activity itself.42  

His insight, however, into what Scripture teaches on giftedness as the basis for 

work is extremely helpful in delivering vocation from the traditional limitation into which 

Martin Luther placed it. 

The Need for a Theology of Work 

This entire dissertation arises from the need for the church to prepare believers to 

enter and serve in the world of work as representatives of Christ and his Kingdom. The 

questions in the survey were designed to draw out Christians on the subject of what they 

encounter in their daily work. There is ample evidence to believe that the typical local 

church does little or nothing to equip them for the cross-cultural journey from Sunday to 

Monday. 

                                                 
41 Volf, 110. 

42 Ibid., 10. 
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Much of that evidence is provided in God at Work by David W. Miller. Miller 

traces the faith-at-work movement from the 1890s to the present. He divides those years 

into three periods: The Social Gospel Era, The Ministry of the Laity Era, and The Faith at 

Work Era. The attention to the subject began slowly in the first era, increased in the 

second, and has greatly accelerated in the third. Most of the interest in equipping 

believers for workplace ministry, however, has originated and been expressed outside the 

organized church. Miller devotes one entire chapter, “Response of the Church and the 

Theological Academy to FAW,” to the absence of this effort in the church and 

theological schools. He comments, “We might think the church would be interested in 

helping the laity in matters of vocational discernment and spiritual nurturing to sustain 

themselves in their particular callings and daily ministry. Yet, in these matters, the 

anecdotal and empirical evidence suggest just the opposite.”43 

Miller finds that pastors and theologians, even if they are interested in equipping 

believers to think theologically about their work, “feel inadequate to the task. As 

obstacles, they cite a lack of direct business experience, an insufficient awareness of the 

issues, a lack of ministry models to emulate, and even a sense of intimidation by the 

business world.”44 The survey questions used in researching this dissertation were written 

to help pastors overcome some of these barriers, even if vicariously, through reading the 

concerns of those whose ministries take place in the scattered-church workplace. 

                                                 
43 Miller, God at Work, 79. 

44 Ibid., 93. 
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One pastor who is working to close the Sunday-Monday gap is Tom Nelson, 

pastor of the Christ Community Church in Leawood, Kansas. In his book, Work Matters, 

Nelson explores the biblical meaning of work. He frankly confesses,  

With the best of intentions and the sincerest of heart, I have led others aground on 
some faulty ideas about faith and work. I have wrongly viewed some kinds of 
work as being more important than others . . . . For way too long, I did not see 
work as an essential component of a broader, robust theology of Christian calling, 
nor did I see how the gospel transforms work . . . . I regret that I have often given 
minority attention to what most of us do the majority of our time.45 

Today, however, Nelson is helping to lead his congregation into the discovery that 

their work has been given to them by God as their major way of serving him and others. 

He lists four ways churches can make progress along these lines. They can: 

1. make it an explicit goal to teach a vigorous theology of work 

2. celebrate the great variety of callings 

3. prepare believers to be faithful servants of Christ on the job 

4. work together with other churches that recognize the workplace as a main avenue 
for faithfully serving Christ in the work world46 

This chapter has briefly reviewed a number of books that deal with the challenges 

of living as a Christian believer in today’s work world. While they all contribute 

something of value, none of them aims to assist pastors in making workplace-ready 

disciples through a survey designed to capture the concerns of believers in the workplace. 

                                                 
45 Tom Nelson, Work Matters: Connecting Sunday Worship to Monday Work (Wheaton, IL: 

Crossway, 2011), 15. 

46 Ibid., 194.  
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CHAPTER 3. 

THE CONTEXT OF MINISTRY 

Historical Background 

Many of the problems identified in the previous chapter trace directly to historical 

causes. Addressing those problems must take place in light of the contemporary setting. 

This chapter, then, will highlight some of the choices in Church history that have created 

the need for the research in this dissertation. In addition, this chapter will identify 

significant statistics that underscore the urgency of the need for pastors to understand 

what believers face on the job today. 

In the beginning, God went to work. The first scene in Scripture reveals God 

himself as a worker. All his work was “good.” God the worker made, in his image and 

likeness, people the workers, placing them in the Garden of Eden “to work it and take 

care of it” (Gen. 2:15). To people, God delegated the task of caring for his own creation 

work (Gen. 1:26). Initially work was delightful. The Garden needed no weeding.  

The difficulties with work began in Genesis 3. Sin made the good work of 

childbearing and tending the soil—now cursed—painful. From that point on in history, 

humankind became confused about work. Some took God’s curse of the ground as a 

curse of work itself, seeing labor as punishment. Both Greeks and Romans considered 

manual work as degrading.1 Societal contempt for many kinds of labor, then, added to the 

                                                 
1 Roger B. Hill, “History of Work Ethic,” The Work Ethic Site, http://www.coe.uga.edu/ 

~rhill/workethic/hist.htm#infoage (accessed June 6, 2011). 
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difficulty of doing and staying with the work. Plato’s distinction between form and matter 

planted the seeds of a dualism that still distorts our understanding of work.2 

Solomon seemed double-minded about the worth of work. On the one hand, he 

saw satisfaction with one’s work as a “gift of God” (Eccl. 3:13). In reviewing his own 

work, however, he found it problematic: “meaningless, a chasing after wind” (Eccl. 

2:10), arising from motives of envy (Eccl. 4:4); and “a miserable business” (Eccl. 4:8).  

Jesus and the first-century church saw work—even manual labor—as honorable. 

A carpenter (Mark 6:3), Jesus recruited many of his disciples right in their workplaces. 

Paul worked with his “own hands” (I Cor. 4:12) and urged others to work with theirs as 

well (Eph. 4:28). Honoring non-ecclesiastical work persisted into the fourth century. 

Many church leaders, following Paul’s example, supported themselves in regular trades.3 

Enter Dualism 

As the institutional church developed, attitudes toward “ordinary” work and 

workers began to change. Clericalism separated “clergy” from “laity.” Clement 

introduced the term layman in contrast to those in priestly roles.4 As Frank Viola and 

George Barna have pointed out, he did so by appealing to the patterns established in the 

Old Covenant.  

Clement of Rome, who died in about 100 [A.D.], was the first Christian writer to 
make a distinction between Christian leaders and nonleaders. He was the first to 

                                                 
2 Christian Overman, God’s Pleasure at Work: Bridging the Sacred-Secular Divide (Bellevue, 

WA: Ablaze Publications, 2009), 34. 

3 Stevens, Liberating the Laity, 133-35. 

4 Stevens, The Other Six Days, 27.  
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use the word laity to distinguish them from ministers. Clement argued that the Old 
Testament order of priests should find fulfillment in the Christian church.5 

By the fourth century, what Clement had started created a sharp dividing 

line between clergy and laity. As the distance between them widened, church 

officials—the clergy—were recognized as dealing with the sacred, while the 

“laity” were capable only of minding secular matters. Because the “laity” 

occupied themselves with this-world activities, they were seen “to be on the low 

rung of the saintly ladder.”6  

Shaped as well by Plato’s dualism, church traditions began to distinguish 

between “sacred” and “secular” work. Augustine widened the gap by elevating 

the “contemplative life” (vita contemplativa) over the “active life” (vita activa). 

The “contemplative life was of a higher order.”7 The biblical doctrine of calling 

shriveled into the idea that it applied only to priests and monks. The “holistic 

character of calling has often been distorted to become a form of dualism that 

elevates the spiritual at the expense of the secular.”8 (The next chapter will 

measure both the “clergy-laity” and “sacred-secular” distortions against the 

revealed truth of Scripture.) 

Dualism in the Reformation 

In the sixteenth century Martin Luther and other reformers challenged these 

dualistic traditions that stripped ordinary work and workers of their significance before 
                                                 
5 Frank Viola and George Barna, Pagan Christianity? (Carol Stream, IL: Tyndale House 

Publishers, 2002), 113, 

6 Ogden, 66. 

7 John A. Bernbaum and Simon M. Steer, Why Work? Careers and Employment in Biblical 
Perspective (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1986), 19. 

8 Guinness, 32. 
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God. “Monastic vows,” Luther said, “rest on the false assumption that there is a special 

calling, a vocation, to which superior Christians are invited to observe the counsels of 

perfection while ordinary Christians fulfill only the commands.”9 Luther’s insight into 

calling freed it from “a particular kind of religious life.”10 In his interpretation, however, 

“vocation was reduced to gainful employment.”11 

Martin Luther taught what has become a well-known teaching today—the 

priesthood of all believers. He wrote, “Therefore we are all priests, as many as are 

Christians.”12 Unfortunately, however, Luther and the other reformers did not succeed in 

completely reversing the dualism the church had adopted in the earlier centuries. “Like 

the Catholic priest, the Reformed minister was viewed by the church as the ‘man of 

God’—the paid mediator between God and His people. He was not a mediator to forgive 

sins, but a mediator to communicate the divine will.”13 

Even today, centuries after the Reformation, “the belief that those in vocational 

ministry have a higher status or spiritual value, is a foundational assumption in many 

churches.”14 As a result, Christian religious traditions present a hierarchy of occupations, 

with those in “full-time Christian service” in the top tier and non-clerical workers ranked 

in various levels below.15 

                                                 
9 Roland Bainton, Here I Stand: A Life of Martin Luther (Nashville: Abington Press, 1950), 201. 

10 Volf, 105. 

11 Ibid., 109. 

12 Martin Luther, “An Open Letter to the Christian Nobility,” The Works of Martin Luther 
(Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 1941), 279. 

13 Viola and Barna, 129. 

14 Darrell Cosden. The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work (Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 2006), 
19. 

15 Stevens. The Other Six Days, 109. 
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Sectarian Divisions 

Although the Reformation restored many precious truths, it also paved the way 

for what has turned out to be even further division in the Church—an endless splintering 

into denominations. Post-Reformation events have not healed these rifts, which 

negatively affect the “extended” or “scattered” Church as it exists in the work world. The 

New Testament names a local church in terms of its city (e.g., the church in Ephesus, 

Smyrna, Pergamum), thus, if three coworkers in the Pergamum Parchment Company had 

discovered their kinship in Christ, they would have known themselves to be part of the 

same church—regardless of where or when they gathered with other believers. 

Sectarianism shattered that kind of church unity in the workplace. Early on, the “Great 

Schism” split Christendom into the Western and the Eastern Churches. After the 

Reformation, denominations proliferated.  

The acrimonious denominational loyalties of several decades ago have largely 

faded today, yet the Yellow Pages in any community telephone directory still display the 

divisions at the local level. The typical local church, even if it is “undenominational,” 

conducts its affairs in virtual isolation from other churches in the same community. This 

divide takes its toll in the scattered church out in the workplace. Believers can work side 

by side with little or no sense of bond with or responsibility for each other as siblings in 

the family of God. Most local churches do not encourage their members to take the 

initiative in identifying and reaching out to believers on the job who belong to other 

churches in the same community, nor do churches typically teach how to minister to 

other believers in the workplace. 
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Another split that divided many denominations occurred early in the twentieth 

century—the social gospel versus fundamentalism. Although evangelicalism turned away 

from the isolationism of fundamentalism, the priority remained on the “preaching of the 

gospel of individual salvation.”16 It is true that “churches—Catholic, Protestant, and 

Orthodox—are learning afresh ‘to overcome the old dichotomies between evangelism 

and social action.’”17 Many evangelicals, however, still think of ministry in a workplace 

almost exclusively in terms of speaking the gospel to unbelievers. The love and good 

deeds so prominent in the teaching of Jesus (e.g., Mt. 5:16) and the rest of the New 

Testament tend not to be recognized as real ministry in the work world. 

Barriers to Living out Faith in the Workplace 

Employees face enormous obstacles in living out their faith on the job, yet the 

church, by and large, has not responded by equipping them as workplace-ready disciples. 

As David W. Miller has written, “the church in general seems uninterested in, unaware 

of, or unsure of how to help the laity integrate their faith identities and teachings with 

their workplace occupations, problems, and possibilities.”18 As a result many believers, 

as they spend the best of their waking hours in the workplace:  

1. deal with insignificance—only “full-time service” really matters to God  

2. battle inferiority—as “just laypersons”  

3. experience isolation—with sectarian differences stifling awareness of 
responsibility for mutual encouragement among believing co-workers  

                                                 
16 David J. Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission (Maryknoll, 

NY: Orbis Books, 1991), 404. 

17 Ibid., 408. 

18 Miller. God at Work, 81. 
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4. get ignored—churches offer help with parenting, marriage, and budgeting, but 
none with practicing faith at work  

5. feel ill-equipped—unprepared to apply biblical truth to workplace stresses and 
opportunities  

Statistical Insights 

Employment plays an enormous part in the lives of Americans and church 

congregations. The population of the United States, according to the 2010 census, stood 

at 308,745,538.19 In May 2011, more than 58 percent of the population was in the labor 

force. The U. S. Bureau of Labor Standards defines “employment” as “working or 

looking for work.”20 Those statistics indicate that the U.S. labor force includes more than 

180 million people. In a church consisting of 100 adults, if typical of the U. S. population 

at large, nearly sixty of the congregants are likely to be in the labor force. As Darrel 

Cosden has observed, “. . . most, if not all, of the world is already filled with God’s 

missionaries.”21 

That potential missionary force is substantial. “When all is said and done, a 

general estimate of the nation’s evangelical population could safely be said to average 

somewhere between 30-35% of the population, or about 100 million Americans.”22 If the 

above estimate is accurate, and if evangelicals are employed in the labor force in the 

                                                 
19 2010 Census Data, “2010 Census Demographic Profiles,” United States Census Bureau, 

http://2010.census.gov/2010census/data/ (accessed June 11, 2011).  
 
20 U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics News Release, “The Employment Situation—May 2011,” 

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/empsit.pdf (accessed June 11, 2011).  
 
21 Cosden, The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work, 136. 

22 Institute for the Study of American Evangelicals, “How Many Evangelicals Are There?” 
National Association of Evangelicals, http://isae.wheaton.edu/defining-evangelicalism/how-many-
evangelicals-are-there/ (accessed June 11, 2011). 
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same proportion as the rest of the U.S. population, nearly sixty million evangelicals 

permeate the American work world each week.  

According to a 2004 study by the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis, workers 

in the United States averaged 40.6 hours per week per worker.23 Assuming the span of 

working years over a typical lifetime to be forty-four (from age twenty-one to sixty-five) 

and fifty weeks per year on the job, the average employee spends nearly ninety thousand 

hours working. If the Christian employee, over those same forty-four years, spends 1.5 

hours a week in the gathered church, the time there totals 3,300 hours. By comparison, 

the hours in the gathered church represent about 3.6 percent of the time spent in the 

workplace.  

This ratio of time in church meetings to time on the job coupled with the 

overwhelming number of evangelicals estimated to be in the workplace points to the 

wisdom in the counsel of Darrell Cosden: “When we are together in our various Christian 

gatherings and meetings, small or large, we have to be intentional about devising ways to 

help us see each person in their daily work as a missionary.” He adds, “And if we are 

actually going to get beyond seeing work or the marketplace as a platform for ‘real’ 

spiritual ministry, we will probably have to overdo this for a while.”24 

The following statistics point to the need for pastors and church leaders to become 

aware of what believers encounter as they invest so many hours in the workplace:  

In a survey, Career Impact Ministries asked around two thousand Christians, 

“Have you ever in your life heard a sermon, read a book, listened to a tape, or been to a 

                                                 
23 Ellen R. McGrattan and Richard Rogerson, “Changes in Hours Worked, 1950-2000,” 

http://minneapolisfed.org/Research/qr/qr2812.pdf (accessed Feb. 16, 2012). 

24 Cosden, The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work, 137. 
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seminar that applied biblical principles to everyday work issues?” Ninety-plus percent 

answered no.25 

In, Faith at Work, David W. Miller quotes these statistics from other researchers: 

• “[O]nly 6 percent [of congregants] frequently talk over work problems or 
conflicts with their clergy, only 10 percent with friends in the congregation and 
only 4 percent with support groups in the congregation.”26  

• “[O]nly 20 percent of church members say they have talked about their work with 
a member of the clergy during the past year.”27  

• “[T]he respondents [from 129 seminaries and theological institutions] reported 
negative views toward multinational corporations, with most disagreeing that 
corporations are a force for genuine human development (30 to 8 percent) and 
agreeing that multinational corporations are a cause of poverty and injustice (29 to 
19 percent).”28  

In her book, Kingdom Calling, Amy L. Sherman recounts how she and her 

research assistant reviewed many years of past issues of three Christian magazines: 

Leadership Journal, The Christian Century, and Discipleship Journal. They were 

searching for articles on relating faith to those things believers encounter in the 

workplace. “Online keyword searches,” they found, “revealed 152 matches on the word 

vocation at Leadership Journal—but over 95 percent were on the vocation of the 

pastorate. We turned up only nine results searching on vocation in The Christian Century, 

                                                 
25 Doug Sherman and William Hendricks, Your Work Matters to God (Colorado Springs, CO: 

Navpress, 1987), 16. 

26 Stephen Hart and David A. Krueger, “Faith and Work: Challenges for Congregations.” 
Christian Century (July 15-22, 1992), 683-86, quoted in David W. Miller, 83.  

27 Robert Wuthnow, God and Mammon in America (New York, NY: Free Press, 1998), 56, quoted 
in David W. Miller, 83.  

28 John Green and Kevin E. Schmiesing. The State of Economic Education in United States 
Seminaries (Grand Rapids, MI: Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty, 2001), 19, quoted in 
David W. Miller, 98. 
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and three of these were on the pastoral calling. Discipleship Journal gave us forty-one 

matches, but only one was about faith-and-work integration by the laity.”29 

As this chapter has argued, although great numbers of believers spend a major 

part of their lives in the work world, developments in the course of church history have 

made it difficult for them to maintain a ministry there. As Richard Broholm has explained 

it: 

More and more I am convinced that a fundamental reason why so many 
Christians find it hard to initiate and sustain a ministry in their workplaces is that 
they really do not believe that they are, in fact, called to ministry. In spite of 
sermons on the “priesthood of all believers” and admonitions to “live your faith in 
your daily work,” the organizational and liturgical practices of the church 
continue to reinforce the assumption that there is no valid ministry outside the 
organizational church.30 

In summary, some of the greatest obstacles facing believers in the 

workplace today have resulted from dividing what God had joined together. The 

people of God, the laos, has been divided into “clergy” and “laity.” Work has 

been divided into “sacred” and “secular.” Denominations have divided what God 

intended as one church in a community into isolated sections (sects), yet, in spite 

of the fact that many believers spend nearly ninety thousand hours on the job over 

a lifetime, the church has by-and-large not taken seriously its task of equipping 

them to live out their faith in that context. As the next chapter will argue, the 

solution is a return to Christian biblical and theological roots.  

                                                 
29 Amy L. Sherman, Kingdom Calling: Vocational Stewardship for the Common Good (Downers 

Grove: Intervarsity Press, 2011), 92. 

30 Peck and Hoffman, 21-22. 
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CHAPTER 4. 

BIBLICAL AND THEOLOGICAL BASIS 

The preceding chapter explored the historical context that created the Sunday-

Monday gap. This chapter will examine the biblical foundation on which a solid theology 

of work must rest. It will deal with the question of responsibility for making certain 

Christ’s followers are prepared to represent him in the work world. It will also argue that 

the vision so typically presented to Christians has been truncated from the new reality 

Jesus came to announce. The chapter will show how the first God-given mandate to 

manage his earth for him has gone missing. Finally, the “sacred-secular” and “clergy-

laity” divisions, whose development was outlined in the last chapter, will be tested 

against the truth of Scripture. 

Awareness of the need for a return to biblical roots is not new. More than sixty 

years ago, in his booklet, Work in Modern Society, J. H. Oldham called for deeper and 

more organized scriptural teaching by pastors on how the extension of God’s Kingdom 

relates to non-ecclesiastical occupations. He wrote, “the content of such teaching cannot, 

however, be supplied by the Christian minister from his own resources alone. It has to 

take shape and body from a living interchange between him and those who have a first-

hand experience of the strains of life in the world, which he does not possess.”1 This 

“interchange” between working believers and pastors is exactly what this project aims to 

foster. 

                                                 
1 J. H. Oldham, Work in Modern Society (New York, NY: Morehouse-Gorham Co., 1950), 62. 
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Responsibility 

In Joy at Work, Dennis Bakke writes, “I recall only two or three visits to my place 

of work by one of my pastors in the past 30 years. I doubt that I am an exception. If our 

daily work is a sacred calling from God, pastors and priests should come to the workplace 

often.”2 This lack of visitation might be explained by paraphrasing the well-known 

statement, “the preferential option for the poor,” into something like, “the preferential 

option (in church tradition) for ecclesiastical work.” Bakke provides an example of this 

kind of preferential option: “the assistant of a church I once attended counseled young 

people who are having trouble in a secular workplace to quit their jobs and seek positions 

in church work or employment in some other Christian organization.”3 

Christian attorney, Michael P. Schutt, has bemoaned the fact that a great many 

Christian lawyers are not enjoying their work. In explaining the reasons, he says that, 

“The church, for the most part, no longer has a well-developed doctrine of vocation and 

is therefore unable to provide instruction on the topic or to build community that fosters 

Christian service in the professions.” Further, “The local church has provided little 

assistance, if not outright hindrance, to professionals in working out biblical solutions to 

issues that arise in their lives.” 4  

The same picture emerges in the writing of David W. Miller who has carefully 

studied the subject of faith in the workplace. In his book, God at Work, he notes that:  

Whether conscious or unintended, the pulpit all too frequently sends the signal 
that work in the church matters but work in the world does not. It is perhaps no 
                                                 
2 Bakke, Joy at Work, 271.  

3 Ibid., 252. 

4 Michael P. Schutt, Redeeming Law: Christian Calling and the Legal Profession (Downers 
Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2007), 20. 
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surprise, then, that workers, businesspeople, and other professionals feel 
unsupported by this Sunday church in their Monday marketplace vocations. 
Increasingly, businesspeople—whether correctly or incorrectly—perceive the 
clergy’s lack of interest in, unawareness of and generally pejorative view of the 
business world and, by association, of those who work in it.5 

This project was prompted by the need for pastors and church leaders to 

understand the need to teach the theology of work in the local church. The project was 

also undertaken to encourage them to listen carefully to the often unarticulated needs of 

believers in the work world.  

Paul makes it clear that the responsibility for equipping believers for their work 

lies with gifted church leaders: “It was he who gave some to be apostles, some to be 

prophets, some to be evangelists, and some to be pastors and teachers, to prepare God’s 

people for works of service, so that the body of Christ may be built up” (Eph. 4:11-12). 

The servant-leadership identified in these verses includes the function of pastors, or 

pastors-and-teachers. The word pastors translates the Greek, poimen, which speaks of a 

shepherd—the same word Jesus used in describing himself as the “Good Shepherd” (John 

10:11). The cognate Greek word, poimne, speaks of the flock, that for which a shepherd 

is accountable; thus, these verses state plainly that it is the responsibility of pastors, along 

with the others in servant-leadership, to “prepare” God’s people (i.e., the flock). 

The word translated as prepare in the NIV derives from the Greek katartismos. 

Other versions render the word as equip (NLT, RSV), make fit (Berkeley), and perfecting 

(KJV). In The New Reformation, Greg Ogden explores the depth of meaning of this and 

closely related Greek terms. He indicates that a survey of Old and New Testament usages 

                                                 
5 Miller, God at Work, 10. 
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shows this verb is used with three basic shades of meaning: to mend or restore, to 

establish or lay foundations, and to prepare or train.6 

The first, mending/restoring, includes repairing brokenness. Jesus encountered 

James and John as they were mending (katartizo) their nets (Mark 1:19). It includes 

returning to correct alignment. In his instructions to the Galatian church on how to deal 

with someone in the grip of a sin, Paul said to “restore (katartizo) him gently” (Gal. 6:1); 

and mending/restoring incorporates providing for something lacking. Paul told the 

Thessalonians that he and his fellow workers were praying that they might “supply 

(katartizo) what is lacking in your faith” (I Thess. 3:10). All these nuances apply in the 

preparation of believers to represent Christ and his Kingdom in the work world. 

Brokenness has resulted from the people-made divisions between “sacred” and “secular” 

work and from the distinction between “clergy” and “laity.” Christian workers are often 

out of alignment because, in choosing their life work, they have not considered their 

callings or giftings. Countless believers in the workplace simply lack any understanding 

of the theology of work because they have not heard it taught in their churches. 

The second, establishing/laying foundations, involves making certain believers 

are basing their lives on Jesus Christ. The author of Hebrews prayed that Christ himself 

would “equip” (katartizo) the believers (Heb. 13:20-21). This foundation-laying work 

also embraces the explanation and application of Scripture. In reminding Timothy of the 

values of God’s written word, Paul said it was necessary so that God’s people would be 

“thoroughly equipped (exartizo) for every good work” (2 Tim. 3:17); and teachers need 

to model what discipleship really means. Jesus himself said that when disciples are “fully 

                                                 
6 Ogden, 100. 
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trained (katartizo)” (Luke 6:40), they will be like their teacher. Many believers will spend 

ninety-thousand hours or more on the job over the course of a lifetime. This skyscraper-

sized investment of time, energy, and gifting needs to rest on a solid foundation. For 

example, Christians need to see how their work reflects one or more of God’s ways of 

working: creating, sustaining, redeeming, and consummating. They certainly need to be 

taught the way of salvation from sin, but they also need instruction from Scripture in the 

Creation Mandate. Some church leaders (such as Paul), actually labor in the work world 

to provide models for the disciples they are training (2 Thess. 3:9). 

The third shade of meaning in the katartizo word family includes 

preparing/training. This meaning is usually understood by the words equip and prepare 

typically used in the translation of Ephesians 4:12. In this role, pastors work to help 

believers know their God-given gifts and to understand that these gifts are given not only 

for use in the gathered but also in the scattered church. Such help involves helping 

Christians (especially young ones) to consider both their callings and their giftings as 

they decide what kind of work to engage in. It should even include encouraging believers 

to help equip and prepare each other through prayer, mutual encouragement, and 

workplace testimonies. 

Specifically all this preparing work is to make believers ready “for works of 

service.” According to the UBS New Testament Handbook Series, this phrase (ergon 

diakonias) could just as well be translated, “for the work people who follow Christ must 

do.” If pastors, however, are to make disciples who are ready for the work they must do 

on the job, they must have an accurate and up-to-date idea of what those disciples are 

facing in the contemporary work-world culture. 
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In Kingdom Calling, Amy L. Sherman writes, “Congregational leaders need to 

recognize the jungle that their members confront and encourage their flock by reminding 

them of God’s redemptive power.”7 She continues: “The average Christian professional 

sitting in the pew hears little from the pulpit or in Sunday school about how her life with 

God relates to her life at work. She may receive general guidance about being salt and 

light in all the spheres of her life including her workplace. Overall, though, her church 

offers little specific guidance about why her work matters, how God can and does use it, 

or how her vocational power can be stewarded to advance his Kingdom.”8 

An Old Testament passage shines light on the need for pastoral insight into the 

contexts of believers’ lives. The Sovereign Lord’s devastating denunciations of the Old 

Covenant shepherds in Ezekiel 34 cannot be directly applied New Covenant shepherds in 

the Church, but what the Lord says in that chapter does help us to grasp what he 

considers the role of a shepherd to include.  

This is what the Sovereign Lord says: Woe to the shepherds of Israel who only 
take care of themselves! Should not shepherds take care of the flock? You eat the 
curds, clothe yourselves with the wool and slaughter the choice animals, but you 
do not take care of the flock. You have not strengthened the weak or healed the 
sick or bound up the injured. You have not brought back the strays or searched for 
the lost. You have ruled them harshly and brutally. So they were scattered 
because there was no shepherd, and when they were scattered they became food 
for all the wild animals. My sheep wandered over all the mountains and on every 
high hill. They were scattered over the whole earth, and no one searched or 
looked for them (Ezek. 34:2-6).  

Those sheep—some ill, some injured, some weak—needed someone to 

look out for their well-being. In their isolation, they became easy prey for 

predators, but their shepherds, those who should have tended to them, did not take 

                                                 
7 Sherman, Kingdom Calling, 52. 

8 Ibid., 100. 
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the trouble to search them out to learn what they needed. Their caretakers did not 

care enough to stay aware of what the sheep were going through. These sheep 

were, as Jesus would describe the condition of God’s people centuries later, 

“harassed and helpless, like sheep without a shepherd” (Matt. 9:36).  

The point of citing this Old Covenant example is not to apply the censure 

but to draw attention to what God expects from those who shepherd his people. If 

the sheep spend the largest single block of their waking hours in the “pasture” of 

the work world, then it is up to the shepherds to investigate what conditions the 

sheep are encountering in that environment. What are the dangers? The 

distractions? The difficulties? The temptations? The opportunities? The survey 

questions used in this research project are designed to help workplace believers 

articulate their needs in ways that will help pastors and church leaders grasp what 

it is like in that “pasture.” The wisdom of Proverbs fits here: “Be sure you know 

the condition of your flocks” (Prov. 27:23). 

The sources quoted above are unanimous in their observations that, for the 

most part, church shepherds today are not equipping the believers in their flocks 

to live out their faith effectively in the work world. When an omission is this 

extensive, when it affects half or more of the typical congregation, and when it 

concerns such a major portion of their lives, the “Why?” question must be raised. 

The reasons lead directly into the theological issues that form the backdrop for 

this study. 
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A Loss of Kingdom Vision 

The overarching reason for pastoral inattention to workplace concerns 

stems from an all-too-common lack of biblical emphasis upon the Kingdom of 

God. As R. Paul Stevens explains in his book, The Other Six Days, “Kingdom 

ministry has been almost totally eclipsed by church ministry. Ministry is viewed 

as advancing the church rather than the Kingdom.”9 

In the typical evangelical church in the United States, the gospel, the good 

news, is largely presented as an elaboration on the theme of John 3:16—”For God 

so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in 

him shall not perish but have eternal life.” God sent his Son, Jesus, the God-Man, 

to remove the guilt of each person’s sins by shedding his blood for each one on 

the cross. If people believe in Jesus and what he did for them, they will be saved 

from hell and spend eternity with God in heaven. This idea is the message Dallas 

Willard has called the “gospel of sin management.” In it, “the only thing made 

essential on the right wing of theology is forgiveness of the individual’s sins.”10 

Although for countless evangelical believers this forgiveness of sin is, 

essentially, “the gospel,” Jesus defined the term quite differently. At the very 

outset of his public ministry, he announced it this way: “The Kingdom of God is 

near. Repent and believe the good news [gospel]!” (Mark 1:15). Later, he 

repeatedly referred to the gospel as “the gospel [or good news] of the kingdom” 

(Matt. 4:23; 9:35; 24:14; Luke 4:43; 8:1; 16:16). Much later, Philip preached “the 

                                                 
9 Stevens, The Other Six Days, 47.  

10 Willard, The Divine Conspiracy: Rediscovering Our Hidden Life in God (New York: 
HarperCollins Publishers, 1998), 41. 
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good news of the kingdom” (Acts 8:12). According to Jesus, the coming-near of 

the Kingdom of God was good news because now, for the first time, human 

beings could see it (Luke 9:27), could receive it (Mark 10:15), could enter it (John 

3:5), could learn its secrets (Matt. 13:11), and could serve in it (Luke 9:62). So 

important did he consider the Kingdom of God, he instructed his disciples to 

make it their priority, to seek it first (Matt. 6:33).  

For those living in a democracy, governed by a president and a bicameral 

legislative body, with the privilege of voting officials in or out of office, the idea of a 

“kingdom” needs explanation. George Eldon Ladd, in his book, The Gospel of the 

Kingdom, explains the theme that binds Old and New Testament metanarrative together: 

“First of all, a kingdom is the authority to rule, the sovereignty of the king.”11 Ladd 

illustrates this definition with the parable Jesus told to correct the mistaken idea that the 

full manifestation of Kingdom of God was going to appear right away. The NIV 

translates, “A man of noble birth went to a distant country to have himself appointed 

king” (Luke 19:12). The Greek text, however, says that the man went away “to receive 

for himself a kingdom.”  

Obviously, the word kingdom here does not speak of the geographical territory, 

because the man had to leave his home territory to receive the kingdom. Nor can kingdom 

in this context refer to the people over whom the man would rule, because he also had to 

leave them in the process of receiving the kingdom. When he returned, the newly 

appointed king would certainly rule over both the territory and the people, but both of 

these are secondary meanings derived from the main meaning of kingdom—the authority 

                                                 
11 George Eldon Ladd, The Gospel of the Kingdom (Grand Rapids, MI: William. B. Eerdmans 

Publishing Co., 1959), 13-23.  
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of a king to rule. Neither of those subordinate meanings—territory or people—is broad 

enough to pull the entire story of the Bible together. So the meaning of kingdom in the 

Kingdom of God is not the Promised Land, not the Jewish people, and not the saints in 

the New Testament church. 

Instead, the Kingdom of God refers to God’s authority to rule, his sovereignty 

over all. Immediately after he finished creation, God’s sovereign will was done in both 

the heavens and the earth he had created. People, made in God’s likeness and made vice-

ruler of earth, at first lived in harmony with God and his sovereign will. Shalom prevailed 

in all relationships—between God and humans, husband and wife, people and animals, 

people and earth’s environment; then, taken in by the serpent’s lie, humankind preferred 

their own will to God’s, began to walk their own way, and shattered shalom. God was 

still sovereign, with authority to rule both heaven and earth, but his will was no longer 

done on earth. 

God’s sovereign authority to rule continued throughout Old Testament times, 

even when his people did not submit to that authority. Jesus’ first public announcement 

after his baptism declared that the Kingdom of God had arrived or come near. This 

declaration was good news, because it meant that in Christ, the King, God was inviting 

people to exit the tyrannical rule of Satan, sin, and self, and to come back under his 

shalom-producing rule.  

Although the term Kingdom of God seldom appears in the New Testament books 

following Acts, the same reality continues to appear in the (capitalized) word Lord. Out 

of 612 usages in the entire New Testament (NIV), Lord occurs 329 times from Romans 

through Revelation. To say, “Jesus is Lord,” in the Roman Empire was a controversial 
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political statement. It amounted to saying, “Caesar is not Lord.” As Lord, Jesus—not 

Caesar—had the authority to rule. God’s Kingdom had come near because Jesus, the 

King, had come to live among the people. Just as the Lord God was “the Lord of all the 

earth” (Jos. 3:11) in the Old Testament, so Jesus Christ appeared as “Lord of all” (Acts 

10:36). 

It is here, in the Kingdom-of-God reality of Jesus’ authority to rule over not just 

part but all, that the relevance to the workplace shines through. When one loses sight of 

the gospel of the Kingdom and settle for a “shrunken” gospel of sin management, the 

workplace no longer seems to have much importance. What matters then are the 

“spiritual” issues, mainly preaching the gospel of salvation from sin through faith in 

Christ. Personal hell-avoidance and heaven-admittance become the objectives to seek 

first. Church agendas that prioritize these, rather than the Kingdom of God, see little 

value in the work world, other than offering great numbers of unbelievers to evangelize 

and a way to generate cash to maintain the ecclesiastical establishment. In the biblical 

good news of the Kingdom of God, salvation of individuals is clearly included as the 

entry-point but not the end-point. When the salvation gospel replaces the Kingdom 

gospel, all else becomes secondary, including what some have called the Creation 

Mandate. 

The Missing Mandate 

God’s Kingdom—his sovereign authority to rule—extends over his entire 

creation. Scripture opens with a plain assertion of fact: “In the beginning, God created the 

heavens and the earth” (Gen. 1:1). The Expositor’s Bible Commentary explains that the 

words, the heavens and the earth, are “a figure of speech . . . for the expression of 
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‘totality’. . . .and is equivalent to the ‘all things’ in Isa. 44:24.”12 As Creator, God 

naturally is the rightful Ruler of the “all things” he has made. Twice the Psalmist links 

the Lord’s kingship with the entire planet. “How awesome is the Lord Most High, the 

great King over all the earth!” (Ps. 47:2); and “For God is the King of all the earth; sing 

to him a psalm of praise. God reigns over the nations; God is seated on his holy throne” 

(Ps. 47:7-8). Jesus affirmed this truth, calling his Father, “Lord of heaven and earth” 

(Matt. 11:25). 

As sovereign Lord and King over both heaven and earth, God has the authority to 

deputize anyone he might choose to look after his interests in his creation. As seen in 

both Genesis 1 and 2, God elected to put human beings made in his likeness in charge—

not of the heavens—but of the earth. “Then God said, ‘Let us make man in our image, in 

our likeness, and let them rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the 

livestock, over all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground’” 

(Gen. 1:26, emphasis added). After creating them, God blessed and then commissioned 

them in these words: “Be fruitful and increase in number; fill the earth and subdue it. 

Rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that 

moves on the ground” (Gen. 1:28, emphasis added). While God had created both the 

heavens and the earth, he delegated to humankind the rule of just the latter.  

For convenience, many students of Scripture call this first command the “Creation 

Mandate,” just as Christians call Matthew 28:19-20 the “Great Commission.” With the 

loss of Kingdom-of-God vision, the Creation Mandate dropped out of sight as well. This 

idea has enormous implications for believers in the workplace. It is largely through one’s 

                                                 
12 Frank E. Gaebelein, gen. ed., The Expositor’s Bible Commentary, vol. 2 (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Zondervan Publishing House, 1990), 23. 
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work (both paid and unpaid) that one carries out God’s command to rule over the earth; 

thus, with little or no teaching on either the Kingdom of God or the Creation Mandate, 

the evangelical church has focused almost all its attention on the Great Commission. So-

called “secular” work is not seen as having much value in the doing of God’s will. 

Although necessary for temporal survival, it seems to devour time that would accomplish 

more important things if devoted to ecclesiastical concerns. This trend naturally leads to 

what might be called diplopia, “the condition in which a single object appears as two 

objects.”13 

The Sacred/Secular Divide 

Spiritual diplopia occurs when daily life—including one’s work—and the 

Christian faith are seen as two mutually exclusive spheres. If Jesus is no longer presented 

as “Lord of all,” including Creation, but just the Lord of the “spiritual” areas, then the 

world falsely appears as if divided into “sacred” and “secular” zones; the workplace lands 

in the latter category.  

J. H. Oldham has pointed out that the church of the Middle Ages “made the 

mistake of identifying the sacred with the ecclesiastical.”14 Anything not directly related 

to the institutional expressions of the gathered church—buildings, programs, officials—

was considered non-sacred. Secular, according to The Oxford English Dictionary, means 

“Belonging to the world and its affairs as distinguished from the church and religion. . . 

.Chiefly used as a negative term, with the meaning non-ecclesiastical, non-religious, or 

                                                 
13 Medicinenet.com, “Definition of Diplopia,” http://www.medterms.com/script/main/art.asp? 

articlekey=3007 (accessed January 16, 2012). 

14 Oldham, 45. 
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non-sacred.”15 Christians outside the inner circle of the ecclesiastical establishment, 

therefore, understandably saw their daily lives and workplaces as disconnected from 

those things that concern God.  

Neither in the Old Testament nor the New does Scripture even suggest that some 

work is “secular,” in the sense that it has little or no significance to God. Adam (even 

before sin entered the picture) was assigned to “work” and “take care of “ (Gen. 2:15) the 

garden God himself had planted (2:8). These Scriptures demonstrate God’s concern for 

agriculture and horticulture. Adam’s son, Abel, worked as a shepherd—and God found 

the fruit of his labor to be a perfectly acceptable offering (Gen. 4:4). Daniel served many 

decades as a government administrator, and according to God’s messenger, Gabriel, was 

“highly esteemed” (Dan. 9:23). Paul, Aquila, and Priscilla all worked in the tent making 

trade (Acts 18:1-3). Lydia earned her living as a textile retailer (Acts 16:14). Paul did not 

characterize the work of Christian slaves as mere “secular work.” Instead, he urged them 

to do it “with all your heart, as working for the Lord” (Col. 3:23).  

This sacred/secular distinction also runs counter to what Jesus clearly stated, both 

in prayer to his Father and in teaching his disciples. To his Father, Jesus said, “As you 

sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world” (John 20:21). Jesus repeated 

essentially the same thing to his disciples: “As the Father has sent me, I am sending you 

(John 17:18). The Father, of course, did not send Jesus just into some “sacred” zone in 

the world but to all of it. The Father did not send Jesus with instructions to avoid the 

“secular” sectors of the world. Otherwise, why would Jesus, who came to do only his 

Father’s will, have spent far more time as a carpenter than as an itinerant teacher? Why 

                                                 
15 The Compact Edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. “Secular.” 
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would Jesus have visited men at work in their fishing businesses and a man who worked 

for the Roman Department of Revenue? Why would Jesus have sat down for lunches and 

dinners with very non-religious people? 

As briefly mentioned in the preceding chapter, the false division between so-

called “sacred” and “secular” work originated not from Scripture but from the dualism of 

Greek philosophy. David Banach, St. Anselm College, summarizes the thinking of Plato: 

“Plato splits up existence into two realms: the material realm and the transcendent realm 

of forms. . . . By detaching ourselves from the material world and our bodies and 

developing our ability to concern ourselves with the forms, we find a value which is not 

open to change or disintegration.”16 Ideas have consequences: “Plato’s ideas were put 

into his writings, and his philosophy gained a large following in the ancient world. 

What’s more, Platonism had a lasting effect on Western thought in general, right up to 

the present hour.”17 

To prepare God’s people for the work they must do, pastors and church leaders 

need to reunite daily life with the sacred and to heal the spiritual wound that results from 

the sacred-secular division. One continuing reason for such widespread failure to do so is 

that many pastors themselves continue to view “secular,” non-ecclesiastical activities as 

peripheral to the life of the church. As a result, they often remain unaware of the issues 

and opportunities that confront Christians in the workplace. When George Peck, a pastor, 

sat down for serious dialog with people from the work world, he admits, “I realized very 

                                                 
16 David Banach, “Plato’s Theory of Forms,” http://www.anselm.edu/homepage/dbanach/ 

platform.htm (accessed Jan. 16, 2012). 

17 Overman, God’s Pleasure at Work, 35. 
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quickly that, as an ordained person, I had never really learned to hear the laity.”18 The 

survey among working people in this dissertation is an effort to help pastors to “hear” 

them. 

The Clergy/Laity Divide 

Compounding the diplopia condition is the splitting of the people of God into 

“clergy” and “laity.” Greg Ogden has pointed out the close relationship to the sacred-

secular division: “The kleros in the church became associated with the sacred, the laos 

with the secular.”19  

The term clergy translates the Greek word, kleros. Although this word appears in 

the New Testament, it is never used to describe church leaders. Instead, it speaks of 

having a part, a share, or a place. Jesus himself used the term in commissioning Saul for 

his ministry to the Gentiles: “I will rescue you from your own people and from the 

Gentiles. I am sending you to them to open their eyes and turn them from darkness to 

light, and from the power of Satan to God, so that they may receive forgiveness of sins 

and a place [kleron] among those who are sanctified by faith in me” (Acts 26:17-18). 

Clearly, Jesus was referring to all the people whose faith in him had reconciled them to 

God, not merely to a special class of leaders. The term clergy, however, is not inclusive 

but exclusive, tending to lead anyone else to believe they are left out of any real ministry 

roles. 

Greek words meaning layperson existed at the time the New Testament was 

written, but the writers chose not to use those terms. Laikos, referred to the common 

                                                 
18 Peck, 16. 

19 Ogden, The New Reformation, 66. 
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people, and idiotes meant non-expert. The New Testament uses neither term to describe 

believers. Instead, it calls Christians laos Theou, the people of God (I Pet. 2:10). Every 

true Christian belongs to the laos. Toward the end of the first century, one of the church 

fathers, Clement of Rome, began dividing the church into classes, calling the non-

ministering members laikos (laity). His hierarchical thinking becomes clear in the 

following sentence: “For to the high priest his proper ministrations are allotted, and to the 

priests the proper place has been appointed, and on Levites their proper services have 

been imposed. The layman is bound by the ordinances for the laity.”20 Clement’s use of 

the terms high priest, priests, and Levites makes it clear that he had imposed the religious 

titles of the Old Covenant on the Church. Conferring the high priest title on anyone other 

than Jesus Christ would have been unthinkable to the New Testament writers, yet the 

move to clericalize church leaders began even before the second century. By the fourth 

century, “the distinction between clergy and laity” had “become full-blown.”21 

Now, some twenty centuries after Clement, the “laity” terms, firmly embedded in 

our religious language, shape the way Christians think. As a result, those Christians 

considered non-clergy suffer from a spiritual inferiority complex. Sue Mallory, in her 

book, The Equipping Church, admits: “I put off writing this book for a long time because 

I wasn’t sure I had an audience or a right to speak. After all, I thought, I’m just a 

layperson.”22 Kathleen Bliss shows the negative impact of the term layperson: “. . . the 

                                                 
20 Lexundria, “The Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians, 39-45,” http://lexundria.com/i_clem/39-

45/lk (accessed Apr. 3, 2012). 

21 Ogden, 66. 

22 Sue Mallory, The Equipping Church: Serving Together to Transform Lives (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Zondervan Publishing House, 2001), 13. 
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clergy are, the laity are not, the clergy do, the laity do not. Nobody wants to be an is 

not.”23 

Responses to some of the questions in the dissertation survey will reveal 

something of the sense of spiritual inferiority that the term “laity” creates. One question 

asks: “Do you sometimes think you could serve God more effectively in a church-related 

job?” Another asks: “Do you see the tasks you do—the work itself—as having any 

lasting significance?” The picture that emerges from the survey results should sensitize 

pastors to the paralyzing consciousness Paul speaks of—“If the foot should say, ‘Because 

I am not a hand, I do not belong to the body,’ it would not for that reason cease to be part 

of the body” (1 Cor. 12:15). Later Paul says, “God has combined the members of the 

body and has given greater honor to the parts that lacked it, so that there should be no 

division in the body” (1 Cor. 12:24-25). The clergy-laity distinction divides the body, 

which works against Jesus’ prayer for the unity of the body (John 17).  

In sharp contrast to what Jesus did and taught, the clergy-laity distinction 

conditions his followers to think that the “sent” ones get commissioned to do “sacred” 

work and to be supported on church payrolls. In this way, what really matters to God in 

this world is trimmed to a fraction of its actual size and squeezed into narrowed religious 

quarters. Thankfully, the first disciples saw both themselves and the world as Jesus did, 

taking his light and life to every corner of the world darkened and deadened by sin—even 

into the marketplaces. 

As the Father sent Jesus into the world with words and deeds, Jesus also sends his 

followers into the world with both. Lesslie Newbigin notes that church tradition 

                                                 
23 Kathleen Bliss, We the People, A Book about Laity (London: SCM Press, 1963), 69. 
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emphasizes the speaking of the gospel as most important but, he says, “If we turn to the 

Gospels we are bound to note the indissoluble nexus between words and deeds.” 24 Jesus 

said people would praise God when they see the good deeds of his lighted ones (Matt. 

5:16). It is clear from Scripture that God created people in Christ “for good works, which 

God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them” (Eph. 2:10). With so many of the 

scattered church’s waking hours spent in paid employment, a high proportion of these 

“good works” ought to be performed on the job.  

The New Testament, as this chapter has outlined, shows that it is the 

responsibility of the shepherds God has given to the Church to prepare his people for the 

work they must do in the world, but over the centuries as the Church has slowly 

substituted its own terms and traditions for biblical truth, it has lost its grip in kingdom-

of-God vision, on the Creation Mandate for earth-keeping, on the sovereignty of God 

over all the earth (not just the religious zones), and on the oneness of God’s people and 

their leaders. The next chapter, with a view toward restoring some of that vision, will 

present the procedures used to create a means of researching what Christ-following 

employees say about living out their faith in the work world. 

                                                 
24 Lesslie Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Society. (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans 

Publishing Company, 1989), 131. 
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CHAPTER 5. 

METHODS OF RESEARCH 

This chapter will present the approach taken and tools used in studying the 

perspectives of employees in non-ecclesiastical work concerning the living out of their 

faith on the job. The following paragraphs will describe the elements that played a part in 

developing survey questions included in the research questionnaire. Steps taken to test 

the questionnaire before it was administered will also be explained in this chapter. 

Finally, the chapter will describe the churches chosen for distribution of the 

questionnaires, the number of surveys distributed and completed/returned, and the 

method of compiling the research findings.  

Developing the Survey Questionnaire 

Two criteria set the standards for drafting the survey questions. First, the 

questions needed to be those that would assist employees in articulating information 

about their faith-at-work experiences. What challenges them? What are their 

opportunities? Their stresses and frustrations? Second, the questions needed to elicit 

responses on topics that would prove useful to pastors wishing to incorporate a biblical 

theology-of-work into the preaching and teaching of their churches 

The questions were developed using insights gathered from a number of sources. 

Reflecting on my own eleven years as a state employee served as a starting-point for 

developing the questionnaire. Having faced, as a Christian believer, many of the 

opportunities, difficulties, and dilemmas while working in three state agencies, I knew 

the “employee experience” firsthand. My twenty-one years as a pastor enabled me to 

evaluate questions in light of how useful they would be in gathering information relevant 
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to spiritually equipping believers for the work world. Writing sermons, with the constant 

need for illustrations from everyday life, planning curricula for classes and small groups, 

and working under the multiplicity of demands placed on church leadership prepared me 

with the pastoral perspective. Decades of reading books written by and for believers in 

the workplace also helped to shape the questions.  

Drafting the survey questions was greatly enhanced by information gathered 

during the course of a project in which I served as a co-chair. In November 2010, an 

employee of a strategy and consulting firm and I held a forum in Thurston County, 

Washington, known as “Reconnecting Sunday with Monday.” To this county-wide event 

were invited believers from the workplace as well as pastors. Forty attended this forum. 

After presenting a brief introduction to the theology of work, we divided the assembly 

into table groups of four—one pastor and three workplace Christians at each table. One 

workplace representative in each group was asked to take notes. The following eleven 

discussion categories were then presented, one by one, via PowerPoint slides: 

1. resolving moral or ethical dilemmas 

2. facing work-related stresses 

3. feeling spiritually isolated in my workplace 

4. handling conflicts that erupt in my workplace 

5. balancing work, home, and church responsibilities 

6. doing my work wholeheartedly 

7. feeling that my work itself is not really significant 

8. finding and encouraging other believers in my working circle 

9. making work-related decisions (such as taking promotions or staying with versus 
leaving a job) 

10. witnessing appropriately in my workplace 
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11. dealing with sexual harassment on the job 

Each table group had ten minutes per discussion category in which the workplace 

representatives expressed for the pastor the concerns, stresses, questions, ethical 

dilemmas, or opportunities that topic brought to mind. Pastors were instructed not to 

answer or provide solutions but to listen, asking clarifying questions if necessary. 

When compiled, the responses recorded by the note-takers filled eight typed 

pages. Many of the issues identified in these responses helped to shape the questions in 

the survey questionnaire used in this research. For example: 

1. addiction to work, taking work home 

2. isolation caused by traveling on the road 

3. fear of ostracism from openly discussing matters of faith 

4. knowing how to open up spiritual dialog 

5. resolving conflicts between Christians at work 

6. working without begrudging assigned work 

7. struggling to believe that one’s work matters when others—especially 
Christians—criticize it 

8. identifying other believers in the work circle 

9. what to do if wrongly accused of sexual harassment  

Several sources were drawn upon for originating the questions in the survey 

instrument: my own experience as an employee and pastor, reading many books on the 

theology of work, and responses gathered in the county-wide forum. The resulting 

questionnaire was designed to generate both quantitative and qualitative responses. The 

forty-one questions were arranged in two columns. Multiple-choice questions made up 

the left-hand column. The right-hand column, opposite each question, provided space in 

which respondents could write in additional, optional comments. The survey instrument 
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was entitled “Your Experience as a Christian in the Work World.” An introductory 

section explained the purposes of the survey and the procedure for completing it as 

follows:  

In his book, God at Work, David W. Miller says many pastors tell him they lack 
“direct business experience.” And they recognize “an insufficient awareness of 
the issues” in the 21st century work world. Your responses to the following 
survey questions can help meet that need. The information you provide, combined 
with that from others, will provide pastors and church leaders with a “snapshot” 
of what believers face in today’s workplace. 

Please answer each question in a way that shows your real experience on the job, 
rather than what you wish it to be. By doing so, you will help pastors to see more 
clearly how to prepare believers to represent Christ and his kingdom in the 
workplace. To protect your privacy, the survey does not ask for your name. 

In the left-hand column, check the boxes that best reflect your response to the 
question. If you wish to make a further comment about the question, you may do 
so in the optional right-hand column. 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. If you prefer to complete 
this survey online, you will find the same questions at:  

https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/LNXYRM5. 

Completing this survey will require an estimated 15-25 minutes. 

The survey questionnaire primarily sought quantitative answers but also offered 

respondents opportunities to add qualitative comments. For example, one question asked, 

“Does your employer sometimes ask you to take actions that you find morally or ethically 

wrong?” The multiple-choice responses were “Yes” or “No.” Appearing with that 

question was an opportunity to elaborate: “If yes, describe one or two of the actions you 

are pressured to take.” 

Testing the Survey Questions  

The questions were tested in an eight-member focus group. Participants in this 

group included a contracts analyst for the federal government; the vice-principal of a 
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middle school; a public liaison representative for a state guaranteed-education-tuition 

agency; a physician’s assistant; a nursing professor serving in a community college; a 

cosmetics consultant for a retail department store; an accountant for a private timber 

company; and a financial consultant trainee. Their ages ranged from the early twenties 

into the sixties. 

After explaining the purpose and recipients of the questionnaire, I distributed 

paper copies of the survey to the focus group and requested that they complete it on the 

spot. Afterward, I asked them to respond to these questions:  

1. Was any question unclear or ambiguous? 

2. Was any question irrelevant or redundant to another question? 

3. Should the survey have included any other question(s)? 

4. Did anyone feel threatened while completing any part of the survey? 

The time this group required for completing the survey ranged from eighteen to 

twenty-three minutes. All members of the focus group completed not only the 

quantitative, multiple-choice questions but also added a substantial number of qualitative 

comments. In response to their evaluations of the survey itself, I revised the wording to 

clarify several questions. For example, the original wording of one question asked: “As 

you see it, what explains the starting-point for human work?” Multiple-choice answers 

included: The sin of Adam and Eve; The need to earn a living; and Who God is. The 

focus group found the question unclear. As a result, the revised question appeared as: “As 

you see it, why do we work? Because of: The sin of Adam and Eve; The need to earn a 

living; Who God is; Other (see comment). Some questions expanded. To one question 
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that originally covered only sexual harassment, bullying, discrimination, and verbal abuse 

were added. No one in the focus group felt threatened by any question in the survey. 

Churches Surveyed  

To obtain a representative diversity of workplaces and congregations, I sought the 

cooperation of three churches: one rural, one suburban, and one urban. Both the urban 

and the suburban church pastors responded positively. The first rural church contacted, 

however, chose not to participate. The pastor, after receiving a draft of the survey 

questionnaire, forwarded it to the church elders. They reluctantly agreed to mention it 

briefly during announcements but did not want to take any time for it during the Sunday 

meeting itself. The pastor let me know that the elders were “uncomfortable” giving the 

survey any more time or emphasis. Out of the congregation of 120-140, he said, probably 

only five or ten would respond.  

Hoping that a face-to-face meeting with the pastor might help to achieve a more 

favorable response, I telephoned him and made arrangements to discuss the survey 

further. Before the meeting, however, he emailed to say the elders had backed away even 

from this level of involvement. They felt that “this would not be a good time to add 

anything to the attention of our congregation. We have been overwhelmed with the influx 

of visitors and new attenders (for which we thank our Lord often), and the great number 

of things that still remain to ‘finish out’ our new building.” They did not “want to put 

anything new ‘on the table’ for our church family at this time.” 

This interchange with the pastor demonstrated what I had already learned from 

my reading concerning the lack of priority by the typical local church on equipping 

believers for the workplace. Both emails expressed concern for the gathered church and 
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for protecting its agenda rather than for the issues faced by members in the far larger 

share of time they spend as the scattered church. This church exemplified the empirical 

evidence of “ecclesiastical neglect and apathy toward honoring and equipping those who 

work in the marketplace”1 as reported by David W. Miller in God at Work. 

The request for participation was received more positively by a second rural 

church. This church, with an average attendance of approximately 105, is located in the 

town of Elma (population just over 3,100) in Grays Harbor County, Washington. I met 

personally with the pastor of this church, leaving with him thirty paper copies of the 

questionnaire. He made them available during a Sunday gathering and made an 

announcement from the pulpit encouraging those from the work world to complete them. 

The number of completed questionnaires received from this church was eleven (just over 

10 percent of the average weekly attendance). 

The suburban church is in Federal Way (population 89,300) located in King 

County, Washington. Average weekly attendance in this church is approximately 180. In 

this case, the pastor suggested that those in his congregation receive paper copies sent via 

the U.S. Postal Service, with a self-addressed, postage-paid return envelope. The pastor 

provided the names and addresses of congregants from the work world as well as a cover 

letter from him on church letterhead. Sixty-nine survey forms, in hand-addressed 

envelopes were mailed to those in this church. Responses from this church totaled thirty-

three (more than 18 percent of the average weekly attendance)—with nearly half of the 

addressees responding. 

                                                 
1 Miller, God at Work, 80. 
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The urban church, with an average weekly attendance of 140-180, is in Seattle 

(population 608,600) in King County, Washington. As with the rural church, I met 

personally with this pastor to explain the purpose of the survey. He offered to announce 

the survey on two adjacent Sundays, asking those from the workplace to pick up paper 

copies and to return them to him. Of the 125 paper copies supplied, 16 were completed 

and returned (approximately 10 percent of the average weekly attendance). 

Administration of the Survey 

From the percentages just cited, the direct-mail method produced the best returns. 

As noted above, the questionnaire was offered in two forms—as a six-page paper copy 

and as an online instrument with identical questions made available via 

SurveyMonkey.com. Forty-nine respondents chose to complete paper copies and eleven 

responded online. 

Participants included in the survey did not include business owners or 

entrepreneurs but only paid employees working in jobs outside so-called “Christian 

service.” To ensure that only responses from employees were counted, one of the 

questions asked respondents to identify themselves either as “employees” or as “business 

owners.”  

Compilation and Distribution of Findings 

In all, sixty completed surveys from those identifying themselves as employees 

were received from the three churches. The quantitative replies from all respondents were 

entered into an Excel spreadsheet to facilitate compilation and cross-referencing of 

responses. For example, by means of an Excel “PivotTable®,” replies to such questions 

as “Do you sometimes think you could serve God more effectively in a church-related 
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job?” could be sorted to determine whether age or gender made a difference in that 

perception. The pastor in each participating church received a copy of the raw data from 

the quantitative portion of the survey. In addition, the qualitative findings, the optional 

comments, were gathered and printed in a table associating them with the original 

questions. These findings, too, were distributed to the pastors of participating churches.  

This chapter has recounted the criteria for the survey questions, the process used 

to develop them, and the focus group assembled to test them. The chapter has also 

described the selection of churches, in which one urban, one suburban, and one rural 

church were chosen to assure a representative demographic sample. As stated in this 

chapter, the survey instrument was offered to respondents in both a printed paper format 

and as an online option with the same questions. The raw data was entered into an Excel 

spreadsheet to facilitate compilation of the findings. Chapter 6 will summarize and 

remark on those findings, illustrating them with representative comments from 

respondents.  
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CHAPTER 6. 

FINDINGS 

The forty-one-question survey described in the preceding chapter gathered both 

quantitative and qualitative responses from sixty employees in three churches, one urban, 

one suburban, and one rural. (Appendix A presents the raw data from the quantitative, 

multiple-choice responses to the survey. Appendix B lists the qualitative, optional 

comments question by question.) This chapter will summarize the findings from the 

survey and illustrate them with qualitative comments made by respondents. An 

evaluation of the findings will follow the summaries. Chapter 7 will explore theological 

implications of these findings and suggest actions with which pastors and church leaders 

may wish to address them. The response summaries are grouped into the following seven 

sections:  

1. Demographic Data. The ages, gender, and educational experience of the survey 
respondents.  

2. Scheduling Concerns. Hours worked, commuting time, rest days, and balancing 
the demands of the workplace with home and church responsibilities.  

3. Vision for Work. Motives for working and the view of the lasting significance of 
the work itself. 

4. Suitability for Work. Responses relating to the suitability of employees for their 
work.  

5. Preparation. Spiritual preparation for entering the work world, awareness of 
calling, and knowledge of biblical resources relating to the workplace. 

6. Ministry to Others. Opportunities to serve both believers and unbelievers 
encountered in the workplace context. 

7. Potential Difficulties. Fairness of compensation, various forms of workplace 
abuse, handling conflict, and pressure to compromise ethically or morally.  
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Demographic Data 

In all, sixty employees completed survey questionnaires. Table 1 shows their age 

ranges, gender, and level of education completed.  

Table 1. Age, gender, and education of survey respondents 

AGE TOTAL MALE FEMALE HIGH 
SCHOOL 

SOME 
COLLEGE 

COLLEGE 
DEGREE 

POST-
GRAD. 

 
18-26 2 1 1   2  

27-42 19 9 10  4 9 6 

43-61 31 13 18 2 5 14 10 

62+ 8 3 5 2 2 2 2 

TOTALS 60 26 34 4 11 27 18 

 

There is no doubt that the proportion of educational levels reflected in the sixty 

responses do not mirror those in the churches surveyed. Table 2 compares educational 

levels for respondents to this survey with those reported in 2011 U.S. Census Bureau 

statistics.1 The differences may reflect the probability that in the churches surveyed those 

who had completed more education were more likely to be willing to complete the 

questionnaire. 

 
Table 2. Comparison: educational levels U.S. vs. respondents in this survey 

 

EDUC. LEVEL 
COMPLETED 

% IN U.S. 
OVER AGE 18 

% IN THIS 
SURVEY 

High School 30.4 6.7 

Some College 28.5 18.3 

                                                 
1 U.S. Census Bureau, “Educational Attainment in the United States: 2011 - Detailed Tables.” 

Table 1. Educational Attainment of the Population 18 Years and Over, by Age, Sex, Race, and Hispanic 
Origin: 2011. http://www.census.gov/hhes/socdemo/education/data/cps/2011/tables.html (accessed Feb. 28, 
2012). 
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College Graduate 18.1 45 

Post-Graduate 9.6 30 

 

Gender representation, too, does not reflect the balance of working men and 

women in a typical local church. Those responding to the survey included thirty-four 

women approximately 57 percent; however, according to U.S. Census Bureau statistics, 

the labor force nationwide is nearly 57 percent male.2 

Table 3 presents the type of employer (government or private sector) and number 

of employees. 

Table 3. Number of respondents by employer type and size of payroll 

Type of 
Employer 

Payroll 
1-5 

Payroll 
6-25 

Payroll 26-
100 

Payroll 
101-500 

Payroll 
501+ 

Totals 

Government  1 7 4 5 17 

Private 2 11 4 8 18 43 

Totals 2 12 11 12 23 60 

 

In what follows, totals do not always add up to 60. Some respondents did not 

answer every question. 

Schedule Concerns 

Hours of Work 

Almost half of the respondents (twenty-eight) reported that they work more than 

forty hours a week, and of these respondents thirteen said they naturally tend toward 

                                                 
2 U.S. Census Bureau, “Women in the Workforce,” 

http://www.census.gov/newsroom/pdf/women_ workforce_slides.pdf (accessed Feb. 29, 2012). 
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overwork and cravenness. One responder commented: “I find it hard to say no to things I 

think are worthwhile.” Surprisingly, four of the six who work less than twenty hours also 

described themselves as tending to overwork. Of these respondents, one explained, 

“While at work I give all of my best effort, at home I study constantly about work in 

order to perform best while there. Usually on a day off I spend four to six hours on 

studying information for work.” Six of the twenty-five working between twenty and forty 

hours a week characterized themselves as driven.  

Commuting 

Traveling to and from work adds several hours to the work week for many. While 

over half (thirty-two) spend less than two hours per week commuting to work, fifteen 

invest two to five hours on the road. For thirteen, commuting requires more than five 

hours a week, and seven of these respondents reported spending more than forty hours 

per week at work.  

Pressure to Overwork 

For some, feeling compelled by employers appears to be a factor in extra-long 

work hours. In response to the question, “Does your employer pressure you to work more 

than you believe you should?” half of those who reported working more than forty hours 

per week said “often” or “sometimes.” Overall, though, thirty-seven of the sixty indicated 

that employers “never” exert such pressure.  

Rest Day 

Two-thirds of respondents indicated that they are able to take a weekly day of 

rest. The other one-third is able only “sometimes” or not at all. To be able, however, does 

not always translate into regular practice. One added this comment: “Yes, but do I? 
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Rarely.” Another in the “yes” column noted, “Rare, and could on Sunday, two times per 

year.” Some of the comments explained the difficulty experienced in pausing one day in 

seven. “Sundays off can lower my seniority.” One who checked “sometimes” said, “It’s 

hard being a mom, full-time teacher, and having a husband in the military who’s gone a 

lot.” Family demands were cited by another, who said, “Maybe when the kids are gone.” 

The survey responses did indicate a desire for Sabbath. After marking “sometimes,” one 

wrote, “Try to on the Sundays that I can. About half the Sundays in a year.” Another 

commented, “I am working on this.” 

Balance 

Two-thirds (thirty-nine) reported difficulty in balancing the demands of work, 

home, and church responsibilities. Among the many optional comments accompanying 

this question, lack of time was a recurrent theme. The challenges of single parenting were 

mentioned again and again: “My work life is overwhelming. It is difficult to walk away at 

the end of the day because the work is NEVER done! As a single parent there is a lot of 

pressure.” Other concerns included poor personal choices, work travel, uncertain 

finances, and over-commitment to programs in the gathered church. In a downsizing 

employment period, the workload is sometimes immense. As one respondent commented, 

“70 hours of work is simply a lot.” 

Vision for Work 

Current Work or Church Work 

Overall, thirty-eight (63 percent) said no in response to the question, “Do you 

sometimes think you could serve God more effectively in a church-related job?” The 

responses differed, however, according to the location of the church. In the suburban 
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church, 73 percent said no; in the urban church 50 percent checked no; and in the rural 

church 55 percent said no.  

Of these respondents who said no, only a few commented to explain their 

answers. One said, “God has given me a gift for business leadership. I know I am where 

he wants me.” Another remarked, “I can influence those I meet at work and on the 

street.” One of those who said no, in responding to another question commented, “I have 

more opportunities outside of church.” 

Although they too checked “no” in response to this question, some reported that 

they would have answered differently in the past. “I said no, but at one time I felt the 

answer was strongly yes. Since then, God has showed me both my weaknesses and the 

harvest field of working with non-Christians. I lost the belief given to me in college that 

full-time Christian work was the only God-given work to do.” This person recalled 

thinking in those days that Christians in so-called “secular” jobs were not living for Jesus 

but for themselves. “I used to feel this way a great deal,” admitted another, but came to 

think differently after reading a book and hearing a speaker on the theology of work. 

Of those who said yes, indicating they think they could serve God better in 

ecclesiastical work, eight were men and fourteen were women. Their explanations 

included the following: 

1. “I would feel like it [church work] mattered more.” 

2. “I have a masters in counseling so at times I feel I’m not using that in a way I 
could because I’m in a public school.” 

3. “I have worked as a children’s director and a worship leader. Both used my gifts, 
and the environments were healthy.” 

4. “Not often, but could lend my skills to [church] projects.” 
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5. “I get so caught up with the curriculum/academics I need to teach, I’m not 
focused on God during those times.” 

6. “I have a desire to work in fulltime missionary service, but still would be 
‘employed’ in some way in order to socialize with the lost in everyday activities 
and work situations.” 

7. “A church job might be easier.” 

8. “It would seem easier to put more spiritual emphasis on the day’s work.” 

A related question asked, “In your normal way of thinking, in which area are you 

more aware of serving God?” Here, the response was evenly divided, as twenty chose, 

“By working in a church-related program,” and twenty checked, “By working in your 

job.” Another nineteen selected the “See comment” option. Twenty-seven percent of 

those in the suburban church are more aware of serving God in a church-related program. 

By contrast, such awareness is true for 45 percent of those in the rural church.  

Some of those who commented said “both.” Others reported feeling more 

“focused” while serving in a role connected with the gathered church. One—who 

apparently serves in a church children’s ministry—said “Working with my children and 

investing in them I see the connection, but making changes to a retail website I don’t see 

how that serves God.” One comment reflected the challenge of seeing the connection 

between the job and God’s Kingdom: “By working in a church related program. It just 

seems easier to think of serving God when it’s more directly about God’s Kingdom.” 

The word program in the question did not appeal to one respondent, who said, 

“At church, but not in any program. Just helping with a few duties and ministries.” Music 

in the assembled church creates more awareness of serving God for one: “My gift is 

singing, I am part of the worship team. I love to sing and get to praise God. I feel very 

fulfilled. If it makes others happy (singing and music) that is even better in church.” 
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Another feels that serving in a church-related program requires less guardedness: “I don’t 

have to be careful with what I say about God like I do when I’m at work (public-school).” 

On the other hand, several other comments reflect the thinking of those who are 

more aware of serving God in the work world. Said one, “It’s a mindset . . . . I do my job 

to serve God.” Another, despite the difficulties of the workplace, sees its Kingdom-of-

God potential: “As hard (and miserable) as my job is—I have a chance to touch hundreds 

of lives every day. I am constantly aware of how I am serving.” Along a similar line: 

“The world needs more workers seeking generosity in the business world.” Yet another 

thinks of it as an advantage to minimize church programs: “We are a ‘low-program’ 

church. Serving each other and the community is much more spontaneous and 

grassroots.” 

Work and God’s Agenda 

Three closely related questions probed whether respondents viewed what they do 

on the job as carrying out God’s agenda. One of these questions asked: “Do you see your 

work itself—the tasks you do—as contributing to the carrying out of God’s purposes?” 

Eighty percent (forty-eight) said yes, and the others no. Many of those who answered yes 

directly serve the needs of people. For example, teachers see their interaction with 

students as a clear work of ministry. One said, “Taking care of children and teaching 

them with love and safety is part of God’s purposes.” Another: “God has led me to enrich 

the lives of special needs students. I teach many to read and to build skills so they can be 

better equipped to deal with life.” One respondent deals with inmates: “I work with 

prisoners, [and my] purpose is to always glorify God. I get opportunities to do that.” 
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One respondent to whom work does not appear to serve God’s purposes said, 

“Not with the paid job.” A comparison of responses seems to indicate that those who 

serve in jobs that call for direct contact with and service to people are more likely to see 

their work as furthering God’s purposes. On the other hand, the respondents whose work 

serves people in a more roundabout manner may find it more difficult to perceive what 

they do that way. 

Work as Ministry 

One question asked, “Do you see your work as ministry?” Just over two-thirds 

(forty-one) checked yes. Comments here included: “Completing my work with love, 

truthfulness, and faithfulness is a ministry.” “I feel how I behave and treat others, when I 

pray with my coworkers, and when I encourage kids to be respectful and to treat others 

kindly that I’m doing God’s work—even in a public school.” 

On the other hand, eighteen answered “no” to the work-as-ministry question. One 

commented, “Sometimes,” and one, “Only on occasion.” One respondent would like to 

see work that way: “For some it definitely can be, and I try to see my job as ministry, but 

that is difficult.” In a similar comment, “It could be, but I don’t tend to see it that way.” 

Work Motivations 

One of the survey questions asked: “As you see it, why do we work?” The 

questionnaire offered respondents four choices: “The sin of Adam and Eve.” “The need 

to earn a living.” “Who God is.” And “Other.” 

 Sixty percent (thirty-six) chose “The need to earn a living” as their reason for 

working. Twelve said they go to work because of “Who God is.” Ten chose “Other.” 

Two checked, “The sin of Adam and Eve.” Some of those expressing the motive of the 
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majority explained specifically why they need to earn: “Provides income to send our kids 

to private school/pays mortgage.” “I have to work to receive a paycheck to support my 

family.” “Need to work to pay the bills, save for retirement.” 

Those who checked “Other” frequently said their motive for working was being 

able, through their job, to benefit others. “I am doing a job that helps people in need. I 

feel fulfilled.” “I am part of providing a service.” “I am a second grade teacher, I feel 

very fulfilled watching students learn and grow.” 

Several used the comment space to combine both earning and witness in the 

workplace: “To take care of our family and spread the gospel.” “Some days to earn a 

living, some days to be salt and light in the world.” Some saw a dual reason for working, 

earning and personal fulfillment. “My job is both a necessity to support myself and my 

daughter and it is a calling from God because of the talents and gifts he’s given me.” 

 Comments associated with this question included such statements as, “God tells 

us to,” and “To fulfill how God designed me.” One who selected, “Who God is,” 

commented: “God worked and then asked us to work.” One respondent commented, 

“Wow! Great question. Never even considered it!” 

Eternal Value of Work 

The respondents were unevenly divided on the eternal significance of their work. 

The question asked: “Do you believe anything of your work in this life will be preserved 

in God’s eternal kingdom?” While thirty-five said yes, the other twenty-five either said 

no or were unsure. Among the affirmative responses was this comment: “Yes. Souls.” A 

similar thought included: “The people [for whom] I was just a stepping stone to being 

saved, will be in heaven.” Comments from the latter group were revealing. “Interesting 
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question! And a little depressing, maybe.” “Tough to know if work is a concern of God’s 

other than that I do a good job and conduct myself honestly and with integrity.” 

Understanding of Stewardship 

Following the question, “What first comes to mind when you hear the word 

‘stewardship’?” respondents were offered three choices: (1) Tithes and offerings to 

church and missions; (2) Making the best use of one’s life and work; and (3) Other (see 

note under comments). Most (forty-four) chose the second answer. Eight (14 percent) 

said they think of stewardship in terms of tithes and offerings. Seven checked the “See 

comments” option, and one said, “Offering your time and/or money to a cause of faith 

that you believe in.” Another said, “Caring for all of creation by managing, sustaining, 

reigning.” 

Suitability for Work 

Attitude toward Work 

Nearly ninety-two percent (fifty-five) reported that they do their work 

“enthusiastically.” However, only forty-six of the fifty-five said they look forward to 

going to work each day. Seven added variations on the comment: “I love my job!” They 

offered many reasons: a strong learning curve with the excitement of learning; working 

and interacting with people; doing my best at what God has set before me; providing for 

family needs; saving for retirement; setting a good example; carrying out my social 

responsibility; and fulfillment in completing projects.  

Among those who do not look forward to going to work, one said: “I have a tough 

class that mentally and physically challenges me. I’ve done this for 22 years now.” 

Another, imagining life without the job, commented: “I’d selfishly do more things I like 
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to do. I’d get to choose what I would do each day.” And another: “I used to. The last year 

the leadership has changed so much that I can barely handle it.” 

Work-Gift Harmony 

Most survey respondents affirmed the “fit” between themselves and their work. 

Two questions received the same number of positive responses. “Do you believe you are 

doing the work God made you to do?” Of the sixty respondents, forty-four (almost three-

quarters) said yes. “Do you believe you are using your spiritual gifts in your everyday 

work?” Again, forty-four said yes. A third question asked, “To what degree do you 

believe your God-given gifts, abilities, and motivations fit your daily work?” A good 

match, said two-thirds (forty) of the respondents.  

To each of those questions, however, approximately one-quarter responded with 

negative answers. One respondent’s comment indicated a tension between working for 

God and working to earn: “No. I believe God has called me to so much more kingdom 

work but I feel I need to earn a living.” Another put a related idea into different words: 

“No. Not at work. But outside of work I feel I’m doing some of the ‘work’ God created 

me to do.” The earning factor seemed to influence this comment: “Not necessarily with 

my paid position.” One said, “Only if I deliberately think about it.” Some indicated they 

saw their gifts as fitting their profession, but not the particular job they occupy at present. 

For example: “Maybe not in my current situation, but when I first started it was a perfect 

fit.” 
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Feelings about Work 

One question invited responders to check as many terms as they wished in a list of 

seven words they thought best described their work. In the order of most-often checked to 

least often, they responded as follows: 

1. Fulfilling: 44 

2. Stressful: 34 

3. Meaningful: 30 

4. A Necessity: 29 

5. Frustrating: 19 

6. Boring: 2 

7. Insignificant: 0 

It is noteworthy that in spite of the tensions reflected in the interplay among the 

five most-selected terms, not one of the sixty respondents found his or her work to be 

insignificant. At the same time, when asked, “To what degree are you enthusiastic about 

the goals of your company or agency?” thirty-five said they were “highly” so, while 

twenty-two said only “so-so.” Two were “not at all” avid supporters of the aims of their 

employers. 

Preparation 

Spiritual Equipping for the Work World 

A large majority responded with the same answer to this question regarding 

spiritual preparation: “Before you went into the work world, did you receive any biblical 

instruction on choosing a job?” Just over three-quarters (forty-six) said they had been 

given none. Twelve reported having received “some,” and just two “much” instruction. 
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One who answered “some” commented that the instruction had been received in a 

Christian college. 

Would such instruction have been welcomed? One commented, “I would have 

loved it. More instruction would have saved me a world of heartache and humiliation at 

doing a bad job at work and justifying it as a necessary evil for doing ‘God’s work’ off-

hours.” Another said, “The instruction that I heard was very general. I did not receive 

direction from specific books, sermons, etc., to assist me.” 

Calling and Work 

In spite of this lack of spiritual preparation, most of the respondents indicated they 

had—at least to some degree—sought the will of God concerning their employment. The 

survey question asked: “When you entered your line of work, to what degree did God’s 

‘calling’ influence your thinking?” Twenty (one-third) checked “a lot,” but twenty-five 

said “to some degree,” and fifteen reported “not at all.”  

Those respondents for whom calling played a major part discerned it in different 

ways. Circumstances: “God led me to this job when he sent my family my brother (they 

adopted him) who has special needs. He directed me to do this.” God-given abilities and 

motivation: “My gifts were clear to me at an early age. Was not confused about what my 

passion was.”  

One who answered, “to some degree,” associated calling with church-related 

work: “I’m doing this job until another opportunity arises to return to vocational ministry 

which I do consider a calling.” One who expected a calling did not receive it: “I was 

looking for God’s calling into the ministry, but not hearing it, went into secular work.” 

Another has begun to wonder whether an original desire still reflects calling: I have felt 
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called to teach since I was a child. It is my passion, but my current situation has me 

questioning if I’m still passionate.” Two did not consider calling because they were not 

believers when they began working. 

Awareness of Resources 

Although much biblically sound material on the theology of work is available 

today, most respondents remain unaware of it. One survey question asked: “Are you 

aware of any resources that provide instruction and encouragement for believers in the 

21st century work world?” More than 60 percent (thirty-seven) said no. Among the 

twenty-three who said yes, most indicated that their resource was the Bible itself. Several 

mentioned fellowship with other believers. A few commented that they had read Oswald 

Chambers and Ravi Zacharias as well as other books. Business-as-Mission and a monthly 

breakfast for Christians in business were each mentioned once. One respondent did not 

understand the question. 

Ministry to Others 

Although the work itself serves God’s kingdom purposes and occupies the most 

prominent place in paid employment, the workplace in modern society is also the primary 

place for forming human relationships. There believers will typically interact with both 

believers and unbelievers.  

Serving Believers 

One survey question asked respondents to estimate how many other believers they 

are aware of among coworkers, clients, customers, students, etc. Just three said “none,” 

but twenty-seven knew of six or more Christians among their work circles; nineteen were 

aware of three to five; and eleven were cognizant of at least one or two. 
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Nearly half of the respondents said they looked for ways to build up fellow 

believers among their work contacts. The survey question asked: “If you do know of 

other believers where you work, do you deliberately seek for opportunities to encourage 

them in their faith and walk?” Yes, thirty-one. No, twenty-nine. In their comments, those 

people responding positively made it clear that the means of encouraging fellow believers 

are many and varied; prayer and prayer groups, phone calls, emails, cards and notes, 

Facebook, invitations to meals, reading Daily Bread together, and attentive listening. One 

said, “We have daily devotions as a team – part of my job responsibility. But honestly, 

no, I have not sought out opportunities beyond that to encourage others in their waLuke 

Thanks for asking the question. I will now!” 

Several of those respondents who indicated they do not encourage their fellow 

workplace believers explained their reasons. One finds it “Awkward.” Others see it as 

inappropriate: “I prefer to keep faith/religion out of the workplace—there are so many 

different opinions even among Christians. And I’m there to work not evangelize or 

debate my faith. It is also awkward to feel like you have to be partial to other Christians 

or like there has to be some evangelistic agenda among the group of Christians. At work I 

need to remember my duty to my employer comes first.” Another answer was “I try to 

keep faith and other personal biases removed from workplace.” 

Feeling Spiritually Isolated 

One of the questions asked, “Do you often feel spiritually lonely on the job?” 

One-third (34 percent) of respondents answered yes. Of those respondents who know 

only one or two other Christians on the job, 63 percent experience said they experience 

loneliness, but that statistic drops to just 18 percent for those people who know six or 
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more other believers. Among ones who said they were spiritually isolated, one 

commented, “Most of my coworkers are in their 20s and drink and gamble a lot. Not 

much in common.”  

Serving Unbelievers 

Christian employees in the work world are often urged by church leaders to share 

the gospel with unbelieving coworkers. The survey responses provide insight into the 

actual practice of witnessing in the workplace. The question asked: “When it comes to 

explaining the Gospel to unbelievers on the job, what words best describe your 

experience?” This multiple-choice question invited participants to check as many of the 

following options that applied. The number who checked each option appears after it in 

parenthesis: Do so when opportunities come (thirty); Never do (thirteen); Afraid to do so 

(four); Don’t know what to say (two); Find witnessing easy (one); and Other, see note 

under comments (ten); thus, half of the responders said they witness in the work world 

when presented with an opportunity, but nearly one-quarter never do. Some cited fear and 

uncertainty of what to say as barriers to witnessing.  

Comments from the respondents put these statistics into perspective. One who 

finds witnessing easy explained, “Living my life daily and being willing to discuss the 

reasons why I do the work I do and how I make decisions always comes back around to 

God.” Another said, “The more I study the Bible the easier it gets.” 

Although half said they witness when the opportunity arises, four comments noted 

that such opportunities come infrequently. For example, “Clear opportunities come very 

rarely, but try to step forward when a door opens.” “Just don’t have an opportunity in 

such a busy environment.” 
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Those respondents who find witnessing at work difficult elaborated on both the 

reasons for their fear and the problem of not knowing what to say. For example, fear of 

job loss stops one who checked never do: “May cause problems in the work place, 

although I would like to share the Gospel more, it could cost me my job, and in this 

market job security is a very big thing.” Fear of what others may think prevents some 

from sharing the gospel: “Afraid to do so. Others’ opinions.” “I have never been very 

public about my faith. I don’t want to offend others. I feel uncomfortable speaking about 

my faith to people I don’t really know. I’m kind of shy.” One explained: “I think I am 

poorly equipped to explain the gospel to an unbeliever. Have just never practiced it, I 

guess,” yet another does not witness at work because it is “Inappropriate.” 

 Work as Ministry 

A similar question asked, “Do you see your work as ministry?” Here, 

approximately two-thirds answered yes and one-third no. One who answered in the 

affirmative commented, “I feel how I behave and treat others, when I pray with my 

coworkers, and when I encourage kids to be respectful and to treat others kindly that I’m 

doing God’s work—even in a public school.” For some, however, connecting the idea of 

work with that of ministry seemed to come as a new way of thinking: “I didn’t really, but 

I do more now, hadn’t thought about it, just knew it was a good cause.” Another said, 

“Only if I deliberately think about it.” 

The other question along this line asked, “When you go to work on a typical day, 

how often do you see it as doing the work of the Lord?” Responses here were split 

between “most days” (twenty-eight), “sometimes” (twenty-two), “rarely” (eight), and 

“never” (two). One perceptive comment expressed the need for deeds in doing God’s 
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work: “Whether we feel like it or not, when we interact with people we need to remember 

that we are constantly encouraging or discouraging others to see Christ. More than not I 

believe our actions can be our greatest witness (not just our words). Ideally, our words 

and our life complement one another and help others to desire to know more about 

Jesus.” Being confronted with the question itself apparently triggered a new connection 

for another: “Until now, just didn’t think of it that way.” 

Potential Difficulties 

Fair Pay 

In the United States, “Nearly a third of workers say they are ‘completely satisfied’ 

with the amount of money they earn, according to a recent Gallup poll.”3 It is well known 

that unrest over wages can create difficulties in the work world. However, in the survey 

for this dissertation, more than four out of five (forty-nine) indicated that they see 

themselves as fairly paid. Ten, however, said they did not believe they were receiving fair 

compensation. 

More than one-quarter of the respondents in this survey work for government 

agencies. The wages for federal workers run about 20 percent higher than those for 

comparable jobs in private industry.4 Did this difference explain the high satisfaction 

with compensation? For those holding government jobs, 88 percent said their pay was 

fair, while 79 percent of responders working in private industry said so. Two comments 

                                                 
3 Catherine Rampell, “More Americans ‘Completely Satisfied’ with Their Pay,”The New York 

Times, Business Day, http://economix.blogs.nytimes.com/ 2010/08/19/more-americans-are-completely-
satisfied-with-their-pay/ (accessed Feb25, 2012). 

4 Dennis Cauchon, “Federal Pay Ahead of Private Industry.” USA Today, 
http://www.usatoday.com /news/nation/2010-03-04-federal-pay_N.htm (accessed Feb. 25, 2012). 
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illustrate the typical attitude toward fair pay: “I think it’s below market, but it’s a non-

profit and I like the cause and my work.” “Enough to live on, more than most of the 

world makes. Less than I could make elsewhere.” 

Workplace Abuse 

When asked if they had experienced sexual harassment, bullying, discrimination, 

or verbal abuse on the job, almost two-thirds (thirty-eight) of respondents checked none 

of these. Among the women surveyed, five had encountered verbal abuse, five bullying, 

one discrimination, and one sexual harassment. Two women indicated they had suffered 

all these forms of abuse. Among men, four reported verbal abuse, three discrimination, 

and one bullying.  

One respondent commented: “I left one job because I was not willing to work for 

an employer who I found to be unethical in his business practices. In my current job, I 

have experienced what I believe to be a hostile work environment; specifically related to 

a supervisor.” Teachers, even those working with young children, are not immune to 

verbal abuse: “I have gotten this from kids a lot over the years. It’s amazing what comes 

out of a five- and six-year-old’s mouth.” 

Handling Conflict 

Approximately half (twenty-nine) of the survey respondents said they were “well 

prepared . . . to respond as a Christian should” to conflicts that erupt in the workplace. 

Nearly the same number (twenty-eight) indicated they were “partially prepared” and 

three saw themselves as “unprepared.” Some explained that their doing does not always 

match their desiring: “I am well prepared intellectually. The challenge is getting my will 

in line to respond in a godly way instead of from my self-serving nature.” “Lots of 
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conflict resolution experience. But it does not mean I do it right all the time.” One 

admitted, “I am not always sure how a Christian should respond.” For another, the issue 

has to do with what takes precedence: “At work, my first priority is the business, not 

always in the way how Christ might handle it.” 

Several described how they have learned to respond to conflict: “I try to pray over 

the situations that come up in order to respond well. If I need to, I ask for forgiveness 

from coworkers.” “I always try to pray first then respond. God’s always got my back.” 

One comment emphasized the value of mutual encouragement among believers in the 

workplace: “I have a tight group of co-teachers who are my prayer partners and friends. 

They are my sounding board and counselors.” 

Ethical/Moral Compromise 

More than 80 percent (fifty) of those responding to the survey, when asked, “Does 

your employer sometimes ask you to take actions that you find morally or ethically 

wrong?” said no. Only ten said this problem was the case for them. The next question 

asked those who said yes how well prepared they were to make the needed moral or 

ethical judgment calls. Of the ten, five believed themselves to be “well prepared” and 

four thought they were “partially prepared.”  

Some of those who had faced employer pressure to compromise illustrated their 

challenges with specific examples:  

1. Pressured not to divulge something to a partner business that violated the contract. 

2. Being told, “For the sake of the school and losing customers, just admit you were 
wrong, etc.” No support from school officials. 

3. Taking leave without pay instead of lying about not being sick. Lost two days of 
pay as a result. 
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4. Staying silent when parents are sabotaging their children so the district does not 
get in situations it would rather avoid.  

Evaluation of Findings 

As seen in this chapter, the findings from this survey have revealed many valuable 

insights that will be useful to pastors and church leaders. At the same time, the results 

need to be interpreted in light of the demographics discussed above. Without doubt, the 

fact that the educational levels of this group of respondents differ so markedly from the 

cross-section of the national population affected the outcomes. Among the respondents, 

approximately the same percentage has post-graduate degrees as have high-school 

diplomas in the population at large. Similarly, the percentage of women among 

respondents is virtually identical with the percentage of men in the U.S. labor force. 

These differences very well may have influenced responses to questions such as 

those relating to attitudes toward work. For example, employees who have completed 

post-graduate training will, in a high percentage of cases, have entered professions they 

aspired to and prepared for. Comments from respondents reveal that a significant number 

work as teachers and in helping professions. It seems logical to expect that such a group 

would report a higher level of job satisfaction than might be expected from a group 

representative of the general population.  

The educational backgrounds of the respondents may also have affected the 

willingness to complete the questionnaires. Although members who have not pursued 

education beyond high school make up a sizable segment of the typical congregation, 

they may be less inclined to respond to survey requests. By investing time in carefully 

explaining and perhaps even providing an opportunity for survey completion in a local 
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congregation, church leaders could undoubtedly obtain a much more representative cross-

section of employees who serve in the work world.  

This chapter has reviewed the survey responses to the multiple-choice questions, 

illustrated by many of the explanatory comments provided by responders. The picture 

that emerges is both encouraging and challenging. It is encouraging in that so many of 

those people surveyed rely on Scripture and God’s Holy Spirit as they face the culture of 

the work world. It is challenging in that the responses suggest many areas in which God’s 

people still need teaching and preparation for the work he has placed them in during most 

of their best waking hours. The next chapter will revisit the findings covered in this 

chapter and recommend how pastors and church leaders might respond with a biblical 

theology of work.
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CHAPTER 7. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHURCHES 

This chapter will explore the implications of the previous chapters and suggest 

how pastors and church leaders may equip believers with a biblical theology of work. 

Chapter 1 described the need for those leading the gathered church to understand the 

pressures, opportunities, questions, and increasing complexities of the twenty-first 

century work world. As noted there, pastoral preparation has traditionally included little 

if any emphasis on the theology of work and how to prepare believers to penetrate the 

work world as representatives of Christ and his Kingdom. A number of books for and 

about believers and their daily work were briefly reviewed in chapter 2. Chapter 3 

explored how church history and many traditions—especially the intrusion of dualism—

have contributed to the difficulties of seeing non-ecclesiastical work as vital to the 

mission of God in the world. The biblical and theological basis for the theology of work 

was presented in chapter 4, including the responsibility to equip God’s people for their 

work and the need to embrace an enlarged, Kingdom-of-God vision. Chapter 5 briefly 

reviewed the methods of research used in this study.  

Within the framework established by these preparatory chapters, this chapter will 

concentrate on the “so-whats” of the survey findings summarized and illustrated in 

chapter 6. To facilitate reference to the survey information, Chapter 7 will incorporate the 

major headings of chapter 6: Demographic Data; Schedule Concerns; Vision for Work; 

Suitability for Work; Preparation; Ministry to Others; and Potential Difficulties. In 
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addition to recommendations for teaching the theology of work, this chapter will 

introduce, through quotations and suggestions, a variety of resources pastors can use in 

developing sermons and curricula on the theology of work. A final section will suggest 

means available to a local church for incorporating a vital theology-of-work emphasis 

into congregational life. 

Demographic Data 

The demographic data for the sixty survey respondents probably will not reflect 

the congregation-wide situation in any given church. As mentioned in chapter 6, college 

graduates and those with post-graduate degrees among those completing the survey are 

disproportionate to the overall U.S. population. Pastors, however, may wish to conduct 

similar surveys within their own congregations to gain a clearer picture of the needs of 

members who live out much of their life in the work world. An intra-church survey could 

be presented in such a way as to obtain a more inclusive cross-section of educational 

levels. The survey questions in appendix A may be either used as is or modified to fit a 

particular church.  

The survey data conducted for this dissertation reveals two points worth noting 

for pastors and church leaders. Together, the 60 respondents are aware of and presumably 

in contact with at least 230 other believers in their workplaces—and undoubtedly a great 

many more. This data suggests that on the average each Christian has an opportunity on 

the job to pray for, encourage, and serve approximately four (or more) other believers. 

Further, considering the number employed by their companies or agencies, these sixty 

believers have potential influence with thousands of non-believers; thus, pastors who take 

seriously the task of equipping believers to live out their faith in the workplace may 
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multiply the fruits of their ministry many times over. In view of the fact that Jesus has 

commissioned his followers to penetrate the world with his light, this equipping ministry 

is both significant and urgent.  

Schedule Concerns 

As reflected in the survey, many Christians are investing more than the “normal” f 

hours per week in their work (with at least one working almost twice that). One in five 

spends more than an hour a day driving to and from work. The commute, often via 

clogged freeways, withdraws even more hours from the small fund of available awake 

time. In Bowling Alone, Robert D. Putnam, writes, “In round numbers the evidence 

suggests that each additional ten minutes in daily commuting time cuts involvement in 

community affairs by 10 percent—fewer public meetings attended, fewer committees 

chaired, fewer petitions signed, fewer church services attended, less volunteering, and so 

on.”1 Excessive commuting also takes its toll from marriages. Researchers at Umea 

University in northern Sweden studied statistical data gathered from two million Swedish 

households between 1995 and 2000. They concluded that long commutes increase the 

chances of divorce by 40 percent.2  

The faltering U.S. economy has dialed up the pressure to work more overtime. 

According to a study released by Towers Watson in October 2011, most companies are 

                                                 
1 Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community (New 

York: Simon & Schuster, 2000), 213. 

2 Rebecca Martin, “Long Commutes Bad for Marriage: Swedish Study,” The Local, Sweden’s 
News in English. http://www.thelocal.se/33966/20110524/ (accessed Mar. 5, 2012). 
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expecting longer hours and employees are taking fewer vacation hours.3 Added to this, as 

survey comments show, is the tendency toward overwork, family responsibilities, and 

evening and weekend commitments to church programs. For these reasons and more, 

finding the time to “Be still, and know that I am God” (Ps. 46:10) looks less and less 

possible to many believers in the work world.  

Because, in the words of one survey respondent, “work is NEVER done,” 

believers often perceive a God-ordained regular day of rest to be impossible. John 

Dalla Costa, in his book, Magnificence at Work, writes: “. . . we have surrendered 

virtually without complaint the Sabbath rest that liberates and renews wholeness 

and holiness.”4 Even in the much slower era of the 1950s H. H. Oldham sounded 

the alarm that, “No age has ever been in greater need of the reminder of the place 

of rest and worship in man’s life than our own. Work has become an end in itself, 

taking possession of all men’s faculties.”5 Eugene Peterson emphasizes that 

building a day-of-rest habit does not come easily:  

This [Sabbath command] is a most difficult command to keep, a most difficult 
practice to cultivate. It is one of the most abused and distorted practices of the 
Christian life. Many through the centuries have suffered much under oppressive 
Sabbath regimens. And more than a few of us have been among the oppressors.6  

Encouraging Sabbath among believers who spend weekdays in the work world, 

then, must not be done legalistically or coercively. At the same time, those leaders 

                                                 
3 Towers Watson, “More U.S. Companies Having Difficulty Attracting Critical-Skill Employees, 

Towers Watson Survey Finds,” http://www.towerswatson.com/united-states/press/5600 (accessed Feb. 29, 
2012). 

4 John Dalla Costa, Magnificence at Work: Living Faith in Business (Ottawa: Novalis, 2005), 235. 

5 Oldham, 56. 

6 Eugene Peterson, Christ Plays in Ten Thousand Places: A Conversation in Spiritual Theology 
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2005), 117. 
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responsible for preparing workplace-ready disciples should not leave them thinking of the 

work-rest pattern as a take-it-or-leave-it option. Scripture reveals God as both Worker 

and Rester (Gen. 1). Because people bear the image and likeness of God, both the need to 

work and the need to rest are imprinted into who people are. 

The survey revealed the encouraging finding that a desire for a regular day of rest 

exists among believers in the work world. This yearning arises from the image-of-God 

imprint just noted. Pastors can draw out and build on this desire as they consider how to 

shape a gathered-church environment that cultivates the day-of-rest pattern among those 

in the workplace. 

Believers who overwork need to be reminded that Jesus spoke of Sabbath in terms 

of freedom. God did not make people to be slaves of the Sabbath; rather he made the 

Sabbath for people and for their benefit (Mark 2:27). Conned by sin, human beings can 

become addicted to anything—even God-given work. Setting aside one day a week for 

rest is a gift God has given to break the power work can gain over people. How can 

church leaders help believers in today’s work world make that difficult transition to 

regular rest as a lifestyle?  

Spotlight Biblical Models 

The same Jesus who invited work-weary people to come to him for rest actually 

took time out himself from a demanding schedule (e.g., Matt. 6:31). Daniel interrupted 

his busy schedule as a government executive to get off by himself three times a day for 

prayer. Sermons can bring such examples to life. 
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Let Contemporary Models Speak 

Most congregations include some working people who have learned how to 

incorporate Sabbath into their lives and still thrive in the workplace. Others will be 

encouraged to hear them tell of their struggles in this area and how they overcame the 

difficulties. 

Suggest Small Initial Steps 

Dr. Theresa Tisdale, professor of graduate psychology at Azusa Pacific 

University, suggests bringing Sabbath into life gradually: “I believe each person needs to 

find a sustainable way to incorporate Sabbath rest into daily life. It needs to be personal, 

God-focused, and rhythmic. I suggest starting small. It will not be possible to change our 

habits all at once.”7 

Simplify Sundays 

Sundays must not turn into just a day full of a different kind of work. Experienced 

pastor Eugene Peterson writes: “Pastors and congregational leaders commonly cram the 

Lord’s Day with work: committees, meetings, projects, mission and social activities . . . . 

If we are serious about living well in God’s creation, we can start by clearing out the 

clutter of Sundays, and then engage in corporate ways to do nothing, to say nothing.”8 

Clarify the Meaning of “Rest”  

Rest does not mean staring all day at the pattern in the wallpaper. A Sabbath day 

may mean taking a long nap, playing ball with the kids, praying without having to fit it 

                                                 
7 Jessica Sherrer, “Resting from Work: Observing Sabbath in a Hurried World” Azusa Pacific 

University. http://www.apu.edu/articles/17431/ (accessed Feb. 29, 2012). 

8 Peterson, 118. 
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between deadlines, puttering in the garage. Dallas Willard says, “One of the greatest of 

spiritual attainments is the capacity to do nothing.” 9 

Teach the Theological Foundation 

Including a regular day of rest in the life of a work-saturated schedule is a matter 

of faith. Jesus is Lord of the Sabbath. By faith Christians believe that he continues his 

sustaining work even on days off and that they may rest in that truth. 

Vision for Work 

The survey findings suggest that the majority of these respondents are not wishing 

they could leave their jobs for church work. Even so, some respondents had originally 

been inclined in that direction. A significant number (more than a quarter), however, 

would prefer working in an ecclesiastical role. God, of course, does send some of his 

people to serve primarily in gathered-church roles. Church traditions, however, can sound 

convincingly similar to God’s voice and can easily sway believers into thinking that 

ecclesiastical employment is superior to “ordinary” work. 

A number of the survey comments betray underlying ideas about work that call 

for the correction of a biblical theology of work. A comment preferring the more 

“healthy” environment in a church-work setting implies a desire to escape into a safer, 

less-threatening work setting. The idea that having to concentrate on a school curriculum 

makes it impossible to simultaneously focus on God suggests the notion that one’s 

pleasing God depends upon always consciously thinking about him. Comments to the 

effect that God is not being served with the “paid job” raise the question: Does the 

respondent think of earning and profit-making as sub-Christian? Several remarks by 

                                                 
9 Willard, 358. 
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respondents make it clear that they would be more comfortable in “Kingdom work” than 

in their jobs. 

Kingdom Worldview 

How might pastors begin to present a biblical vision and theology of work to their 

congregations? Perhaps an effective starting-point would involve a series of messages on 

the contrast between the dualistic view so prevalent in church tradition and the biblical 

view of the Kingdom of God. Figure 1 depicts the view that took root in the early 

centuries of the post-New-Testament Church and still distorts the worldview held by 

many believers today. Christians in the workplace who have absorbed this worldview 

find themselves crossing back and forth over the “gap” as they participate in the gathered 

church on Sundays and then go to work on Mondays. This gap leads to a divided, 

compartmentalized form of Christianity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the biblical worldview, God is “Most High over all the earth” (Ps. 83:18). As 

Lord, he is not merely God over the religious zones but over all the earth. Does this mean 

that God condones all that takes place on the earth? No. Instead, it means that any activity 

 

Figure 1: Traditional worldview 
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in the world, whether ecclesiastical or otherwise, may be done either in keeping with or 

in opposition to God’s will. Figure 2 represents the biblical worldview in which, “The 

earth is the Lord’s, and everything in it” (I Cor. 10:26).  

 

 

Figure 2: Biblical worldview. 

In the biblical worldview any kind of work (from church work to politics) may be 

done for or against God’s kingdom purposes for the earth and its people. One survey 

respondent said, “I have served in church but it is far more difficult to serve in the 

workplace.” It may be tempting to work in what seem to be the less difficult 

circumstances, but as the biblical record makes clear, God has not always assigned his 

people to easy work. Daniel’s job in the pagan government of Babylon provides an 

excellent example of being sent into a job filled with hassles for the believer. 

Why Work? 

In presenting a biblical vision and theology of work, pastors need to answer the 

question, Why work? In 1942, Dorothy Sayers, the British writer and Christian, published 

her essay, “Why Work?”10 Today, seven decades later, that issue still needs to be raised 

                                                 
10 Dorothy Sayers, “Why Work,” http://www.faith-at-work.net/Docs/WhyWork.pdf (accessed Feb. 

3, 2012). 
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and answered scripturally. As noted in chapter 6, 60 percent of those respondents 

answering to the survey chose “The need to earn a living” in response to the question 

why one works. Although Scripture presents earning as one reason God sends people to 

work, it is not the foundational reason nor will that reason hold one steady when the 

storms and earthquakes of work life hit. 

The basic reason one works is that God did and does. By day seven, God had 

finished the “work” he had been doing (Gen. 2). That work, of course, was the work of 

creating. The same chapter goes on to say God placed Adam in the Garden of Eden to 

“work” it and to “take care of” it (Gen. 2:15). The first specific way God reveals that 

people are to mirror his brightness and glory is by working. God worked, so people work. 

His work: making. Human work: maintaining. He created. People care for what he 

created. And because they were made in his likeness, their work should reflect both him 

and his ways of working. Only one of the sixty survey respondents indicated this way of 

understanding the reason for working in the comment: “God worked and then asked us to 

work.” 

People work because they are made in the likeness of God who works. It follows, 

then, that our work is in the likeness of his work. Of course, only God can create ex 

nihilo, out of nothing, but a person’s work, if done in harmony with his will, reflects his 

work—even if only dimly. One way of categorizing nearly all, if not all, the works of 

God, as revealed in Scripture, can be categorized under four headings: creating, 

sustaining, redeeming, and completing. Amy Sherman suggests that, “Pastors can explain 

the various ways in which God is a worker, and then encourage their congregants to 
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identify where their own labors fit.”11 For example, people create by inventing machines 

and building houses. They sustain by repairing cars and maintaining streets. Christians 

redeem by preaching the gospel and recycling garbage, and they complete by resolving 

disputes and extinguishing fires. 

Just as our being made in the image of God is the source of a person’s dignity as a 

human being, knowing that work reflects his work assures people of the worth of what 

occupies them during most of their waking hours. Table 4 suggests one Scripture 

reference for each of the four categories for God’s work and relates them to examples of 

the kinds of human work that reflect the divine work. 

Table 4: God’s work as prototype for our work 

Kind of Work God’s Work Examples of 
Our Work 

 
CREATING 

In the beginning God created the heavens and the 
earth. Gen. 1:1 

Invent 
Design 
Build 

 
SUSTAINING 

 
The Son is the radiance of God’s glory and the exact 
representation of his being, sustaining all things by 
his powerful word. Heb. 1:3 
 

Preserve 
Maintain 
Defend 

 
REDEEMING 

Praise be to the Lord, the God of Israel, because he 
has come and has redeemed his people. Luke 1:68 

Recycle 
Restore 
Transform 
 

 
COMPLETING 

He who began a good work in you will carry it on to 
completion until the day of Christ Jesus. Phil 1:6 

Finish 
Achieve 
Resolve 

 

Some church leaders create an impression that the only worthwhile answer to the 

“Why work?” question is sharing the gospel with unbelievers. Under this kind of 

teaching, Christian employees will soon lose motivation and not be able to do their work 

wholeheartedly for the Lord as Paul urges slaves (Col. 3:23 and Eph. 6:7). This 

                                                 
11 Sherman, Kingdom Calling, 119. 
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discouragement comes because appropriate opportunities for witnessing to non-Christians 

on the job do not occur all that often. Several respondents commented on how 

infrequently such openings occur: “Clear opportunities come very rarely.” “Not many 

opportunities.” “Opportunities do not come often.” 

For the Christian employee, Scripture, either explicitly or implicitly, offers at least 

the following answers to the question, “Why should I get up and go to work?” These 

reasons, along with the suggested texts, could be springboards for a series of sermons on 

the subject of working.  

Working carries out God’s command. “Six days you shall labor and do all your 

work” (Ex. 20:9; 34:21; Dt. 5:13). “Make it your ambition to lead a quiet life, to mind 

your own business and to work with your hands” (I Thess. 4:11).  

Working reflects God. “By the seventh day God had finished the work he had been 

doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his work” (Gen. 2:2). “Jesus said to them, 

‘My Father is always at his work to this very day, and I, too, am working’” (John 5:17).  

Working provides a major means of spiritual formation. “Consider it pure joy, my 

brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you know that the testing of 

your faith develops perseverance. Perseverance must finish its work so that you may be 

mature and complete, not lacking anything” (Jas. 1:2-4). Eugene Peterson sees the work 

world as a friend to growth in grace: “I’m prepared to contend that the primary location 

for spiritual formation is the workplace.”12 

Working maintains God’s earth to make life livable. “When the Lord God made 

the earth and the heavens—and no shrub of the field had yet appeared on the earth and no 

                                                 
12 Peterson, 127. 
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plant of the field had yet sprung up, for the Lord God had not sent rain on the earth and 

there was no man to work the ground. . . . The Lord God took the man and put him in the 

Garden of Eden to work it and take care of it” (Gen 2:4b-5, 15).  

Working permits Christians to build up believing coworkers. “Therefore, as we 

have opportunity, let us do good to all people, especially to those who belong to the 

family of believers” (Gal. 6:10). “But encourage one another daily, as long as it is called 

Today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness” (Heb. 3:13). 

Working positions Christians to live out and speak the gospel to unbelieving 

coworkers in our work arena. “In the same way, let your light shine before men, that they 

may see your good deeds and praise your Father in heaven” (Matt. 5:16). “. . . children of 

God without fault in a crooked and depraved generation, in which you shine like stars in 

the universe as you hold out the word of life” (Phil. 2:15-16).  

Working provides income for meeting one’s own needs and sharing with others. 

“Our people must learn to devote themselves to doing what is good, in order that they 

may provide for daily necessities and not live unproductive lives” (Tit. 3:14). “He who 

has been stealing must steal no longer, but must work, doing something useful with his 

own hands, that he may have something to share with those in need” (Eph. 4:28).  

Working is a major way to worship God. “Six days you shall labor and do all your 

work (Hebrew: avad)” (Ex. 20:9). “Let my people go, so that they may worship 

(Hebrew: avad) me” (Ex. 8:1). “Therefore, I urge you, brothers, in view of God’s mercy, 

to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God — this is your spiritual 

act of worship” (Rom 12:1-2). 
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Lasting Value of Human Work 

Many believers in non-ecclesiastical work have found it difficult to see its value 

because they have been taught that this present earth will be destroyed. Some Bible 

scholars say that the “new earth” foretold in Scripture will be a complete replacement of 

the old planet: God will totally eliminate the first earth and start over. Some biblical 

passages have been interpreted in this way. For example, “But the day of the Lord will 

come like a thief. The heavens will disappear with a roar; the elements will be destroyed 

by fire, and the earth and everything in it will be laid bare. . . . But in keeping with his 

promise we are looking forward to a new heaven and a new earth, the home of 

righteousness” (2 Pet. 3:10, 13).  

With this in mind, believers in the work world are hard-pressed to see how 

anything of their work here in this world will be preserved into the next. As noted in the 

previous chapter, twenty-five survey respondents said either no or that they were unsure 

whether anything of their labor would be preserved. Some who answered yes commented 

that the only aspect of their work that would last will be “souls,” the fruit of their 

witnessing.  

If one believes that God will completely annihilate this earth and replace it with a 

completely different new earth, that interpretation will affect how work is seen. In that 

case, work has only a temporary value in making life on earth possible for the worker and 

the larger human family in the interim until God does away with the earth and all the 

work done in it. This view also grants that work can have the value of spiritual formation 

and soul-winning. For example, one of the respondents said, “I hope that when I get to 

heaven, God will show me how he has used me to accomplish his purposes in others.” 
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Many Bible scholars believe that the “new earth” will be a “renewed” earth. The 

first earth, they say, will be completely purged of sin and all its effects and in this way 

made new. Theologian Miroslav Volf writes, “It makes little sense to affirm the goodness 

of creation and at the same time expect its eschatological destruction.”13 Paul seems to 

favor the interpretation that this earth will be not destroyed but restored: “the creation 

itself will be liberated from its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of 

the children of God” (Rom. 8:21). The Greek word translated liberated by the NIV means 

to be set free, released, or delivered. Because of human sin, creation itself has been in 

captivity and awaits its day of freedom. F. F. Bruce holds that, “if words mean anything, 

these words of Paul denote not the annihilation of the present material universe on the 

day of revelation, to be replaced by a universe completely new, but the transformation of 

the present universe so that it will fulfill the purpose for which God created it.”14 

Another New Testament evidence for the renewal of the earth is found in Paul’s 

writisngs. “For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, and through him to 

reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making 

peace through his blood, shed on the cross” (Col. 1:19-20). Darrell Cosden comments: 

“He [Christ] is the prototype for creation and for believers, and thus unites both in 

salvation . . . . Indeed, Jesus takes earth—and all the things within it—to heaven.”15 

Lesslie Newbigin sums up the implications of this teaching for Christians in the 

work world:  

                                                 
13 Volf, 96.  

14 F. F. Bruce, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans: An Introduction and Commentary (Grand 
Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1963), 170.  

15 Cosden, The Heavenly Good of Earthly Work, 68. 
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Following that way [Jesus as the path that goes through death to life], we can 
commit ourselves without reserve to all the secular work our shared humanity 
requires of us, knowing that nothing we do in itself is good enough to form part of 
that city’s building, knowing that everything—from our most secret prayers to our 
most public political acts—is part of that sin-stained human nature that must go 
down into the valley of death and judgment, and yet knowing that as we offer it 
up to the Father in the name of Christ and in the power of the Spirit, it is safe with 
him and—purged with fire—it will find its place in the holy city at the end.16 

In addition to many other reasons for pastors to teach the renewal rather than the 

annihilation of the present earth, they should communicate it for the sake of Christians in 

the work world. This truth gives meaning and value to the work itself, and not only to the 

spiritual growth and soul-winning opportunities afforded by the workplace. 

Profits and Earning 

The survey brought to light the need for believers to be taught a biblical stance 

toward profit and making money. In response to the question whether anything from 

one’s work will be carried forward into God’s eternal Kingdom, one comment was, “Not 

in my paid job.” This negative reference to the “paid job” was repeated four times. In 

another comment, the respondent was “not sure God really cares about maximizing 

shareholder profits.” 

In today’s culture, the words “profit and greed” too often get conflated. A 

musician sings the complaint that, “with profit and greed we destroyed our land.”17 

According to the headline on a website blog, “Profit and greed drive jobs overseas.”18 I 

                                                 
16 Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks: The Gospel and Western Culture (Grand Rapids, 

MI: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1986), 136. 

17 Wildman Band, “Profit and Greed,” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H3UbdnHfeD8 
(accessed Apr. 3, 2012). 

18 Atlas City Project, “Profit and Greed Drive Jobs Overseas,” http://www.atlasinitiativegroup.org/ 
forum/atlas-initiative-group/3985-profit-and-greed-drive-jobs-over-seas.html (accessed Apr. 3, 2012). 
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recently heard a Christian express the wish that for-profit companies would all become 

non-profits. 

Blurring the difference between profit and greed makes no more sense than 

equating surgery with stabbing. It slurs not only entrepreneurs but also those who work 

for them. Even Christian employees can come to wonder, “By working for a profit-

making company, am I just enabling it to carry on its greedy agenda?” 

One benefit of Scripture is correction, and it fulfills this role regarding profits. For 

example, “All hard work brings profit, but mere talk leads only to poverty” (Prov. 14:23). 

“The plans of the diligent lead to profit as surely as haste leads to poverty” (Prov. 21:5). 

“The blessing of the Lord brings wealth” (Prov. 10:22). It is the Lord God “who gives 

you the ability to produce wealth” (Deut. 8:18). While these passages do not support the 

so-called “health-wealth gospel,” they do demonstrate that God endorses the making of a 

profit. On the other hand, God strongly condemns greed, as the tenth Commandment, 

“You shall not covet,” Ex. 20:17 makes clear. In the New Testament, Greek words often 

translated as greed carry connotations of a lust to possess something that leads to 

cheating, defrauding, outwitting, taking advantage of, and seizing control over. Paul 

warns that greed amounts to idolatry (Col. 3:5).  

People may pursue profit in a godly way or in a greedy way. Paul, the tentmaker, 

worked with his hands to support himself and to share with others (Acts 20:34). If he 

turned animal skins into tents, his labor increased the value of the leather. The products 

were then sold for a profit—God-approved profit. By contrast, some greedy teachers in 

the church on Crete were working for “dishonest gain” (Tit. 1:11). Making this 
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distinction between profit and greed is especially important for Christians in the 

workplace.  

In Questions of Business Life, Richard Higginson says, “Instead of seeing service 

as the means to profit, we could say that service (i.e. aiming to give the client or customer 

the best possible quality service) is the goal and profit is the means.”19 A football field 

and goal post may be used to illustrate this difference. The field is the tool used to reach 

the goal. When profit is the goal, service becomes merely a way to get it. When service is 

the goal, then profit takes its rightful place as an instrument to help provide it. Only 

profitable businesses generate the wealth that creates and sustains jobs, permits charitable 

giving, enables us to pay taxes, and so on.  

What is “Ministry”?  

The survey findings suggest the need for pastors to clarify the word ministry. 

One-third of those who completed the questionnaire said they do not consider their work 

to be ministry. The idea that only pastors and missionaries are “in the ministry” is 

fostered by the use of such language in church traditions. When seminary graduates 

respond to a call by churches, it is said they are “entering the ministry.” If for some 

reason pastors take up a job in the work world, it is said they are “leaving the ministry.” 

As typically used, the phrase, “enter the ministry,” implies a second door. One becomes a 

Christian by entering the Christ door; then one must pass through some additional door—

seminary, ordination, foreign missionary service—to enter the ministry. Use of this 

phrase, then, teaches Christians to think of themselves as outside “the ministry” unless 

and until they “enter” it through that second door. 

                                                 
19 Higginson, 65. 
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In the New Testament, however, the work of ministry or serving belongs to the 

saints, to all of God’s people. Church leaders are “to prepare God’s people for works of 

service [diakonia, ministry] (Eph. 4:12). Paul, writing to all the Christians in the 

Corinthian church, told them to give themselves fully to the work of the Lord (I Cor. 

15:58), so the call of God to become a Christ-follower is a call to serve God and others—

to minister. In The New Reformation, Greg Ogden spells out the effect of this misuse of 

the word ministry on believers such as those in the work world:  

If the ministry is for the initiated and ordained, by definition ministry is not for 
the rank and file. The laity are often viewed as those who supplement the ministry 
of the pastor because, after all, the pastor cannot do it all. Under this theology the 
people of God are at best adjuncts to the true ministers and have no real identity 
of their own.20 

Suitability for Work 

More than 90 percent of the survey respondents said they did their work 

with enthusiasm. Eighty percent said they look forward to going to work day by 

day. And nearly 67 percent reported a good fit between their work and their gifts. 

Given the demographics, however, these findings may need interpretation. A 

recent Gallup survey produced a quite different picture of workplace enthusiasm 

among Americans in general:  

Seventy-one percent of American workers are “not engaged” or “actively 
disengaged” in their work, meaning they are emotionally disconnected from their 
workplaces and are less likely to be productive. That leaves nearly one-third of 
American workers who are “engaged,” or involved in and enthusiastic about their 
work and contributing to their organizations in a positive manner.21 

                                                 
20 Ogden, 60. 

21 Nikki Blacksmith and Jim Harter, “Majority of Americans Not Engaged in their Jobs,” Gallup 
Wellbeing, http://www.gallup.com/poll/150383/majority-american-workers-not-engaged-jobs.aspx 
(accessed Feb. 2, 2012). 
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Differences in the educational backgrounds of respondents in the Gallup 

survey and the survey for this dissertation may help explain the divergence in the 

findings. As mentioned in chapter 6, the proportion of respondents with college 

and post-graduate degrees is far higher among survey respondents than among the 

general U.S. population or a typical church congregation. It seems to follow that 

people who pursued a degree in a particular field are probably more likely to 

enjoy their work and look forward to it because they chose their field with their 

gifts, abilities, and motivations in mind. Even here, however, it appears that the 

work-gift harmony increases with age. Among those in the forty-three to sixty-

one age range, only 26 percent do not see a good match, whereas among those in 

the twenty-seven to forty-two age range, respondents saying “so-so” or “not at 

all” totaled 42 percent. 

These survey findings suggest that after believers spend years in the 

workplace, they gravitate toward situations in the work world more suited to their 

makeups. The section on Preparation will deal with the need for church leaders to 

assist believers, especially younger ones, in choosing the “good works” which 

“God prepared in advance” for them to do (Eph. 2:10). 

One finding points to a need for pastors to convey the biblical truth that 

work in this present world is both blessing and burden. In a question that invited 

respondents to choose words they thought best described their work, the two top 

answers were “fulfilling” and “stressful.” The next two were “meaningful” and 

“frustrating.” Comments from several of the respondents indicated that they 

would like work to be less painful. For example, one said, “At times, I just want 
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to do something that is easier.” In the question on the choice between the work 

world and church-related work, one commented, “Church job might be easier.” 

Another said, “It just seems easier to think of serving God when it’s more directly 

about God’s Kingdom.” 

This desire for work to be easier and the fact that so many chose the 

fulfilling/stressful and meaningful/frustrating adjectives point back to the truths of 

the Bible’s opening chapters. In Genesis 2 work is pure delight. In Genesis 3, 

workers must cope with thorns and thistles and sweat. Christians in the workplace 

need to be reminded that their work will still be characterized by both conditions. 

To dream of a workless paradise is to seek something other than the purpose and 
plan of God. Work is good—good for creation, good for our neighbor, good for 
us. . . .When we turn to Genesis 3 we discover that work has been cursed through 
human sin. Now there is sweat, toil, drudgery, futility, meaninglessness and 
injustice. Fallen powers and structures render some work dehumanizing, create 
structural unemployment or demand a workaholic lifestyle.22 

In Why Business Matters to God, Jeff Van Duzer lists seven “Consequences of 

Broken Human-Human Relations for Business.”  

1. Damaged organizational relationships, including office politics, gossip, ambitions, 
sexism, racism, and so on 

2. Unlivable wages, the inability to live on the compensation for one’s work 

3. Hazardous working conditions, with toxic materials, poor ventilation, lack of 
safety equipment, and more 

4. Invasion of privacy, including reading private email, use of surveillance cameras, 
unannounced drug tests, and the like 

5. Ads targeting children, turning toddlers into consumers and getting children to 
pressure their parents to purchase 

6. Bribery, gaining advantages over the competition, subverting justice, and 
avoiding prosecution 
                                                 
22 Stevens, The Other Six Days, 114. 
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7. Gross gaps in income, with CEO’s making hundreds of times more than typical 
employees, creating resentment, and distancing labor from management23 

Teaching both the blessing-and-burden nature of work in today’s world 

should also include the good news that in Christ, God has given people the power 

to overcome the world (1 John 5:4, 5) and to overcome in the work world. This 

good news does not mean that work has returned to its idyllic, pre-Fall perfection. 

That change still awaits the shalom in the fully realized Kingdom of God yet to 

come. The good news, however, means that believers, even while still coping with 

thorns, thistles, and sweat can find joy, meaning, and strength in the less-than-

perfect workplace.  

Preparation 

Equipping Workplace-Ready Disciples 

On October 18, 2011, as tensions with Iran mounted, a website ran an article 

under this headline: “U.S. Begins Huge Military Maneuvers Aimed at Iran: Battle-Ready 

Troops on Standby.”24 Americans would be scandalized if they were to learn that their 

nation routinely sent soldiers into war who had not been made battle-ready. Christians, 

however, consistently send disciples—even young ones—into their jobs without helping 

them to become workplace-ready, and the workplace is, without a doubt, a spiritual war 

zone. 

Choosing one’s line of work ranks among the most important choices anyone 

makes. As noted in chapter 3, if a person enters the work world at age twenty-one and 

                                                 
23 Jeff Van Duzer, Why Business Matters to God (And What Still Needs to be Fixed) (Downers 

Grove, IL: Intervarsity Press, 2010), 58-65. 

24 Paul Joseph Watson, Global Research.ca http://globalresearch.ca/index.php?context= 
va&aid=27130, October 18, 2011 (accessed Feb. 2, 2012). 
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leaves paid employment at sixty-five, the time investment may reach ninety thousand 

hours. Twice—once in his letter to the believers in Ephesus and again in the one to 

believers in Colossae—Paul urges Christians to “make the most of every opportunity” 

(Eph. 5:16; Col. 4:5). Being paid to spend ninety thousand hours out in the world where 

Jesus sends Christians is a major opportunity. Those leaders responsible for preparing 

God’s people for their work of serving need to assist them in making the most of that 

opportunity. Church leaders typically provide pre-marital counseling for those entering 

marriage, but young people, especially, also need pre-employment counseling or training 

before entering the work world. Even older believers who entered the labor force before 

coming to Christ may still doubt whether their line of work fits what God intends for 

them. 

The survey findings indicated that more than 75 percent of respondents had 

received no biblical instruction on choosing a job. A few of those who had received 

“some” explained that they had prayed before choosing their work. For one, “some 

instruction” came through a Christian college. Not one mentioned having received any 

instruction through a church. While believers have often heard teaching on the subject of 

spiritual gifts, the context for using those gifts is typically presented as being within the 

programs of the gathered church. Amy Sherman has written about how various spiritual-

gift inventory tools are normally presented: “[T]he vast majority of these [spiritual gift] 

assessments don’t help congregants to see how they can apply their spiritual gifts in the 

context of their daily work or in volunteer service outside the four walls of the church.”25 

                                                 
25 Sherman, Kingdom Calling, 119. 
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In other words, believers usually receive no teaching from their church leaders on 

choosing a line of work that fits their God-given gifts and abilities.  

One excellent resource for preparing believers to enter the work world is 

Finding a Job You Can Love, by Ralph T. Mattson and Arthur F. Miller, Jr. These 

Christian authors, both experienced in the field of human resources, say: 

The incompetency we see everywhere is not because people lack gifts, but 
because they are not in the right place for their gifts. They are not being stewards 
of what God has given them. There are plenty of gifts to do all the work that 
needs to be done everywhere and to do all of it gloriously well—so well, in fact, 
that people would go rejoicing from day to day over how much was 
accomplished. But the world’s systems, corrupted by the sin of man, place 
enormous obstacles in the way of each person who attempts to find his rightful 
place in creation.26 

In their book, these authors present their System for Identifying Motivated 

Abilities (SIMA) mentioned briefly in chapter 2. By using this tool, believers can get a 

clearer picture of how God has made and gifted them. This concept lines up with Paul’s 

writing to the Galatian church: “Each one should test his own actions. Then he can take 

pride in himself, without comparing himself to somebody else” (Gal. 6:4). Understanding 

how God has “wired” people provides clues to the kind of work he created them to do. To 

help Christians identify their design, SIMA helps them discover their 

1. central motivational thrust: what they are moved to accomplish (overcoming 
obstacles, helping others, building, developing, etc.) 

2. motivated abilities: the gifts and skills they love to use (analysis, writing, 
bargaining, teaching, organizing, etc.) 

3. subject matter that motivates: what they most enjoy working with (numbers, 
money, people, mechanical objects, etc.) 

4. circumstances that motivate: settings in which they work best (competition, 
problem-solving, structure, lack of structure, etc.) 

                                                 
26 Mattson and Miller, 41.  
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5. relationships and ways of operating that motivate (leader, team player, lone wolf, 
etc.) 

Each person is made in the image of God and reflects certain aspects of his glory. 

This one has a certain set of motivations and that one has another. SIMA offers believers 

help in getting to know the kinds of passions God has endowed them with. The 

importance of individual motivation shows clearly in Paul’s instruction to Timothy: “If 

anyone sets his heart on being an overseer, he desires a noble task” (I Tim. 3:1). God did 

not make everyone to serve as an overseer, but those Christians he made to serve in that 

way will have the inner desire. This desire is present not only for work related to the 

gathered church but also for work in the scattered church.  

Commenting on the question about receiving instruction before choosing a job, 

one of the survey respondents said he would have loved it: “More instruction would have 

saved me a world of heartache and humiliation at doing a bad job at work and justifying 

it as a necessary evil for doing ‘God’s work’ off-hours.” 

“Church leaders,” Amy Sherman writes, “should inspire their congregants 

to choose jobs that, to the greatest extent possible, offer them the best 

opportunities for directing their creative talents toward the end of advancing 

shalom for the common good.”27 Not only should believers be prepared to discern 

what kind of work God has made them for, they also need to be equipped to 

recognize the kind of work that is worth doing. It does not require much spiritual 

perception to realize that Christians should not hire on as paid hitmen, narcotics 

dealers, or brothel owners, but other jobs, while legal and perhaps even lucrative, 

may not be worth the investment of a life made in the image of God and recreated 

                                                 
27 Sherman, 106. 
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in the likeness of Christ. In her essay, “Why Work?” Dorothy Sayers presses the 

urgency of this on us:  

We should fight tooth and nail, not for mere employment, but for the quality of 
work that we had to do. We should clamour to be engaged on work that was 
worth doing, and in which we could take pride. . . . The Church’s approach to an 
intelligent carpenter is usually confined to exhorting him not to be drunk and 
disorderly in his leisure hours, and to come to church on Sundays. What the 
Church should be telling him is this: that the very first demand that his religion 
makes upon him is that he should make good tables.28 

And speaking of the carpentry trade, Os Guinness refers to a little-known 

and extra-biblical story about Jesus that underscores Sayers’ point:  

In the second century, Christian apologist Justin Martyr grew up over the hill 
from Galilee. Interestingly, he notes that the plows made by Joseph and Jesus 
were still being used widely in his day. How intriguing to think of Jesus’ plow 
rather than his cross—to wonder what it was that made his plows and yokes last 
and stand out.29 

Calling 

Only one-third of the survey respondents indicated that God’s calling 

played a major role when they selected their line of work. One comment from the 

survey points to a need for church leaders to clarify the matter of calling: “I was 

looking for God’s calling into the ministry, but not hearing it, went into secular 

work.” This comment illustrates one of the points R. Paul Stevens makes in The 

Other Six Days, “almost the only people who speak of being ‘called of God’ are 

‘full-time’ missionaries and pastors.”30 Darrell Cosden agrees: “We almost always 

                                                 
28 Sayers.  

29 Guinness, The Call, 202. 

30 Stevens, The Other Six Days, 72. 
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hear of this [special] kind of ‘calling’ when ‘ministers’ and those training for full-

time ministry tell their stories and talk about their work.”31 

Does such a limited understanding of calling square with Scripture? When God 

calls, he urgently invites. Christ-followers became such when they said yes to God’s call 

to turn from sin and self-trust and to place their faith in his Son, Jesus. Peter puts it, “God 

. . . called you out of darkness into his wonderful light” (I Pet. 2:9). That call is God’s 

general call. All Christians share this call.  

God also summons to service. This action relates to his individual placement for 

each of his children. For example, Paul was “called to be an apostle” (Rom. 1:1; I Cor. 

1:1). In calling him to be an apostle (one sent out with a message), God assigned Paul to a 

certain kind of work. This call even revealed he would work with a certain group of 

people—Gentiles (Acts 22:21), but his specific call to apostleship did not launch him into 

full-time service because serving God full time was part of his general call—one received 

by all believers. Paul continued to serve Christ full time even while engaged in the so-

called “secular” business of making tents. Paul wrote the rule, “If a man will not work, he 

shall not eat” (2 Thess. 3:10). This directive to work, too, is a summons. God uses a wide 

variety of means to assign his people to various jobs in the work world. For example, he 

sent Daniel to work for the Babylonian government by means of circumstances (and not 

pleasant ones, either). 

Church leaders may find excellent material on calling in two books. One, 

mentioned above, is The Other Six Days, by R. Paul Stevens. Chapter 4 in this book 

devotes thirty-five pages to the subject of “Calling in a Post-Vocational Age.” Another 

                                                 
31 Cosden, 18. 
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valuable resource in this area is Os Guinness’ book, The Call: Finding and Fulfilling the 

Central Purpose of Your Life. A sentence from Guinness confirms what has already been 

said above about preparing believers for the work world: “A sense of calling should 

precede a choice of job and career, and the main way to discover calling is along the line 

of what we are each created and gifted to be.”32 

Resources for Instruction and Encouragement 

As noted in chapter 2, the resources on practicing faith in the workplace 

have greatly multiplied in the past several years, but as the survey responses 

indicate, most believers in the work world remain unaware of the help they might 

receive from them. It is encouraging that several respondents commented that 

their resource was the Bible. At the same time, many believers have learned to 

interpret the Bible filtered through long-standing traditions, such as the clergy-

laity distinction and the sacred-secular divide. To help provide “corrective 

lenses,” pastors and church leaders would do well to find ways to make church 

members aware of faith-at-work resources and to encourage their use. Creating 

this awareness may involve including brief book reviews in the church newsletter 

or website, or asking individuals from the work world to give three-minute 

endorsements during the weekly service.  

Ministry to Others 

Workplace One-Anothering 

Among those completing survey questionnaires, 95 percent know of other 

believers within their relationships in the work world. Almost half know of six or more 

                                                 
32 Guinness, 46. 
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fellow Christians. This near-universal awareness of other Christ-followers in the 

workplace provides opportunities for the church to realize at least three major benefits. 

First, it creates unlimited scope for one-anothering. The survey respondents 

probably encounter fellow believers in the workplace far more often than they do in the 

congregation they meet with on weekends. In the New Testament, each local church is 

defined by its geographic community (the church in Ephesus, the church in Corinth, the 

church in Cenchrea, etc.). Jesus identifies all seven churches in Asia by the names of their 

cities. The body of Christ is community-wide, and the one-another/each-other 

instructions of the New Testament are best carried out on the same basis. For example, 

how can the Christians in a typical local church “encourage one another daily,” when 

they speak with each other once a week—if even that often. Believers in a workplace 

have a far more opportunities to see and speak with each other daily. 

Second, the presence of and interaction with other believers go a long way toward 

countering the sense of spiritual isolation among Christians. One of the survey 

respondents explained this aloneness comes “When dealing with temptations.” The need 

here, as the writer of Hebrews was aware, is to “encourage one another daily, as long as it 

is called Today, so that none of you may be hardened by sin’s deceitfulness” (Heb. 3:13).  

Third, finding and caring for other Christians makes the workplace a prime 

location for demonstrating to the world the unity among Christ-followers that Jesus 

prayed for. That oneness, Jesus said, would enable the world to know and believe God 

had sent him (John 17:20-23). The work world is one of the few places in American 

culture where non-Christians can actually observe such unity in action. It is possible that 

an unbeliever visiting a Sunday gathering of the church might witness such unity (see I 
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Cor. 14:24), but church meetings today do not generally permit the kind of participation 

described in that first-century church setting. Unity among human beings becomes visible 

only as they interact in relationships. When believers, in the course of their work 

responsibilities, relate to each other with the unity that flows from the Trinity, the world 

can see it. 

Week after week, as they watch that kind of heaven-originated unity, unbelievers 

will see a contrast to the divisions that plague marriages, typical office relationships, 

neighborhood associations, and political parties. “I pray,” Jesus said, “that all of them 

may be one, Father, just as you are in me and I am in you. May they also be in us so that 

the world may believe that you have sent me” (John 17:20-21).  

The need to make Christian unity visible suggests that pastors need to make 

certain that members receive encouragement and instruction in workplace one-

anothering. Instruction should include two elements. First, it should help church members 

learn how to identify other believers in the workplace, especially when they will likely be 

coming from other denominations or theological persuasions. One believer (not in the 

survey) asked, “If I am not aware of any other believers in my work circle, how can I 

begin to identify them?” Second, the instruction should cover how to encourage and build 

up fellow believers in ways appropriate to a workplace setting—without stealing time 

from the employer. Such instruction might be most effective in classes and small groups, 

especially if they include role-playing and interaction. 

Workplace Witnessing 

While half of the survey respondents said they witness “when opportunities 

come,” the comments reveal two recurrent themes. First, appropriate opportunities to 
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speak the gospel message do not come often in the workplace. Second, fear of what 

others think, perceptions of rules or political correctness, and the potential of “causing 

problems” keep many Christians from verbalizing the good news on the job. If church 

leaders overemphasize the need to vocalize faith in the workplace, the result will often be 

a sense of guilt for not doing so. Along that line, Richard Halvorson, long-time pastor and 

chaplain of the U.S. Senate for thirteen years, wrote some words worth pondering:  

If one were to begin from scratch to build a theology of evangelism and mission 
on the basis of what he found in the New Testament epistles, he would probably 
be impressed with the paucity of material upon which to build. For example, he 
would not find the apostles reminding their readers of the Great Commission. He 
would not find a systems approach to evangelism or mission. Nor would he find 
the Apostle Paul issuing extensive instructions to those to whom he wrote as to 
how to win people to Christ. He would not find evangelistic quotas and goals and 
slogans to promote them. . . . the weight of the exhortation and instruction in the 
epistles has to do with the relationship of believer with believer in the community, 
in the body of Christ. . . . The emphasis was not on the expansion; the emphasis 
was upon the conditions which allowed the expansion to take place.33 

Halvorsen’s point confirms what was said above about the need for demonstrated 

unity among believers on the job. At the same time, speaking the gospel to co-workers 

should take place when appropriate, but doing so should not be motivated by guilt. 

Neither should it be squelched by fear of what others will think or say or by a mistaken 

idea of what is “legal.” One survey respondent commented, “Working for the 

government, we are admonished against this [witnessing].” Like this believer, many who 

have been told that workplace witnessing is not allowed by law need assurance that the 

restrictions are not nearly as tight as they might imagine. As David Miller writes,  

To the surprise of many, generally speaking, proselytizing is fully legal in the 
workplace, so long as it does not become harassment, discriminatory, quid pro 

                                                 
33 Richard Halvorson, How I Changed My Thinking About the Church (Grand Rapids, MI: 

Zondervan Publishing House, 1972), 63-65. 
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quo, or cause undue hardship to the business operation. Like many things that are 
legal, that does not necessarily mean that it is an appropriate or wise thing to do.34 

Some believers in the workplace will be more gifted in this area than others, but 

pastors and church leaders can ensure that all have access to the instruction and resources 

they need to help them to “Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone who asks 

you to give the reason for the hope that you have” (I Pet. 3:15). One resource, “The Legal 

Implications of Witnessing at Work,” by David C. Gibbs, Jr., President of The Christian 

Law Association, explains the rules contained in Title VII of the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 

1964, for private workplaces that employ fifteen or more people.35  

Potential Difficulties 

Workplace Abuse 

As noted in chapter 6, verbal abuse was the most frequent form of mistreatment 

named by survey respondents, followed by bullying, discrimination, and sexual 

harassment. Perhaps one of the major insights pastors can draw from the responses is the 

reminder that believers are experiencing such things in the work world. Although those 

working on a church staff may suffer abuse from coworkers, it occurs with less 

frequency. One respondent, recalling work in a church setting, said “the environments 

were healthy.” 

The perceptions of and tolerance for verbal abuse, bullying, discrimination, and 

sexual harassment will vary from person to person. As a result, pat answers do not exist. 

                                                 
34 Miller, God at Work, 134. 

35 David C. Gibbs, Jr., “The Legal Implications of Witnessing at Work, 
http://www.cbn.com/finance/ rbrwitnesswork.aspx (accessed Feb. 3, 2012). 
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Pastors, however, can help equip believers to deal with such treatment in at least two 

ways. 

First, teaching from relevant Scriptures can provide a framework that will help 

believers put what they experience into perspective. Examples from Scripture include 

Joseph (sexual harassment), Daniel (bullying), and Nehemiah (verbal abuse). The book of 

Proverbs contains much workplace wisdom in these areas. For example, “A gentle 

answer turns away wrath, but a harsh word stirs up anger” (Prov. 15:1). Peter addressed 

the subject of workplace abuse in his first letter: “Slaves, submit yourselves to your 

masters with all respect, not only to those who are good and considerate, but also to those 

who are harsh” (1 Pet. 2:18). For some, abuse may arise simply from the fact that they are 

believers. They need to be reminded that Christ’s followers have suffered and will 

continue to suffer mistreatment for their identification with him. Paul counseled Timothy, 

“everyone who wants to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted” (2 Tim. 

3:12).  

Second, pastors can urge believers in the workplace who are suffering abuse to 

seek the prayers and advice of other Christians they know and trust. Such sharing may 

occur one-on-one or in small groups. In doing so, those from the work world may 

discover that others who have faced similar issues can share how the Spirit of God made 

them able to cope. One of the survey respondents who had suffered all four forms of 

abuse commented, “Jesus helped me keep my tongue and respond professionally and 

lovingly.”  
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Training Peacemakers 

Those in the work world will inevitably encounter conflict, which may relate 

closely to the abuse issue. In Your Work Matters to God, Doug Sherman and William 

Hendricks write, “. . . we need to expect that when we enter the marketplace, we will 

confront evil and experience conflict.”36 The call as Christians, even on the job, includes 

living at peace, if possible, with everyone (Rom. 12:18). Only half of the survey 

respondents indicated that they are “well prepared” to respond to conflict as a Christian 

should. Nearly the same number said they believe themselves to be “only partially 

prepared.” One commented: “I am not always sure how a Christian should respond.”  

As in the matter of abuse, pastors can help equip believers to deal with conflict in 

the workplace through biblical teaching and encouraging them to ask others in their small 

groups for advice and prayer. It would also be possible for a church to take preparing 

members to deal with conflict a step further. As followers of the Prince of Peace, it is the 

Christian’s privilege to serve in the peacemaker role (Mt. 5:9). As one respondent put it, 

“People often come to me to mediate issues.” An organization called Peacemaker 

Ministries37 offers a variety of resources and training courses designed to equip 

“coaches” who can help others cultivate the art of making peace. With one or two 

certified coaches, a church could offer those in the workplace specific training in conflict 

resolution. 

                                                 
36 Sherman and Hendricks,148. 

37 Peacemaker Ministries, http://www.peacemaker.net/site/c.aqKFLTOBIpH/ 
b.958123/k.CB70/Home.htm (accessed Mar. 5, 2012). 
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Ethical/Moral Compromise 

One out of six who completed the survey said their employers sometimes asked 

them to take actions they found morally or ethically wrong. One commented, “I feel more 

often than not I am faced with questions I have not considered.” Norman L. Geissler and 

Randy Douglass, in Integrity at Work, cite a survey among three hundred Christians on 

the ethical situations in their workplaces. That survey found that,  

Only 10 percent go to their pastor for advice. While they respect their pastor for 
advice on the spiritual world, they recognize that many pastors have little, if any, 
experience in the business world and thus can provide little comfort and guidance. 
When a pastor was asked if he addressed business issues from the pulpit he stated, 
‘No. I’ve been in the church for thirty-five years. It is the only world that I 
know.38 

Pastors who know themselves to be similarly limited as a result of unfamiliarity 

with the business world can recommend resources to church members who work in that 

world. One excellent book is Doing Right, by David W. Gill. As the author explains, the 

book was written to provide just such a resource: “My intended audience is men and 

women (and their pastors and teachers) who read and think, who are raising children and 

grandchildren, who are working in schools and businesses, who are trying to find and 

pursue an ethically and exemplary life even when it is difficult.39  

In Integrity at Work, the authors offer and illustrate “The Ethics Compass,” 

designed to help Christians who are facing ethical decisions sort through the issues in a 

systematic way. The compass, built around the acronym, ETHICS, includes the following 

six steps: 

 
                                                 
38 Geissler and Douglass18. 

39 David W. Gill, Doing Right: Practicing Ethical Principles (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 
2004), 11. 
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E: Examine the Facts 
T: (Seek the) Truth 
H: Hesitate 
I: Identify the Greater Good 
C: Consider Consequences and Creative Alternatives 
S: Stand for God40 
 
This tool could readily be taught in Christian education classes or made the 

subject for small groups. Using actual cases from the workplaces of class or group 

members, participants could practice following the compass through real-life examples.  

Suggestions for Church Action 

A local church may use a variety of means for incorporating a biblical theology of 

work into the lifeblood of the church family. To do so, pastors can work from two 

primary fronts. The meetings of the gathered church make up the first front. The other 

front is made up of opportunities offered via the scattered church on weekdays. The 

church does not cease to exist with the benediction on Sunday but goes into its scattered 

mode as soon as the gathering ends.  

Gathered Church: Sermons 

One of the major ways to equip workplace-ready disciples in the gathered church 

is through sermons. David W. Miller, in his book, God at Work, says: “Fewer than 10 

percent of regular churchgoers, surveys say, can remember the last time their pastor 

preached on the topic of work.” By contrast, Scripture has a great deal to say concerning 

God’s will for human work. One pastor, for example, developed a series of sermons from 

the experiences of Daniel in his workplace in the government of pagan Babylon.  

                                                 
40 Geissler and Douglass, 48-64.  
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The survey comments in appendix B offer a great variety of seed ideas that could 

be developed into sermon material. For example, the comment that one works because of 

the sin of Adam and Eve would lead naturally to a study of how God actually assigned 

human beings to work before the Fall. This comment could be used in a message on the 

need to be filled with the Spirit of God: “In my job I deal with situations that are at times 

filled with emotion. I have been the target of wrath when some that I interact with have 

lost their poise and vent inappropriately.” 

Gathered Church: Front Lines Reports 

Another equipping tool available to the gathered church is the frontlines report. A 

frontlines report is a testimony given by someone from the work world that encourages 

others to see and carry out God’s purposes in their own work and lives. Pastor Tom 

Nelson, of Christ community church in Leawood, Kansas, regularly invites testimonies 

from marketplace members. He has included ten of these testimonies in his book, Work 

Matters.41 Frontlines reports can be done in various ways. Believers from the workplace 

who are comfortable with speaking in public may wish to simply present five-minute 

testimonies that they prepare. People who are not so comfortable speaking in public may 

prefer to be interviewed. These interviews could include, perhaps, three simple questions: 

What do you do for a living? What are the issues you face in your work context? How 

can we pray for you? Another option for frontlines reports is pre-recorded videos. 

Gathered Church: Public Prayer 

Public prayer for Christians in the workplace is yet another way the gathered 

church can support those who minister in the scattered church. In the Falls Church of 

                                                 
41 Nelson. 
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Washington D.C. four or five church members are prayed for every Sunday by name and 

occupation.42 Another approach would be to have groups of people from similar 

occupations stand together as someone prays for them. For example, all public school 

teachers could stand as a parent with school children prays for them. For any group that 

will be prayed for, it would be helpful to ask a few representatives ahead of time for 

issues those in that occupation are currently facing. 

Gathered Church: Commissioning 

Commissioning Christians for their workplace ministries is a way to give public 

recognition of the fact that their work matters to God and to the Christian community. 

The Falls Church, just mentioned, commissions various members in all their diverse 

callings in the marketplace.43 A sample commissioning service for the workplace may be 

found online.44  

But the equipping opportunities do not end when the gathered church disperses on 

Sundays. There are also several opportunities for equipping workplace ready disciples in 

the scattered church. 

Scattered Church: Home Groups 

Groups that meet in homes provide an excellent opportunity for believers to 

encourage and pray for one another concerning workplace concerns. The Redeemer 

Presbyterian Church in New York City has fifteen vocationally-based fellowships that 

                                                 
42 Sherman, 154. 

43 Ibid. 

44 Vanguard Church.com, “A Commissioning Service for Everyone in Every Line of Work,” 
http://vanguardchurch.blogspot.com/2007/09/commissioning-service-for-everyone-in.html (accessed Apr. 
3, 2012). 
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gather for prayer, discussion, and mutual support.45 A number of resources are available 

that vocationally based home groups may use as guides. 

Scattered Church: Workplace Visits 

Pastoral visits to the workplaces of church members are yet another powerful way 

to help equip workplace ready disciples in the scattered church. According to Dennis 

Bakke, “There is no better place for pastors to connect with church members and the 

larger community than the workplace.”46 

Scattered Church: Workplace Groups 

Churches can also encourage the formation of groups of believers in the 

workplace. These groups may take a variety of forms. They may meet before the 

workday begins, during lunch hour, or after work. Depending on the circumstances they 

may meet on or off the employer’s premises. Some groups may be composed of people 

from similar kinds of work. For example in a large hospital the group might include only 

nurses.  

Scattered Church: Seminars/Classes 

Finally, seminars and classes can also be presented between Sundays. A Google 

search on a phrase like “seminars for Christians in the workplace” will yield many leads. 

Marketplace Leaders offers teleseminars and webinars, training videos, and more.47 Other 

resources are also available through Worklife on its website.48 

                                                 
45 Ibid., 157. 

46 Bakke, Joy at Work, 272. 

47 Marketplace Leaders, http://www.marketplaceleaders.org/ (accessed Apr. 3, 2012). 

48 Worklife, http://www.worklife.org/CC_Content_Page/ worklife_truth_modules.html (accessed 
Apr. 3, 2012). 
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In summary, the church in its scattered mode offers a variety of means of 

equipping workplace ready disciples. These resources include home groups, workplace 

visits, workplace groups, and seminars and classes. 

This chapter has suggested some means by which pastors and church leaders may 

follow through on the findings of the workplace survey by incorporating the theology of 

work into the equipping DNA of a congregation. Doing so will require sustained 

intentionality and continuing dialog between church leaders and those who spend their 

workdays in the scattered church. Richard Higginson aptly describes the process in a call 

for the church to take up this task:  

The baton now needs to be taken up . . . by the Christian church more widely. 
Church leaders need to take the lead in equipping their members with a wide-
ranging working theology. Church members need to take the lead in apprising 
their leaders about what is happening in the working world. Out of the dialogue 
that ensues, clear direction needs to come about how Christians should seek to be 
influencing the corporate world.49 

                                                 
49 Higginson, 329. 
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APPENDIX A. 

QUANTITATIVE RESPONSES TO SURVEY  

Sixty completed questionnaires were received from employees who attend one of 

three churches (in Seattle, Federal Way, and Elma, WA). Because some respondents did 

not answer every question, not all responses will total 60.  

1. Your age range? (check one):  

18-26  2 

27-42 19 

43-61 31 

62+  8 

  

2. Your gender?  

M  26 

F  34 

 

3. What is your educational background? 

High School   4 

Some College  11 

College Graduate  27 

Post-Graduate Degree 18 

 

4. Typically, approximately how many hours per week do you work per week? 
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Less than 20  6 

20-40  25 

More than 40 28 

 

5. On average, how much time do you spend each week commuting to and from 

work? 

Less than 2 32 

2-5   15 

More than 5 13 

 

6. Which of the following best describes your employment situation? 

A private company or corporation  43  

A government agency (federal, state, or local) 17 

Business owner       0 

 

 

8. If you work for a company or agency, approximately how many does it 

employ? 

1-5   2 

6-25 12 

26-100 11 

101-500 12 

501+ 23 
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9. Which of the following words best describe how you think about your everyday 

work?  

A necessity   29  

Fulfilling   44  

Boring     2  

Frustrating   19 

Insignificant     0 

Meaningful   30 

Stressful   34 

Other (see comment)   4 

 

10. As you see it, why do we work? Because of: 

The sin of Adam and Eve   2 

The need to earn a living   36 

Who God is   12 

Other (see comment)   10 

 

11. Does your employer sometimes ask you to take actions that you find morally 

or ethically wrong?  

Yes 10 

No  50 
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12. If you answered “Yes” to the previous question, how well prepared are you to 

make those moral or ethical judgment-calls?  

Well prepared    7   

Partially prepared    6 

Unprepared    1 

No response   46 

 

13. Do you sometimes think you could serve God more effectively in a church-

related job? 

Yes 22 

No   38 

 

14. Do you often feel spiritually lonely on the job? 

Yes 19 

No  41 

 

15. When conflicts erupt among those you work with, how well prepared are you 

to respond as a Christian should?  

Well prepared  29 

Partially prepared  28 

Unprepared   3 

 

16. Do you find it difficult to balance work, home, and church responsibilities? 
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Yes 39 

No  20 

 

17. Do you look forward to going to work each day? 

Yes 48 

No  12 

 

18. How do you usually do your work? (check one):  

Enthusiastically 55 

Halfheartedly  5 

Begrudgingly  0 

  

19. How many other believers are you aware of among those you interact with at 

work (coworkers, clients, customers, students, etc.)?  

None  3 

1-2  11 

3-5  19 

6+  27 

 

20. If you do know of other believers where you work, do you deliberately seek 

for opportunities to encourage them in their faith and walk?  

Yes 31 

No  29  
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21. How sure are you in discerning God’s direction in making work-related 

decisions, such as taking promotions or staying versus leaving a job?  

This is a problem for me   3    

Somewhat unsure   23 

Usually have no doubts 33 

22. When it comes to explaining the Gospel to unbelievers on the job, what words 

best describe your experience? (check any that apply):  

 Never do     13 

 Do so often      0 

 Do so when opportunities come   30 

 Afraid to do so    4 

 Don’t know what to say    2 

 Find witnessing easy     1 

 Other (see note under comments)  10  

 

23. Which of these, if any, have you experienced on the job?  

Sexual harassment   1 

Bullying    6 

Discrimination   4 

Verbal abuse   9 

All     2 

None   38 
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24. Do you believe you are doing the work God made you to do? 

Yes 44 

No   6 

Not sure 10 

 

25. Do you believe you are fairly paid? 

Yes 49 

No  10 

 

26. What first comes to mind when you hear the word “stewardship”? (check one) 

Tithes and offerings to church and missions   8 

Making the best use of one’s life and work   44 

Other (see note under comments)    7  

 

27. Does your employer pressure you to work more than you believe you should? 

Never  37 

Sometimes  19 

Often   4 
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28. Are you able to take a weekly day of rest? 

Yes  40 

Sometimes  16 

No    4 

 

29. Do you believe anything of your work in this life will be preserved in God’s 

eternal kingdom? 

Yes 35 

No   8 

Not sure 17 

 

30. To what degree are you enthusiastic about the goals of your company or 

agency? 

Highly 35 

So-so 22 

Not at all  2 

 

31. Do you see your work itself—the tasks you do—as contributing to the 

carrying out of God’s purposes? 

Yes 48 

No  11 
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32. Are you aware of any resources that provide instruction and encouragement 

for believers in the 21st century work world? 

Yes 23 

No  37 

 

33. In your normal way of thinking, in which area are you more aware of serving 

God? 

By working in a church-related program  20  

By working in your job     20 

See comment      19 

 

34. Do you see your work as ministry? 

Yes 41 

No  18 

 

 

 

 

 

35. When you go to work on a typical day, how often do you see it as doing the 

work of the Lord? 

Most days   28 

Sometimes  22 
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Rarely    8 

Never    2 

 

36. Before you went into the work world, did you receive any biblical instruction 

on choosing a job?  

Much  2 

Some 12 

None 46 

37. When you entered your line of work, to what degree did God’s “calling” 

influence your thinking? 

A lot  20 

To some degree 25 

Not at all  15 

 

38. Which of the following three choices describes your natural tendency: 

Underwork (laziness)     1 

Hard work (with appropriate rest)  35 

Overwork (drivenness)    23 

 

39. Do you believe you are using your spiritual gift(s) in your everyday work? 

Yes 44 

No  16 
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40. To what degree do you believe your God-given gifts, abilities, and 

motivations fit your daily work? 

A good match 40 

So-so  16 

Not at all   2 

 

41. To make certain the right data goes to your pastor, please indicate what city 

your church meets in: 

Seattle  16 

Federal Way 33 

Elma  11 
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APPENDIX B. 

QUALITATIVE RESPONSES TO SURVEY 

Significant comments to the survey began with Question 9 and continued through 

Question 40. 

 

9. Which of the following words best describe how you think about your 

everyday work? A necessity; Fulfilling; Boring; Frustrating; Insignificant; 

Meaningful; Stressful; Other. 

• A necessity: I am a single mom and if I could, I’d stay home and not work until my 

son was in college.  

• I love working with kids and making a positive impact in their lives. 

• I am doing a job that helps people in needs. I feel fulfilled. 

• (Explaining “stressed.”) I’m a special ed teacher and work with children with tough 

behaviors. 

• It helps people. 

• Provides income to send our kids to private school/pays mortgage. Thankless 

oppressive, hostile environment. Working twice as hard as when I was hired for the 

same wage. 

• Work success is a large part of my life. 

• I have to work to receive a paycheck to support my family, so it is a necessity, but I 

like where I work. 

• My job is both a necessity to support myself and my daughter and it is a calling from 

God because of the talents and gifts he’s given me. 
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• I am part of providing a service. I love my job but sometimes dealing with the public 

is stressful. 

• Very challenging but highly rewarding. 

• I am a second grade teacher, I feel very fulfilled watching students learn and grow. 

• Need to work to pay the bills, save for retirement. Most of the time I enjoy what I do 

and am engrossed in my work. Sometimes there are boring, frustrating, stressful, 

and/or insignificant hours (or days). But mostly my job is a good match for my gifts. 

• When I get to proofread, it is fulfilling. When the computer locks up, or the website, 

it’s frustrating. 

• It was fulfilling to help people with their challenges, to make a small difference in 

their day. Stressful. Always uncertainties as to who I would encounter that would be 

unreasonable, angry, hostile. Never knew for sure my hours. 

• I work at outback steakhouse at nights, serving. It has been a blessing to have a 

flexible job to fit into my family’s life. No stress. Nice outlet. 

• I am a school administrator and I work with over 600 students, their families, and all 

of our school staff. This can be very overwhelming at times; however, I do believe 

that God has me where he desires me to be for this day. My job can be very 

challenging at times. But if this is what he would have me do, I know that I can do all 

things through Jesus Christ who strengthens me. 

• I work for a nonprofit whose mission I believe in. I work part time, so I feel grateful 

and connected when I’m at work. 

• Necessity. To provide for my family. Fulfilling. I enjoy my job. Stressful. Fast paced 

and high expectations. 
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• I am a labor and delivery RN—stressful environment, but rewarding. 

• I like the mission of my employer. I like the outcomes. Raising funds is stressful. 

• A necessity at times, but also I see it as part of a bigger picture and plan and ministry, 

depending on the day and my mood. 

• Work I do is part of what I believe God has called me to do, but it is extremely 

demanding, challenging and hectic due to constant deadlines. 

• It’s work that needs to be done, but it does not feel super meaningful. 

• I wouldn’t be working there if I didn’t have bills to pay or if other jobs were available 

in the industry I prefer to work in. 

10. As you see it, why do we work? Because of: The sin of Adam and Eve; 

The need to earn a living; Who God is; Other. 

• To fulfill how God designed me. 

• God puts us in community to sharpen one another. We do need to take care of our 

families and not be idle, believing he is our provider first and foremost. 

• Wow! Great question. Never even considered it! I think God has given us all certain 

gifts and it is our duty to express those through our work and other activities. 

• God enjoys creating so I see my work as a reflection of that. 

• God tells us to. 

• God is creative, so we are meant to create. How joyful to get paid to create! 

• The need to be productive and have a place we feel useful and challenged. 

• A hard worker. A good work ethic is fulfilling and character developing. 
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• Jesus loves people and I see my job as my mission field. Christ often uses broken 

people and he scatters them out into the world to do his work! My hope is in Christ! 

Praise him! 

• To take care of our family and spread the gospel. 

• Some days to earn a living, some days to be salt & light in the world. 

• Because we all have individual gifts and we can be a community as we are meant to 

be only if we work together and complete these gifts rather than try to do it all alone. 

• We are called to it as missionary. 

• Need to work – called to do a specific work. 

• Who God is. God worked and then asked us to work. 

• The need to earn a living, the God who is, and other. Opportunity to serve, grow and 

partner and provide. We work because God worked and partnered with Adam to work 

and now partners with us in our work (Business as Mission). 

• The sin of Adam and Eve. The need to earn a living. Due to the sin of Adam and Eve 

we now have to work. Besides, Scripture says that if you don’t work you don’t eat. 

• To provide for the needs of our family. 

• The need to earn a living. I loved one of my past jobs so much I would’ve done it 

without pay except that in our society you need money to live on. 

• The need to earn a living. God gave us skills and talents. We should use them. 

11. Does your employer sometimes ask you to take actions that you find 

morally or ethically wrong? Yes; No. 

• To not divulge something to a partner business that was against the contract. 
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• “Fall on my sword” type situations. “For the sake of the school and losing customers, 

just admit you were wrong, etc.” They don’t stand behind me, or support me. 

• No, but sometimes it could be easy to “bend” the truth about why you take time off so 

as not to lose pay. I recently took leave without pay instead of lying about not being 

sick and lost two days of pay. 

• Staying silent when parents are sabotaging their children so the district does not get in 

situations it doesn’t want. 

• Fudge numbers, produce less than quality work. 

• Yes. I was told I could not pray for my clients. 

• Yes. Lie, exaggerate. 

12. If you answered “Yes” to the previous question, how well prepared are 

you to make those moral or ethical judgment-calls? Well prepared; Partially 

prepared. Unprepared. 

• I told them I wouldn’t lie, so I avoided situations where it might come up. 

• I have been teaching for 12 years. My administrators are not even educators, they are 

business women. 

• I think my core values are well-established. 

• When ethical questions arrive, my employer pushes and backs the right decisions. 

Employees still like cutting corners. I feel well prepared for the questions and moral 

judgments I have faced. However I feel more often than not I am faced with questions 

I have not considered. 

• Well prepared and partially prepared. Though I feel pretty solid in my morals/values, 

the new unique situations require discernment with the “gray.” 
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13. Do you sometimes think you could serve God more effectively in a 

church-related job? Yes; No.  

• I can influence those I meet at work and on the street. 

• I have a masters in counseling so at times I feel I’m not using that in a way I could 

because I’m in a public school. 

• I wish I could pray with my students. 

• I have worked as a children’s director and a worship leader. Both use my gifts, and 

the environments were healthy. 

• Not often, but could lend my skills to projects. 

• No, but I used to. 

• Yes, I could use my singing skills for worship or children’s programs. 

• I get so caught up with the curriculum/academics I need to teach, I’m not focused on 

God during those times. 

• God has given me a gift for business leadership. I know I am where he wants me. 

• Yes, I would feel like it mattered more. 

• Rather be a tentmaker and serving from the congregation. 

• Church job might be easier. I worked with hundreds of people per day. I needed to be 

a light with the public. 

• I said no, but at one time I felt the answer was strongly yes. Since then, God has 

showed me both my weaknesses and the harvest field of working with non-Christians. 

I lost the belief given to me in college that full-time Christian work was the only God-

given work to do. Christians not living for Jesus but for themselves worked in secular 

jobs. 
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• Of course, but with two small children, now isn’t the time. 

• I used to feel this way a great deal until I read your book and listened to you speak. 

You helped me realize that I can serve him everywhere. Life isn’t necessarily where 

you are at; it is about where you are at with him. He can use us! 

• I have a desire to work in fulltime missionary service, but still would be “employed” 

in some way in order to socialize with the lost in everyday activities and work 

situations. 

• It would seem easier to put more spiritual emphasis on the day’s work. 

• Yes. My mind is constantly on those needs in the church. 

• It’s important to be in the world. 

• My volunteer time is church related and would enjoy more. 

• I want to be a light to my coworkers – some saved, some not. 

• Yes. Opportunities to pray, share openly, expectation of God’s will and word 

expressed. 

• Yes. I have served in church but it is far more difficult to serve in the workplace. 

• Yes. I have been working in world vocation situation for many years. 

• I’ve worked in ministry before and hope to return to church work in the future. 

• Yes. Well I used to work for a church and I loved it/felt very fulfilled, felt like I was 

making a difference in terms of God’s kingdom. 

• No. Absolutely not. 

14. Do you often feel spiritually lonely on the job? Yes; No. 

• When dealing with temptations. 

• No other believers in my local office. 
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• Yes, most of my coworkers are in their 20s and drink and gamble a lot. Not much in 

common. 

• I work at a Christian non-profit, on a team that is much more conservative than I am. 

Some days our team’s devotions leave me feeling isolated.  

• Yes, I work from home. 

• I work with the public. Usually the conflict is about me. I pray silently and know he 

hears me. 

• Often times, I don’t think I work with many believers. 

• Yes. Many of my coworkers are anti-Christian. 

• Yes. Work with some believers. 

• Yes. Only Christian on staff of 30+. 

• Yes. Hard to find other colleagues that are passionate about Christian growth. 

• Sometimes, but the more open I am about my faith the more fellow believers I 

become aware of. 

• There are other church attenders, but a lack of born again believers. 

• Often persecuted for faith. 

15. When conflicts erupt among those you work with, how well prepared are 

you to respond as a Christian should? Well prepared; Partially prepared; 

Unprepared. 

• Hard to take a Christian approach at times with all that culture at work. 

• I could deal with conflict better. 

• I wait for an opening that sometimes doesn’t come. I try to be an example. 

• I always try to pray first then respond. God’s always got my back. 
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• I don’t hide it but I don’t get too deep unless I pick up that they are open, but I don’t 

really look for opportunities—more innuendo. 

• I have a tight group of co-teachers who are my prayer partners and friends. They are 

my sounding board and counselors. 

• Christians bring peace, joy, love into our communities – stability. 

• I try to pray over the situations that come up in order to respond well. If I need to, I 

ask for forgiveness from coworkers. 

• Try to be Christ-like but my sin nature wins on occasion. 

• You have to love everyone and accept them where they are at in their life. I always 

listen and try to come up with a solution to problems or conflict. 

• I am well prepared intellectually. The challenge is getting my will in line to respond 

in a godly way instead of from my self-serving nature. 

• At work, my first priority is the business, not always in the way how Christ might 

handle it. 

• Lots of conflict resolution experience. But it does not mean I do it right all the time. 

• I am not always sure how a Christian should respond. 

• Have not had any recent conflict. 

• I am a direct but fair person. Conflict, if handled, does not bother me. 

• (Partially prepared) I don’t want to cause conflict, but I support the people I am 

around in a Christian way. 

• I spend a great deal of my time dealing with situations that could easily erupt in the 

conflict. I try to pray and seek wisdom from the Holy Spirit to help me have the right 
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words, heart, and attitude towards others. I desire to be used by him, even though at 

times it is very uncomfortable. 

• People often come to me to mediate issues. 

• Coworkers know of my faith. I sometimes don’t profess it as much as I should. 

• Well prepared. Must be an example – a leader. 

• Well prepared. I have been a Christian for 40 years, and processing/dealing with 

situations that bring up conflicts. 

• Yes. I feel that the Lord has gifted me with the spirit of reconciliation, and as such, I 

am well prepared. 

• I’ve not had to deal with much conflict at work, but ultimately I think I’m prepared 

for it. 

• Partially prepared. I typically choose not to get involved with other people’s conflicts 

and I don’t often initiate conflict but when others initiate conflict with me I usually 

have an idea of what to do. 

• Love of God and love for others helps me to be more understanding. 

16. Do you find it difficult to balance work, home, and church 

responsibilities? Yes; No. 

• At times, work travel, etc., resulting in schedule conflicts. 

• Not enough time in the day. 

• Not really responsibilities to the church I attend but more in my waLuke Distractions 

and poor personal choices at home. 

• Corporate life demands time and attention. 

• Never seems to be enough time in a day to get things done. 
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• Especially as a single mom, it is challenging. I am learning more and more to trust 

God’s help. 

• Yes, time. 

• Always been difficult for me to find a balance. Tend to work way too much. 

• Yes, this is the backbone of my life. Of course keeping my life in balance is difficult. 

• Time – seems as if there’s not enough time to do a “balanced” job. 

• Feeling like there’s not enough time for these three, let alone for myself 

• 70 hours of work is simply a lot. 

• Time and uncooperative children. 

• For one I struggle with keeping focus on God when balance is off. 

• Time. 

• Currently in a “transition.” Where finances are uncertain. Tough to know when to 

push hard and went to “be still” and let God show his might. 

• I am sometimes bad at leaving work at a decent time. Get home late. 

• Always an irregular schedule. Tired. Feeling like there was so much given on the job. 

Not much left of me at home and church. 

• I still find myself overcommitting to church or other type ministries to the detriment 

of my family. I have also been overcommitted at work. 

• Balance is hard. I want to participate more in church, I look forward to fitting it in. 

• That’s why I work part time! Everyone “needs” me. 

• Not enough time. 

• Work is too demanding. 

• Health, fatigue – time commitments to all – prioritizing is challenging. 
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• 50+ hours of work – ministry +10 hours – health issues. 

• Yes. Because at times you’re giving so much to your family that at times you lack the 

time with God 

• The lack of time is the biggest challenge. 

• I’m not as involved in ministry as I’d like to be, but it’s as much as I can commit to in 

this season. 

• No. But I often feel tired as I tried to do all three well. 

• Yes. Out of town a lot. 

• Time. This is a constant struggle. I have a great deal of responsibility at work can 

sometimes feel that I overcommit myself at church and at work there are times that I 

don’t know how I will get it all done; however, God keeps getting me through it. I 

have found that my time management increases when I am being faithful to cultivate 

a personal relationship with him. If I have been faithful to pray and read the word, 

things tend to work out.  

• Sometimes. I’m a single parent with extended family living a distance from me. My 

church family and local community of friends help out. I need just to be comfortable 

asking for help when it’s needed. 

• My work life is overwhelming. It is difficult to walk away at the end of the day 

because the work is NEVER done! As a single parent there is a lot of pressure. 

• Just having enough time. 

17. Do you look forward to going to work each day? Yes; No. 

• Always something new. 

• It is part of my social responsibility. 
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• I like my job, what I do and who I work with. 

• The interaction between us is a plus. 

• I have a tough class that mentally and physically challenges me. I’ve done this for 22 

years now. 

• No, but I don’t have an issue with it, I need to and it’s a good cause. I’d selfishly do 

more things I like to do; I’d rather get to choose what I do each day. 

• I used to. The last year the leadership has changed so much that I can barely handle it. 

• I love my job. 

• I enjoy the people I work with and what I do. 

• Not everyone is fortunate enough to be employed and have work every day. 

• I love teaching; it is God who made need to be. 

• I love my job. 

• Most days I look forward to going to work. 

• I do like my job, but it is not very challenging. It is time for a career change. 

• Some days I feel pulled to other tasks. 

• Love my job! 

• Most of the time. 

• When I know I can complete a project, it feels very fulfilling. 

• I enjoy working with people and contributing. 

• I am fine once I get there. I am just always so tired. 

• I’m doing things I truly enjoy. 

• I enjoy my job and it allows me to provide for my family and save for retirement. 

• Always different – new challenges. 
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• Yes, but it varies. I am thankful for my job; and at the same time, I find it boring, low 

challenge, and low recognition. 

• I love the time I get outside of the home. 

• I’m committed to the mission of my agency, and they value my work 

• Some days. I love my job (teaching) but it is stressful and overwhelming at times. 

• No. Sometimes my work is repetitive and not challenging. 

• I know I am blessed to still love my job after 40 years. 

• Unless I’m too tired. 

• I enjoy working with kids, it’s my heart. 

• I generally love what I do. 

• Sometimes yes sometimes no.  

• Does anyone look forward to work “every day?” 

• No. I’m ready to retire. 

• Don’t look forward to the stress. 

• By no means do I love my job, but I’m thankful to have it and it’s not bad for now. 

• No. It’s a job accepted to pay the bills but it physically exhausts me and doesn’t allow 

me to use my gifts, and gauge my passions. 

• I love my work and I love the people I work with. 

• Some days I’m excited and others not. 

• For the most part, things go well; however at times I don’t look forward to the 

emotion and conflict that arises in my job. It is draining at times. With that said, I do 

feel blessed to have a job where I do enjoy my work. 
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• I’ve applied for a different position and am waiting for a response. I prefer to work 

with children...but God uses me wherever I am employed. 

• I try to be present to the person I’m serving. I sometimes don’t have the right attitude 

in between patients. 

• Yes and No. I know God has placed me where I work but the job can be very 

emotionally difficult. Every day is a spiritual battle as the families I work with face 

poverty, mental illness, chemical addiction, homelessness and brokenness. 

• More so lately, but not always. 

• I really enjoy my job and the challenges associated with it. 

• I like what I do. 

18. How do you usually do your work? (check one): Enthusiastically; 

Halfheartedly; Begrudgingly. 

• Try to give it 110 percent. 

• Surely, it cannot be categorized so simply. There are some stressful days. 

• I want to do my best at what God has set before me. 

• I always have to show energy or the kids will take advantage. Humanness and fun are 

best practices. 

• I love what I do. 

• I like to do a job well and set a good example. 

• The joy I used to find has been lost. No communication, unappreciated. 

• I believe the Lord has placed me in a great position. 

• With the economy and lack of jobs, I am thankful for my job. 

• Most of the time. I love interacting with the students. 
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• I love my job and am well paid for it. 

• Majority of the time with enthusiasm, but I have my days where it is halfhearted as 

well. 

• I enjoy what I do and get to work with very smart people. 

• I am proud that I have a great work ethic. I always try to do my best. I don’t slack. 

• Love what I do. 

• Eager to be done to move on. 

• Because I am not always enthusiastic and I know there are things I can improve. 

• I’m doing things I truly enjoy. 

• Enthusiastically most days. 

• I do my best. 

• I really am thankful for my job and believe God wants me here however due to the 

reasons in question 17, I find myself slipping into halfhearted effort. Not a good 

thing. 

• I care about my work. 

• Enthusiastically, halfheartedly. Depends what my schedule is. 

• I believe I’m doing it for the Lord. 

• I have to fight through being halfhearted. 

• I put my all into my work. 

• I enjoy people so I’m glad to engage with them in my job. 

• I usually do my work well—not quite enthusiastically but more than halfheartedly. 

• I want to help my organization the best I can. 
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• There is a strong learning curve where I currently am employed. Makes me excited to 

learn. 

• I give it my all as unto God. My life may be the only Jesus a person ever sees. 

• I’m grateful for a job—I believe that God has provided it—I’m working for him. 

• This is a mission field 

• Like my job. 

19. How many other believers are you aware of among those you interact 

with at work (coworkers, clients, customers, students, etc.)? None; 1-2; 3-5; 6+. 

• It is a Christian school – hopefully they all are! 

• None in local office – many in corporate office and the field. 

• In my work I am lucky in that I get to see many believers each day and that is a real 

blessing. 

• I work for a Catholic hospital. 

• Not sure. 

• Some days none. Other days...?? 

• Most of clients have some faith. 

• My hunch is that there are more than five but I may not be aware of them. 

• I don’t know. None of my coworkers, but I don’t know about volunteers and visitors. 

20. If you do know of other believers where you work, do you deliberately 

seek for opportunities to encourage them in their faith and walk? Yes; No. 

• I try to keep faith and other personal biases removed from workplace. 

• The environment is work-focused. Opportunities seldom allow for deliberate 

approach. 
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• Talking about our faith and life and not focusing only on work. 

• An encouragement when they discuss discouragement. 

• They check in with me and vice-versa. It’s nice actually. 

• Not really. I do tell them I’ll pray for them when an issue arises. I’m still fairly new in 

my waLuke 

• Prayer group, devotions, cards, e-mails, time. 

• By e-mail and phone calls. 

• Most are caseworkers and don’t have the time to chat.  

• I don’t usually find a good time or situation. 

• Check in about their home life outside school. Pray for them. Write notes. Empathize 

with their situation and needs. 

• No. Time and place. Most of my work is done in isolation. 

• Talking about my faith. 

• I prefer to keep faith/religion out of the workplace – there are so many different 

opinions even among Christians. And I’m there to work not evangelize or debate my 

faith. It is also awkward to feel like you have to be partial to other Christians or like 

there has to be some evangelistic agenda among the group of Christians. At work I 

need to remember my duty to my employer comes first. 

• Checking in with them. 

• We have daily devotions as a team – part of my job responsibility. But honestly, no, I 

have not sought out opportunities beyond that to encourage others in their waLuke 

Thanks for asking the question. I will now! 

• Awkward. 
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• When I go into the office I seek them out, try to have them over for a meal, pray with 

and for them. 

• I do try to place myself with these folks as a way to help me with my faith. I am not 

very vocal about faith. 

• Some of my students are seeking career guidance and I can keep them grounded in 

the right values and purposes. 

• Try to be a good influence on both believers and nonbelievers. 

• If I see I’m working with one. We know who we are—always a special hug, 

sometimes a word. 

• In the past, yes. I had several close Christian friends that we would walk and pray 

together along with correcting each other to be walking closer to Jesus and live out 

faith doing good work for our employer. Now, I believe several of my coworkers are 

Christians, but we have not had opportunity to discuss it or in discussion they seemed 

more churchgoers than lovers of Jesus 

• Not enough down time to chat really. But I would if they talked more about it. 

• Yes. Lots of short pep talks throughout the day. 

• Yes. We communicate prayer requests and gather from time to time to pray together. 

• Yes. Personally and by e-mail. 

• No. Tend to stick to work related conversations. 

• Yes. Encourage their actions—(acknowledge)—verbally talk and beliefs—struggles, 

sometimes in front of nonbelievers. 

• Yes. Asking how they are doing and prayer requests. 

• I should but usually don’t. 
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• Yes. I’m considered by them to be an active prayer warrior. 

• No, sometimes but not often. Too focused on work tasks. 

• I ask about church, small groups, mission trips, etc. 

• No. I suppose because I assume they are receiving that encouragement elsewhere. It 

seems strange to mix the faith conversations with work conversations. 

• Yes. I listen to how the Lord is working in their lives or through them. Sometimes 

after I’ve made a comment like, “Lord, help me!” 

• Sharing Bible verses, encouraging one another by spending time listening to their 

challenges. At times, I will pray with people. 

• We discuss faith, how we praise/pray etc., but avoid trying to tell each other how to 

live our lives. We do encourage each other to go to church, however. 

• I offer to pray for their needs, families or situations they share that are pressing on 

their minds and hearts. I share Scripture at times. 

• By listening and sharing. 

• I pray for them daily. We interact on Facebook. With some of my coworkers, we read 

Our Daily Bread together. 

• Praying for them and talking to them about how God is always in control, even if it 

doesn’t look like it. 

• We do Bible studies and keep each other accountable 

• Offer an ear to listen. 

21. How sure are you in discerning God’s direction in making work-related 

decisions, such as taking promotions or staying versus leaving a job? This is a 

problem for me; Somewhat unsure; Usually have no doubts. 
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• Knowing that is God’s path. 

• My age. I don’t want to let a younger person miss out on promos. Love right where 

I’m at in work. 

• God’s kept me busy. I pray and listen for direction. 

• It’s really just been this last job I’ve been in for seven years where that applied. When 

I pray, I must not be listening close enough, because I’ve not received him. 

• It is difficult to trust the waiting/praying process. As I seek God’s will I am learning 

to read and pray and wait for peace. Also I lean on trusted, godly friends and family 

for feedback. 

• We need the money but I’m finding it’s not worth the frustration. 

• I tend to be very driven in my area of work and sometimes I think I do not have a 

good handle on what are my desires versus God’s desires for me at work. 

• As I always pray for direction and I seek him before making changes. 

• Saying goodbye to employer. 

• I find when I have struggled, it is because I am forcing what I want, not listening. 

• I have made several drastic decisions that went against what I personally would have 

done, but knew it was God’s direction. 

• God is currently working on me in this area. I distrust “feelings” because I’ve seen 

others do stupid things based on what they claimed they felt. But this is a big part of 

growing my relationship with God. 

• Still it’s hard to pass up what seems like a great opportunity. 

• (Somewhat unsure.) Praying helps. 

• Should I be working more/less? Is there somewhere else God has for me? 
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• I usually pray to seek answers. 

• I don’t have a lot of experience with this, but God has been faithful with the few 

decisions that have been made. 

• This has been a big issue for me (at various times). I have tried a couple of different 

times to take another position to alleviate the difficulty that my job contains. With 

that said, I have never felt that God would have me do anything else. At times, I just 

want to do something that is easier. But made his will be done, not my will. I feel that 

when I have wanted to leave my job, it has been because I get tired and want to 

escape. It is hard for me to know if I am just being selfish or is God okay with me 

leaving my current position. 

• Waiting for a clear reply from God regarding making a change and in what direction. 

22. When it comes to explaining the Gospel to unbelievers on the job, what 

words best describe your experience? (check any that apply): Never do; Do so often; 

Do so when opportunities come; Afraid to do so; Don’t know what to say; Find 

witnessing easy; Other.  

• I try to keep faith and other personal biases removed from workplace. 

• Have once at work, and the person said they believed but weren’t practicing. Not well 

versed or practiced. 

• In a state job it is politically incorrect to speak about such things. 

• Afraid to do so. Others’ opinions. 

• I often let people know I will pray for them. If a coworker brings up a spiritual topic I 

ask questions and share. Most often I build a friendship so others trust me, and that 

leads to deeper sharing. 
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• Don’t look for opportunities but don’t shy away either. 

• I think I am poorly equipped to explain the gospel to an unbeliever have just never 

practiced it I guess. 

• Will gladly share my faith if asked or the opportunity arises otherwise. 

• I have never been very public about my faith. I don’t want to offend others. I feel 

uncomfortable speaking about my faith to people I don’t really know. I’m kind of 

shy. 

• Nervous to do so. 

• Inappropriate. 

• Try to wait for an open door and not be pushy. 

• Clear opportunities come very rarely, but try to step forward when a door opens. 

• I can tell my story. The more I study the Bible that easier it gets. 

• Seldom do so but have a few times. 

• Just don’t have an opportunity in such a busy environment. 

• Not many opportunities; can’t share with students in my office because of my 

position. 

• Doesn’t apply. 

• Opportunities do not come often. I usually have to be talking about my experiences to 

show how God has gotten me where I am. 

• I have occasionally done this. 

• I have been told more than once that “religion talk” is not acceptable talk in the 

workplace. 
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• My coworkers know I am a Christian. But I wouldn’t say I’ve ever “explained” the 

gospel. 

• Other. Working for the government, we are admonished against this. 

• Does not apply to me. I work alone. 

• Not often, but answer questions when asked. Know that I must be careful of my 

walk/taLuke 

• It’s forbidden in the classroom and iffy with staff members. 

• Rarely try, not able to focus on it. 

• Never do. Opportunities have not arisen. 

• When conversations about church or Christianity come up, it’s easy for me to 

participate in a way that I hope clarifies the gospel. I don’t often initiate these 

conversations, however. 

• Never do. My actions and love for others is my witness. This question, however, is 

unclear. What do you mean by explaining the gospel? I discuss my beliefs when it 

comes up in conversation, but I don’t explain anything that seems to imply preaching 

or going through Scripture. 

• Not always have opportunities (busy), so do take advantage when it arises. 

• May cause problems in the work place. Although I would like to share the Gospel 

more, it could cost me my job and in this market job security is a very big thing. 

• Living my life daily and being willing to discuss the reasons why I do the work I do 

and how I make decisions always comes back around to God. 

• Sometimes don’t know whether to cross that line or not. 

• I don’t push my beliefs on others. If I am asked, I will state the facts. 
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23. Which of these, if any, have you experienced on the job? Sexual 

harassment; Bullying; Discrimination; Verbal abuse. 

• (Explaining “verbal abuse.”) I have gotten this from kids a lot over the years. It’s 

amazing what comes out of a 5 & 6 year old’s mouth. I have always said, “Please 

don’t speak that way.”  

• Bullied by administrators for “not being a team player.” I was the scapegoat. 

• (Discrimination.) Suffered through it. Persevered. 

• (Verbal abuse.) Try to ignore. My job sometimes requires enforcement. 

• None. Always have worked in very professional environments. 

• (Verbal abuse.) Coworker—more difficult—disappointed. Client—love them. 

• (All.) A supervisor would be called in. 

• None. 

• (All.) Jesus helped me keep my tongue and respond professionally and lovingly. 

Diffusing the emotions at that time. 

• In my job I deal with situations that are at times filled with emotion. I have been the 

target of wrath when some that I interact with have lost their poise and vent 

inappropriately. 

• (Bullying, Verbal abuse.) I left one job because I was not willing to work for an 

employer who I found to be unethical in his business practices. In my current job, I 

have experienced what I believe to be a hostile work environment; specifically related 

to a supervisor. God recently moved me from this supervisor to another.  

• (Verbal abuse) I told the person to just talk to me calmly and that yelling was not 

necessary. 
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• (Bullying. Discrimination. Verbal Abuse.) I obey the leadership, but defend those 

who are treated unjustly. 

24. Do you believe you are doing the work God made you to do? Yes; No; Not 

sure. 

• How is it possible to know 100 percent? 

• I feel I am serving. 

• God’s given me patience and love for kids. Helping kids with challenges succeed is 

the best job of all. 

• I’m definitely working for a good company that does a very good service. I don’t 

know if it’s the work he made me do, but he wouldn’t be disappointed.  

• I know music and teaching are my gift. However, I don’t think I’m at the right school 

anymore. 

• The position is a great fit for my skills. 

• I have wanted to be a nurse for a long time but don’t have time or money to go to 

school. 

• I still think there is more to come in finding what I am truly great at. 

• Felt God put the call for teaching on my heart in second grade it absolutely fits who 

God made need to be. 

• I believe I’m doing the job God put me in. 

• I think God has blessed me with certain talents and opened up many wonderful 

opportunities for me with my work and brought me joy and success through my work. 

• Believe I’ve been led into my profession for a reason. 
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• Not sure. I know I can do a much harder, challenging job. It has been hard for me to 

figure out what I want to do as a career. 

• Because the hours fly by when I do this work, and I’m doing something I can do 

better than most people. And I’ve chosen to take a pay cut and do it at a Christian 

ministry instead of a for-profit, to give God the glory. 

• Not necessarily with my paid position. 

• I positively impacted lives in many ways only he could have directed. I have followed 

his lead into situations I never would have chosen and been privileged enough to see 

why. 

• It felt very clear the Lord had provided and led this job opportunity to me. 

• I serve people well, but I know my family is first right now. 

• No. I believe God has called me to so much more kingdom work but I feel I need to 

earn a living. 

• Not sure. Depends on the day. 

• Yes. Avocationally. 

• No. I think I’m using some of the gifts God has given me, but I’m not in a job that I 

feel called to do. 

• No. Not at work. But outside of work I feel I’m doing some of the “work” God 

created me to do. 

• Yes. I’m using the talents and interests God gave me. 

• In my profession, but not necessarily in the right job setting. 

• Yes, as a missionary, no as a vocation.  
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• Yes. I came away from what my career was for some time and was not happy or 

productive at it, so went back to previous job. 

25. Do you believe you are fairly paid? Yes; No. 

• This is a dynamic perception. 

• It really depends on the day. 

• I think it’s below market, but it’s a non-profit and I like the cause and my work. 

• Enough to live on. More than most of the world makes. Less than I could make 

elsewhere. 

• No. This is by choice given my circumstances. 

• No. State compensation is 20 percent lower than in the non-state job. 

26. What first comes to mind when you hear the word “stewardship”? (check 

one) Tithes and offerings to church and missions; Making the best use of one’s life 

and work; Other. 

• Overseeing. 

• I have always thought of stewardship as meaning that you were taking care of 

something or someone. 

• Caring for all of creation by managing, sustaining, reigning. 

• Obeying God’s word and helping others. Using your gifts to please God or to serve at 

church. Being thankful at all times no matter the circumstances. 

• Making the best use of one’s life and work, but must tithe. 

• Offering your time and/or money to a cause of faith that you believe in. 

• Both. 
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• Stewarding the gifts, talents, treasures entrusted to us such as finances, skills, 

abilities, and resources. 

• Life’s work, life, and finances. 

• Which includes money and possessions. 

• Using the resources and abilities God has given me to make the world a better place. 

• Both tithes and offerings and making best use of one’s life and work. 

27. Does your employer pressure you to work more than you believe you 

should? Never; Sometimes; Often. 

• It’s ridiculous, but I am my own boss, and I put this pressure on myself. 

• Teaching is a job where you always feel as if more could be done. 

• Not in my current position. My previous position for the same employer had strong 

pressure to work 60 to 80 hours a week. It damaged my family and when I stepped 

back to 40 hours, I suffered repercussions. 

• Often. Free time! 

• We have experienced many cuts and resources. As a result we who are fortunate to 

have a job are being asked to do much, much more. 

• I’m a servant, regardless of what I want, I must comply. 

28. Are you able to take a weekly day of rest? Yes; Sometimes; No. 

• It’s hard being a mom, full-time teacher, and having a husband in the military who’s 

gone a lot. 

• I work Monday-Friday and have time accrued I can request. 

• Rare and could on Sunday, two times per year. 

• Try to on the Sundays that I can. About half the Sundays in a year. 
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• Yes, but do I? Rarely. 

• I am working at this! 

• Yes, but Sundays off can lower my seniority. 

• Maybe when the kids are grown! 

• Yes. Weekends. 

• It’s up to me, not others or work. 

• Family obligations. 

• When I’m not it’s because I’ve committed to do more than I should. 

29. Do you believe anything of your work in this life will be preserved in 

God’s eternal kingdom? Yes; No; Not sure. 

• For sure!! 

• Not sure. Hope and pray it does. 

• Interesting question! And a little depressing, maybe. 

• Not in my paid job. 

• Tough to know if work is a concern of God’s other than that I do a good job and 

conduct myself honestly and with integrity. 

• The work I have done for him with a whole heart. 

• Yes, I believe that the spiritual things that I do, for God’s sake. 

• Yes. Souls. 

• It is my prayer that I will be faithful to share the hope that is in me with others I pray 

that Christ can be seen in me. So I hope that when I get to heaven, God will show me 

how he has used me to accomplish his purposes in others. I hope that I’m being used 
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to build the kingdom of Christ. I pray that my life is different because of my 

relationship with Christ. 

• The people who I was just a stepping stone to being saved will be in heaven. 

• Question is double sided, depends on the definition of work. 

30. To what degree are you enthusiastic about the goals of your company or 

agency? Highly; So-so; Not at all. 

• Lately with the new grade book program and other job stresses my enthusiasm isn’t 

too high nor is it in our building or in buildings district-wide. 

• The goals of the school district are not Christian. 

• We assist the disabled and sick. 

• Because it is such a good cause, a non-profit that helps children to adults with 

disabilities. 

• I feel the motives of the school have changed in the last two years. It is now a 

business first, then ministry. 

• Our company is striving to grow and serve. 

• I believe in educating students and want to do that well. 

• So-so, change is not always bad. 

• I love the work that we do and am enthusiastic about getting better at what we do. 

• “Improving financial security for people.” Very motivating for someone who wants to 

address poverty. 

• It is a Catholic company. Their values are to respect and help others and to take care 

of the poor. 

• We’re helping “the least of these” in the name of Christ. How cool is that!?! 
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• Exciting innovative business. 

• Not in the environment daily. 

• I love equipping others with skills to make a greater impact on this earth. 

• I believe in being a good employee and am compensated on a commission basis so I 

am paid more to sell more, but not sure God really cares about maximizing 

shareholder profits. 

• Transportation, becoming a leader in the industry, being the biggest, lots of money. I 

think lots of the ambition benefits a very few. 

• I believe the current goals align well with doing good, ethical work. My area strives 

to give the customer the best quality for the least cost. 

• Highly. I work for a secular nonprofit focused on college preparation for students of 

color. 

• My company is to profit driven and not purpose driven. 

• I support my husband in his work. 

• Concept of getting children of color through school. 

• My company strives to care for others and I’m glad to be a part of that. 

• Making things runs easier and more efficiently helps all of us. 

31. Do you see your work itself—the tasks you do—as contributing to the 

carrying out of God’s purposes? Yes; No. 

• I get to meet with kids in crisis and show them God’s love. 

• Enabling the less fortunate. 

• God’s led me to enrich the lives of special needs students. I teach many to read and to 

build skills so they can be better equipped to deal with life. 
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• For the most part. My interaction an example to my students is my true purpose. 

• Work as to the Lord. Doing his work on earth. 

• Everything we do is for God. 

• Absolutely. My teaching is a vehicle for God to use me in loving others. 

• God put me here. 

• I believe I am called to help people in the way I am doing it. 

• I speak and help others on the phone. I don’t feel this is very important. 

• I get to love on people. 

• I hope I can prepare students to be respectful, conscientious, contributing social 

agents to society. 

• I’m one small cog in a big wheel, but my work is critical to the overall mission. And 

the mission is dear to God. 

• No, they are not.  

• Not with the paid job. 

• Anything we do I feel is or has been placed before us for a reason and that it makes us 

who we are. 

• It is my job to take good care and teach his children. 

• Every day we are called to be his light and witness whatever he brings us for that day. 

• Yes. Reinforcing family relationships. 

• No. Does not lead anyone to Christ. 

• Somewhat. My tasks play a small part, some of the time. 

• I do administrative tasks so I support what I believe are God’s greater purposes. But it 

does feel very indirect. 
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• No answer. Sometimes but in a very indirect way. 

• Yes. Through my professional and courteous attitude. 

• Taking care of children and teaching them with love and safety is part of God’s 

purposes. 

• I work with prisoners. Purpose is to always glorify God. I get opportunities to do that. 

• Maybe... Caring for those in need. But I don’t know about eternity with this. 

• Yes. My work and attitude show them my faith in God. 

• Yes. I feel God has put me where I should be. 

 

32. Are you aware of any resources that provide instruction and 

encouragement for believers in the 21st century work world? Yes; No. 

• The Bible. 

• I read Larry Peabody’s book on this topic. 

• Oswald Chambers readings and Ravi Zacharias. 

• I have not utilized any yet. 

• Larry Peabody’s book re: God in the workplace. 

• The web, to do research, read the Bible online. 

• Biblos website. Going to church and seeking fellowship. 

• Bible study. Christian network. 

• Your book. 

• Various books. 

• Number one Bible study and fellowship. Number two books. 

• Yes. Bible. 
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• Yes. KIROS breakfast series. 

• Yes. Business as Mission. 

• Don’t understand the question. 

• The greatest resource that I lean on his spending time investing in my relationship 

with Christ. So the resources that I lean on are the Word and the Holy Spirit who 

dwells inside of me. I also use the Internet to listen to inspiring music and messages 

from some of my favorite pastors. I enjoy listening to Greg Laurie and Charles 

Stanley. I also utilize YouTube to listen to Christian music. 

• The Bible 

• Reading God’s Word, daily devotions. Being aware of the areas God is working to 

change in me so that I would represent Him more closely in my daily life. 

• I find encouragement in reading my Bible, the Daily Bread, praying with others and 

keeping focused on God. 

33. In your normal way of thinking, in which area are you more aware of 

serving God? By working in a church-related program; By working in your job; See 

comment.  

• Service [in a church-related program] would be 100 percent focused. 

• It’s a mindset…I do my job to serve God.  

• At church, but not in any program. Just helping with a few duties and ministries. 

• As hard (and miserable) as my job is – I have a chance to touch hundreds of lives 

every day. I am constantly aware of how I am serving. 
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• My gift is singing, I am part of the worship team. I love to sing and get to praise God. 

I feel very fulfilled. If it makes others happy (singing and music) that is even better in 

church. 

• I don’t have to be careful with what I say about God like I do when I’m at work 

(public-school). 

• Seem more focused when supporting church initiatives. 

• The way I interact with my family. 

• Both. I see my teaching work as a chance to spread the gospel and I see the church 

work as a way to mentor believers in their faith which multiplies workers for Jesus. 

• By working where God has you at the moment. 

• The world needs more workers seeking generosity in the business world. 

• By working in my job, only because it is all I know. 

• Because I could be earning 25 to 50 percent more in a secular organization, doing 

similar work I stay because I felt called by God to be here. 

• Working with my children and investing in them I see the connection, but making 

changes to a retail website—I don’t see how that serves God. 

• God to me is a personal relationship, and it is with you through all situations. And 

with 20/20 vision I have seen opportunities missed to bring God forward I will work 

to refocus and take future chances. 

• We are a “low-program” church. Serving each other and the community is much 

more spontaneous and grassroots. 

• Both. God called some to full-time Christian service and others to support them and 

walk as Christians in their jobs. 
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• Serve God wherever he has you every single day. 

• Both, it depends more on my attitude them to work. 

• Yes. Light in a spiritually dark place. 

• Both. Working in a church program and in my job. 

• Both, because it’s where the Lord has placed me. 

• Both. 

• I feel called to church work so that is where I am most aware of serving God. 

• It just seems easier to think of serving God when it’s more directly about God’s 

kingdom. 

• All of life is serving God. 

• “Normal way of thinking,” what’s that? God is in all I do. 

• Both. As long as I have breath I have the opportunity to allow Christ to shine in me. 

One of my favorite verses is John 3:30. I need to constantly strive to decrease while 

Jesus Christ increases in me. 

• Home, church, work, all are in the mission field. 

• My work through church programs shows my faith. 

• By working in job. I serve God by caring for those with infirmities. 

34. Do you see your work as ministry? Yes; No. 

• Sometimes. 

• I feel how I behave and treat others, when I pray with my coworkers, and when I 

encourage kids to be respectful and to treat others kindly that I’m doing God’s 

work—even in a public school. 
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• I didn’t really, but I do more now, hadn’t thought about it, just knew it was a good 

cause. 

• In some ways I do because I get to teach people everyday ways in which they can 

help themselves feel better. 

• Only if I deliberately think about it. 

• Not the paid job. 

• Sometimes. 

• No. Only on occasion. 

• No. For some it definitely can be, and I try to see my job as ministry, but that is 

difficult. 

• It could be, but I don’t tend to see it that way.  

• Completing my work with love, truthfulness, and faithfulness is a ministry. 

35. When you go to work on a typical day, how often do you see it as doing 

the work of the Lord? Most days; Sometimes; Rarely; Never.  

• Until now, just didn’t think of it that way. 

• Most days. I pray on my way to work to serve God, my coworkers, and patients. 

• Most days subconsciously. Rarely consciously. 

• Whether we feel like it or not when we interact with people we need to remember that 

we are constantly encouraging or discouraging others to see Christ. More than not I 

believe our actions can be our greatest witness (not just our words). Ideally, our 

words and our life complement one another and help others to desire to know more 

about Jesus. 
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• Presently am working as an occupational therapist in a hospital setting and outpatient 

clinic. Sometimes I am literally washing feet. I am able to bring healing touch and 

prayers, to those I work with and witness. I’ve prayed with the dying. God has 

allowed me to be with people in their last moment here, who I had worked with and 

witnessed to in the nursing home setting prior. The Lord blesses my efforts in this 

setting, even though I don’t see it as my life’s calling. 

36. Before you went into the work world, did you receive any biblical 

instruction on choosing a job? Much; Some; None. 

• I was not a Christian at that time. 

• I would have loved it. More instruction would have saved me a world of heartache 

and humiliation at doing a bad job at work and justifying it as a necessary evil for 

doing “God’s work” off-hours. 

• Because I felt certain of my calling, I don’t remember biblical instruction other than 

people praying for guidance 

• Some. Christian college. 

• Some. I asked him if this is what I should do, he said yes. 

• The instruction that I heard was very general. I did not receive direction from specific 

books, sermons, etc. to assist me. 

• Honestly, probably would not want instruction at this time. I’d found a job which I 

very much do enjoy, it’s secure, my manager is a strong supportive Christian woman 

and over all I am very happy there. I do not wish to change fields. 

• Depends on who it would have come from. 
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37. When you entered your line of work, to what degree did God’s “calling” 

influence your thinking? A lot; To some degree; Not at all. 

• God led me to this job when he sent my family my brother (they adopted him) who 

has special needs. He directed me to do this. 

• I didn’t feel called. I needed a job and fortunately it was for a good cause. 

• I have felt called to teach since I was a child. It is my passion, but my current 

situation has me questioning if I’m still passionate. 

• Again, because I was not a Christian did not even consider this aspect. 

• A lot. Changed to current job through a total jobs encounter. 

• My gifts were clear to me at an early age. Was not confused about what my passion 

was. 

• I was looking for God’s calling into the ministry, but not hearing it, went into secular 

work. 

• Not at all. Didn’t really know the Lord then. 

• It was only after I became a Christian did I realize the degree of God’s calling. 

• This job allows me to do the schooling in the evenings to do what I feel called to. 

• I’m doing this job until another opportunity arises to return to vocational ministry 

which I do consider a calling. 

• Prayerful consideration was the most important aspect to me and my husband when 

deciding the direction of my work. 

• It was before I was a believer, something I wanted to do. 
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38. Which of the following three choices describes your natural tendency: 

Underwork (laziness); Hard work (with appropriate rest); Overwork (drivenness); 

Comment.  

• Hard work with pretty consistent focus. 

• Overwork. No doubt about it! 

• All of these can describe me at times. 

• Overwork. But this includes housework, church work in addition to the job for which 

I am paid. 

• While at work I give all of my best effort, at home I study constantly about work in 

order to perform best while there. Usually on a day off I spend four to six hours on 

studying information for work. 

• I find it hard to say no to things I think are worthwhile. 

• This is difficult to balance in my current job. 

39. Do you believe you are using your spiritual gift(s) in your everyday work? 

Yes; No. 

• Leadership, organization, administration, compassion. 

• Acting as God would approve, encouraging. 

• I like to serve and help others, especially children. 

• I should try harder to seek and connect. 

• Encouragement and teaching. 

• Encouragement. 

• Teaching, discipleship, encouragement, hospitality, interpersonal skills. 

• Maybe not as a biblical definition, but work is a gift. Also self-control. 
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• I believe I have been given a gift for healing and I have used this in my work. I think 

I have been given compassion and caring that has also served me. No doubt have also 

been given a high drive to learn more about my work and to be better at it which 

continues to keep me interested and enjoying it. 

• Leadership, encouraging, consensus builder, motivator. 

• I would like to identify what my exact spiritual gifts are. I think I know, but is there 

some kind of survey or check list to help identify spiritual gifts? 

• Not in paid job. I teach my children and that is using one of my gifts. 

• Multitasking. Organization. Empathy. Connecting with students and then knowing I 

care, all are gifts God gave me to help me be a good teacher. 

• Teaching and administration. 

• Leadership and administration. 

• Love. Peace. Patience. Hospitality. Joy. 

• Yes. Administration. Prophecy. 

• Yes. Discernment. Prayer. Encouragement. 

• Sometimes. 

• Yes sometimes. 

• Yes. Leadership. 

• Yes. I have the gift of service and get to serve others every day. 

• Yes. Caring and compassion. 

• Yes. If told to. Discernment (to pray for or with others). 

• Sometimes. 
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• Teaching, mercy and compassion. Working with the elderly to learn or relearn self-

care tasks, or exercise. I instruct. With their limitations, illnesses, and weakness I use 

compassion. When they feel like giving up, I have encouragement and mercy. 

• Organization. Compassion. 

• Counseling, caring 

• Not sure. 

• Yes. I feel God sends as he sees our gifts and where we are needed. 

40. To what degree do you believe your God-given gifts, abilities, and 

motivations fit your daily work? A good match; So-so; Not at all. 

• Maybe not in my current situation, but when I first started it was a perfect fit. 

• Teaching, serving, words of knowledge, mercy. 

• I don’t know, but I am thankful for the work. 

• So-so. I’m good at my job because of the way I am made, but I don’t think it really 

engages my spiritual gifts.  

• I have to be a little pushier than I want to be to help people partake in therapy when 

my heart wants to just be compassionate and let them rest. It’s easier working with 

children...they are generally motivated to try anything or most things. 
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